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PREFACE

This history focuses on the economic association between the Blood In-
dians and their neighbours in southern Alberta from the 1880s through 
the 1930s. Canadian historiography has yet much to detail regarding the 
economic associations between Natives and non-Natives sharing an envi-
ronment and experiencing an integrated economic. I posit the argument 
that the Bloods and their reserve, contrary to general perceptions of Native 
reserves, have at times played more than a minor role in the regional de-
velopment of southern Alberta. The Bloods have influenced the economic 
circumstances in which Natives and newcomers found themselves in the 
post-treaty period on the Canadian Plains.

The Blood tribe and their large reservation were a significant factor in 
the southern Alberta region in which they were located. Their land base 
was important to the nascent and established ranching industry near the 
reserve during the 1880s through the period of the Great Depression. The 
products of the Blood reserve, especially coal and hay, were commodities 
in demand by settlers, and the Bloods were encouraged to provide them 
as needed. The Bloods became expert freighters and the local community 
sought them out to transport the much-needed produce from the reserve 
and to transship goods for non-Native entrepreneurs. Blood field labour in 
the Raymond area sugar beet fields was at times critical to the functioning 
of that industry. Their availability and willingness to work was a deciding 
factor in the operations of the Knight Sugar Company, especially during 
the first decade of operations. Finally, the Bloods’ ties to the merchant 
community, particularly in Cardston and Fort Macleod, resulted in a sig-
nificant infusion of money into the local economy. Importantly, much of 
this cash resulted from the personal wealth of the Bloods and was not a 
consequence of Department of Indian Affairs charity. The Bloods were 
not a drain on the local resources but were important contributors to the 
developing economy of the region. The relationship that the Bloods had 
with local merchants was very much like that of their White neighbours 
– interdependent.

Unfortunately the Department of Indian Affairs did not recognize the 
potential of the reserve to serve the needs of the Bloods, or at least did 
not let this recognition mitigate their policies of restriction and paternal-
ism. Had they done so the fortunes of the Bloods, and many other Native 
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reserves, might be now much different. So too might there be greater rec-
ognition of the part played by Natives in regional economies.

Scholarly inquiry is not a lonely endeavour and my efforts in this case 
are no exception. Many individuals and organizations are owed a debt 
of gratitude for their valuable assistance and contribution to this project. 
The archivists and staff of the Library and Archives of Canada, Provin-
cial Archives of Alberta, and the Glenbow Archives were very helpful. 
My friend Douglas Cass at the Glenbow Archives is deserving of special 
mention. He readily fielded my inquiries, offered advice and did footwork 
when I was stymied by lack of access to documents and books imposed by 
my rural setting. Thanks are also due to the helpful and efficient staff at 
the University of Calgary Press. I owe a special debt of gratitude to two 
scholars who epitomize the scholarly teacher. Dr. Herman Ganzevoort of 
the University of Calgary provided constant encouragement and advice 
from the initial stages of this project. Many thanks are also due to Dr. 
Joseph Cherwinski, now retired, Memorial University of Newfoundland. 
It during a teacher and student conversation with Dr. Cherwinski that this 
project had its genesis. He was encouraging and keen to see its completion. 
Three anonymous readers gave very helpful suggestions for improving this 
work. It is my hope that I have at least met some of their expectations. 
Their suggestions were much appreciated and I am grateful. This work is 
better for their insights. Clearly, however, sins of omission and commission 
are strictly my own. Last but not least I wish to thank my wife Anne for 
her understanding, encouragement, and patience throughout this project. 
Without such this work could have never been brought to fruition. Thanks 
also to Ryburn and Nancy, who seemed to have understood that their dad 
was preoccupied with some historical matter, as is usually the case.

W.K.R.
December 2008
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1: Introduction

There is a long-standing and firmly entrenched belief among Canadians 
in general that holds that Indian reservations are culturally confused, eco-
nomically emaciated, physically isolated ‘islands’ of poverty. Buckley has 
called reserves terra incognita to all but their own people, while another 
has concluded that the majority of reserves produce nothing but people.1 
Robertson has posited that, overall, reserve economies have been colossal 
failures from their inception until as recently as the 1960s.2

While some Native reserves do fit this description, the predisposition 
to accept such a judgment for all is, in part, informed by the pseudo-sci-
entific theories that were in vogue at the turn of the twentieth century 
and results that issued from the theory cum policy embodied in the Indian 
Act.3 Duncan C. Scott, Superintendent General of Indian Affairs from 
1913 to 1932 and, arguably, the most influential individual to hold that 
post, best summed up the aims and the inherent contradictions of the Act 
when he stated:

This system was designed to protect them from encroach-
ment and to establish for them a sort of sanctuary where they 
could develop unmolested, until advancement had rendered 
possible their absorption with the general citizenship. The Re-
serve System was intended to ensure the continuation of the 
tribal life and the life of the individual as an Indian, as well as 
to render possible a continuous and consistent administrative 
policy directed toward civilization.4

Ultimately, of course, ‘civilization,’ as envisioned by Scott and the gov-
ernment, was incompatible with the continuation of Native economic 
and social traditions. The Plains Indians’ loss of the buffalo by 1880 was, 
for the Government of Canada, a fortuitous circumstance. The demise of 
entrenched economic patterns necessitating cultural adaptations created 
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significant temporary confusion in Native life, thus assisting the govern-
ment’s assimilationist policy aimed at erasing Native identity through 
re-education and the curbing of certain social and religious practices.5

This policy of isolation was vigorously promoted and zealously applied 
to Canada’s Aboriginal peoples by an army of Indian agents and other gov-
ernment servants. The Indians, however, challenged both the policy and 
its repressive application, from day to day and generation to generation. 
The Act was intended to protect and assimilate, while at the same time 
severing Native homelands from the economic, social, and political milieu 
which surrounded them and to which they were attached. That the Act 
succeeded absolutely in this intent has, to a large degree, been uncritically 
accepted by Canadian historians, both Native and non-Native alike. Thus 
the ‘fact’ of Native exclusion and isolation, with all the attendant disadvan-
tages that this entails, has seemingly been sustained. The consequence of 
Canada’s hegemony over Indians, historians have concluded, has resulted 
in a less than marginal existence for Native people, their only victory being 
‘survival.’6

Native Canadians have been presented as a culturally primitive people 
and works largely now dated have sustained this view. During the early re-
serve period Natives were believed to have an unsustainable economic and 
population base and were, therefore, dependent on Canadian government 
beneficence. The nineteenth-century belief that Indian societies had lost 
their cultural and economic vibrancy and were a people headed for extinc-
tion has helped perpetuate the view of Native irrelevance that is reflected 
in Canadian historical and literary writings, especially those dealing with 
the post–World War I period.7 Discussion of Native and non-Native inter-
actions is generally cast in a negative mould because Natives were viewed 
as irrelevant to Canadian economic and social development.8 Historian 
James St. G. Walker has noted that Indians have made little impression on 
how historians write Canadian history. In fact, Native peoples are denied 
a historic role except for that which the dominant society chooses to give 
them.9 It is telling, perhaps, that to date they have been accorded very 
little.

THE LITERATURE

The view that Natives have played no significant part in Canada’s modern 
history was set out by an earlier generation of scholars, one of the most 
influential being G.F.G. Stanley. In his work The Birth of Western Canada, 
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first published in 1936, Stanley established the premise of a dichotomy 
between ‘civilized’ and primitive peoples and cast the latter or Aboriginal 
peoples at a predictable disadvantage. How could it be otherwise for soci-
eties described as ‘simple’ and ‘inflexible’? In essence he argued that Cana-
dian plains Native cultures were not viable in the face of Euro-Canadian 
advancement.10 There were apparently then only two possible outcomes. 
Native societies had to adjust, such adjustment requiring total cultural re-
orientation, or fortune and disease would dictate whether or not they were 
doomed as a race.

Stanley also firmly entrenched the idea of the permanent disastrous ef-
fect of the loss of the buffalo to plains Native cultures.11 The consequences 
according to both Canadian and American historians were an economic 
and cultural destabilization from which the Plains Indians have never 
recovered.12 Inherent in Stanley’s outlook is the supposition that Anglo-
Canadian individualism in both economic enterprise and social behaviour 
is superior to individual Native initiative and to Native communities acting 
in economic and social concert. Although surrounded on their reserves by 
an immigrant culture, there was apparently nothing they could contribute 
to or gain from this association. Thus the stage was set for the Indians to 
fade to the back of both the real and perceptual landscape. A new gen-
eration of historians, although no longer viewing Natives and their affairs 
through a Euro-centric cultural lens, has found little to celebrate in Native 
attempts to prosper, basing their views on a core body of literature with 
interpretations largely ingrained.

Hugh Dempsey, one of the most prolific writers on the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries southern Alberta Plains environment, for example, has 
focused, chiefly in the form of biography, on the valiant if vain efforts 
of individual Native leaders to lead their people after the decline of the 
buffalo and the move to reserves. His work is a calendar of cultural tur-
moil centred on the Native struggle to remain economically and culturally 
relevant. Though his biographies of leaders and individuals, such as Crow-
foot, Red Crow, James Gladstone, and Tom Three Persons in particular, 
are tributes to individual endurance, adaptation, fortitude, and ultimately 
personal success, they are nonetheless presented against a backdrop of col-
lective tribal economic and social dysfunction and despair.13

Helen Buckley’s 1992 study From Wooden Ploughs to Welfare is a chronicle 
of the long despairing descent by prairie Indians into welfare. Buckley’s is a 
damning indictment of a federal government Indian policy that, she claims, 
was shortsighted in its planning, repressive in its application, and largely 
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sterile in its results. Buckley is clear, however, in holding the government and 
its policy to account, and not the Natives themselves, for their victimization 
and failure. Dealt with differently, that is, offered the same opportunities 
as non-Native farmer-settlers, the Indians might have succeeded. But fail 
they did and that is her ultimate bleak conclusion, a current stasis that has 
no predictable end except in Native self-government. Unfortunately there 
has been a general acceptance by Canadians of what Buckley has termed the 
“melancholy reality” of Native and reserve existence as all-embracing and for 
all time.14

Historian Hana Samek’s The Blackfoot Confederacy 1880–1920 scruti-
nized the similarities and differences in the administration of Canadian 
and American Indian policy by focusing on the reserves of the Blackfoot 
Confederacy. Samek accepts ‘the failure of reservation economies’ among 
the Blackfoot, including the Bloods, a failure which she sees as rooted in 
the loss of the buffalo, geography, climate, and government policies. She 
claims the latter were bound to fail because of the “cultural chasm” that 
existed between government officials and the Indians they administered. 
Her study, however, ends in 1920 and her discussion of the most recent 
years is brief and unsatisfactory. Samek believes that Canada continues to 
pursue a policy that will continue the cycle of dependency.15

In their Town Life: Main Street and the Evolution of Small Town Al-
berta, 1880–1947, Wetherell and Kmet focus considerable attention on 
the southern Alberta towns of Fort Macleod and Cardston. Key develop-
ments in town genesis, political life, economic activities, physical planning 
and structure, and community living are analyzed. Except for occasional 
references, however, significant Native influences on community develop-
ment are ignored. There is no recognition of Natives as transient visitors or 
permanent residents. Natives are noticeably absent in discussions on do-
ing business and street life. They are accorded little or no influence in the 
important phases of town genesis and growth. The view of a contentious 
and confused relationship between resident Aboriginals and the towns 
established in their traditional territory, a relationship in which Natives 
were rejected as out of place, is discussed by New Zealand historian David 
Hamer in his New Towns in the New World.16 Yet even the most cursory 
glance at local newspapers for Fort Macleod and Cardston leads to starkly 
different conclusions. In some ways, as will be discussed, Natives were an 
essential determinant of the kind of urban and rural setting that emerged 
in southern Alberta.
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The origins of the perception that Native economies have developed 
in isolation are uncertain. Early ethnographic works seem not to have laid 
this foundation. Goldfrank, for example, suggests that the Bloods took 
to haying simply because a market existed and “onerous cultivation was 
unnecessary” and “work for the agency or white ranchers, for the money 
wages received … offered a greater measure of independence.”17 Signifi-
cantly, Goldfrank declares that for the decade from 1910 to 1920, “for the 
first time in the history of the Blood, a money economy, entirely divorced 
from the traditional horse economy, flourished exuberantly and with suc-
cess in this competitive society.”18 Goldfrank may have under-stressed the 
importance of earlier decades. Similarly Hanks and Hanks note a similar 
proclivity among the Blackfoot to engage in contract work, although the 
focus of their efforts is mainly on the reserve economy.19 The acceptance 
of an isolated Native economy, therefore, simply seems to fit with the 
government’s stated policy of isolation on reserves, the desired social and 
physical control and the assumption that the policy succeeded.

American historians have delved more deeply into the nature of the 
processes and place of the ‘frontier,’ ‘borderland,’ or ‘middle ground’ expe-
rience and how to interpret the interplay occurring in the economic and 
cultural meeting area has led to spirited exchanges.20 The various works, 
however, point to one certainty: Natives were not irrelevant to the processes 
of integration in the earlier phases of contact, influencing as well as being 
influenced. At the very least it is unreasonable to expect Native people to 
have melted away in the face of non-Natives’ unwarranted designs on their 
land, labour, and personages.

As both Alan Trachtenberg and Patricia Limerick have illustrated, 
there were no empty spaces in the American West and America’s expan-
sion into the occupied spaces resulted in a melding of peoples and fusion 
of economies.21 Both historians see the West’s resources and people as in-
timately linked to the development of the American nation. As Trachten-
berg astutely observes, “The West poured its resources into the expanding 
productive system, contributing decisively to the remaking of that system 
into a national incorporated entity.” Native peoples as well, of course, were 
sucked into the vortex of the incorporation experience but not without 
resistance, a fact brutally brought home to both Native and non-Native 
alike in a series of violent confrontations.22 Violence aside, economic co-
existence was not a rarity but it fell victim to American national political 
and economic exigencies, which saw in the Indians the “utmost antithesis 
to an America dedicated to productivity, profit, and private prosperity.”23 
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Limerick concludes that after conquest was affected Indians became “a 
population in trouble, with massive unemployment and poor prospects for 
economic recovery.”24

Historian Daniel Calhoun, in his rejection of the picture painted by 
both Trachtenberg and Limerick, has perhaps come closest to unmask-
ing the reality of frontier peoples’ experiences with each other. In a short 
but perceptive essay on Parras, Coahuila Province, Mexico, Calhoun con-
cludes: “There were segments of the community as complex as anybody’s 
‘middle ground,’ there were other segments almost as homogeneous as 
somebody’s ethnic ‘ideal types.’ Observers then and historians since have 
oversimplified and generalized. The various peoples worked together or 
defended against each other as the need arose.”25

An exponent of this view in Canada, and a significant departure from 
the literature in general, is the work of Arthur J. Ray. Although his study, 
Indians in the Fur Trade, is not specific to southern Alberta, it does offer 
commentary on the Plains region and its economy. The significance of 
Ray’s work is that it firmly anchors Native people as pivotal players in the 
fur trade economy and in a deliberate participatory fashion, reacting to 
the ebb and flow of goods and adjusting their relations with each other 
and with fur traders. Ray notes, for example, “these changes [in the fur 
trade] strongly influenced the evolving tribal economies of the Indians of 
Western Canada.”26 When the Assiniboine were undercut as middlemen, 
Ray suggests, they likely “shifted the primary focus of their trading activi-
ties from the exchange of furs to the bartering of dried meat and grease in 
a relatively short period of time.”27 Ray argues that both the Assiniboine 
and the Plains Cree “exerted their economic power either to obtain more 
favourable rates of exchange for themselves, or to prevent their enemies 
from trading at various parkland posts,” findings supported by Thistle in 
his Indian-European Trade Relations and by Ray and Freeman in ‘Give Us 
Good Measure’.28 A significant note by Ray is that, despite changing eco-
nomic circumstances for the Natives, their “earlier practice of exploiting 
woodland, grassland, and parkland resources on a seasonal basis persisted 
among a large proportion of the Indian population,” a testament to both 
persistence and adaptation, as will be discussed below.29

Also worthy of consideration, because of a more contemporary focus, 
are Hildebrandt and Hubner, The Cypress Hills: The Land and Its People, and 
Hildebrandt’s Views from Fort Battleford: Constructed Visions of an Anglo-
Canadian West. The former is a study, not so much of people in a place, 
but of successive transitory populations through a place, in this case the 
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Cypress Hills of southern Saskatchewan. Unlike the Bloods, who are, in 
the reserve period, resident specific, Hildebrandt and Hubner describe the 
attractions of the Cypress Hills for various peoples and the interactions of 
these peoples with the land and each other. Nonetheless, it is a well-crafted 
study of social and environmental interaction during a dynamic period of 
change in the last half of the nineteenth century. As Hildebrandt and 
Hubner observe, “The economy” in which Natives played a part, “changed 
from one preoccupied with consumption to one that concentrated on pro-
duction for exchange.”30

In his Views from Fort Battleford, Hildebrandt presents the theme of 
change and adaptation in the Battleford area, located in Plains Cree ter-
ritory. In this specific place the usual colonial discourse is played out, the 
Natives predominate in the early history of the area only to be displaced 
and marginalized economically, physically, and socially by an Anglo-
Canadian presence. Worthy of note here is the view that the local and 
regional economies of the Natives and Métis “lacked vitality” and so the 
traditional barter and market economy suffered in the face of externally 
imposed economic structures.31

The economic, social, and political culture of the West tends to be 
viewed, as Francis has illustrated, strictly in terms of a transplanting and 
melding of Euro-Canadian influences.32 This is an important consider-
ation when one realizes that Natives were, though often in a negative 
way, a significant part of what was perceived as the western setting. Much 
about Indian life and mythology also permeates our cultural and liter-
ary heritage.33 Why Natives have apparently made no lasting impression 
on Anglo-Canadian interpretations of the ‘image’ or of the history of the 
region is an important question. This may, in part, explain why efforts to 
study Native and non-Native economic history as a regional integrated 
whole have been slow to occur.

Generally speaking, J.R. Miller’s assessment that Canada’s Natives 
existed in a limbo of ‘irrelevance’ until the post–World War II period may 
well be correct.34 Although the nature of Indian participation in local 
economies and environments has yet, in large measure, to be determined, 
there is little doubt that, in the case of the Blood tribe of southern Alberta, 
its partial integration into the economy was multi-faceted, deliberate, 
sustained, and an important contribution to the local emergent economic 
activities in which it was involved.35 Willingness to look at the southern 
Alberta area as an organic whole leads to other possible conclusions 
with regard to the extent of the Indian detachment from, or conversely 
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attachment to, the physical and economic environment in which the Blood 
reserve existed. Accepting the above in no way excludes accepting differ-
ing, perhaps divergent, experiences for other Native and non-Native com-
munities sharing physical and economic regions, such as the conclusion 
reached by Sarah Carter in Lost Harvests: Prairie Indian Reserve Farmers 
and Government Policy, her study of the Cree, or Elias in his study of the 
Dakota.36 Even a heritage of sometimes uneasy cohabitation of a region 
need not, however, result in completely or exclusively divergent experiences 
when there is clearly a ‘conjunction of interests.’ The Bloods may well be, 
after all, not an isolated case.

Historian Paul Voisey assumes that “everything about a new commu-
nity in an area lacking a Native host culture can ultimately be traced to 
environment, tradition, frontier, and metropolis.”37 I think that allowance 
must be made for modification and formation through interaction with 
a host Native community, in this case the Bloods. The intent is to detail 
the nature of some of the economic points of intersection of Native and 
non-Native in the process of forming communities. Though governments 
at various times attempted to isolate the Bloods and their affairs from the 
emerging surrounding communities, they failed to prevent the Natives’ 
interaction with the newcomers.

The Native presence in southern Alberta, however, defies the rigid ap-
plication of formulae to predict a pattern of relationships as the community 
developed from pioneering beginnings to the more permanent structures 
of the 1930s. The Bloods’ presence, with their land base, likely compli-
cated formal and informal economic and group relations so that simple 
dichotomies did not exist. The economic development of southern Alberta 
occurred in response to both on- and off-reserve conditions that prevailed 
from the pioneer period through the Great Depression. Clearly, any at-
tempts to economically and physically isolate the Bloods were frustrated by 
the demands and needs of the Bloods and their neighbours, the reciprocity 
this engendered, and the governments and agencies that worked on their 
behalf.38

Historical analysis of the post–fur trade era, I believe, has led to a stilt-
ed view of the reality and extent of Canadian Indian integration into local 
economies. The government policy of reserve isolation, with the assumed 
result that there was no, or little, movement of people and materials to and 
from Native reserves is unrealistic. Equally, the potential for a distinct Na-
tive population and its reserve land base to influence developments among 
an immigrant population have not been recognized. How, for example, 
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does the non-Native population determine its economic and social agenda, 
execute its economic functions, and otherwise express itself in relation to 
the Native presence? What attempts are made to draw the reserve and its 
inhabitants into the newly imported economic strategies? In this case, are 
the Bloods considered as liabilities or, when needed, a resource upon which 
to draw?

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Discussions of economic motivations and organization for the period under 
discussion are usually viewed in terms of market capitalism and deals with 
trade, labour, and investment capital and its relationship with the state, 
centred on an axis of exploitation and racism. It is not the intent here to 
offer detailed explanations but simply to introduce concepts that, though 
having general economic and social applicability, need to be considered in 
light of specific local circumstances. American historian William Robbins 
argues, “The penetration of market forces … the subjugation and coloniza-
tion of native peoples” among other elements “provide the essential frame-
work for broad historical analysis” of western American development. He 
concludes, however, that capitalism as a theme for understanding that 
development has been neglected.39 Canadian scholarship, it can be argued, 
has suffered from similar neglect, despite a reality promoted by Richard 
White that post-contact history can be defined by “the persistent effort of 
whites to integrate Indian, land, labor, and resources into the market.”40 
These were certainly objects of much desire among the Bloods’ neighbours, 
but to what effect?

The above observation aside, Canadian scholars have initiated dis-
cussion of Native integration into market capitalism. Carl Beal expertly 
details the variety in theory and argument surrounding market econom-
ics and its application to western Canada and Native involvement and 
influences. Beal views economics as a set of interrelated factors, “market 
economy, monetization of economic relations, the economic organization 
of Indian reserve economies, and government policy.” Importantly, Beal 
observes, in a market economy “market prices regulate economic activity,” 
with regard to resource allocation and production, including “land, labour 
and capital” and “money functioning as purchasing power in the hands of 
those who possess it.”41 Germane to discussions here, however, are Beal’s 
views that Indian involvement in the western Canadian market economy 
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likely “figure[d] prominently in market growth” and undermines the view 
of their marginalization.42

Rolf Knight, for example, referred to British Columbia Natives as both 
“workers and independent producers” connected to industrial capitalism 
“right from the start.” As well, they were entrepreneurs and players in the 
“general capitalist development” of British Columbia and he labels attach-
ments to exclusive alternative interpretations of Native economic behav-
iours as highly romanticized.43 In providing a capitalist framework for his 
brief discussion of the sugar beet industry in southern Alberta during the 
1950s and 1960s, Ron Laliberté applies a structure of domination and 
exploitation of labour where state regulation encourages capital accumula-
tion, with the state “intervening into the economy in order to facilitate 
the flow of workers into available job positions.”44 Similarly, Newell notes 
that such state strategies were employed in the Pacific Coast fisheries and, 
likewise, Bourgeault for Aboriginal labour in the North-West, specifically 
Saskatchewan.45

Bourgeault and Laliberté consider capitalism as both exploitative and 
racist, in that its raison d’être is a “continuous supply of cheap labour sub-
jected to various means of coercion and exploitation” to achieve “maximum 
production of surplus value” by conscripting marginalized racial groups.46 
Bourgeault views the treaties, the Indian Act, and the reserves as aids 
making land available to “industrial and financial capital.” He further 
argues that the pass system and vagrancy laws “disallowed Indian direct 
participation in the greater capitalist economy other than as labour. Any 
commodity production as in agriculture for outside sale was seriously 
restricted.”47 As always, however, one has to separate what was officially 
stated as desirable from what actually occurred, especially in the case of 
the Bloods. The Bloods possessed a large contiguous land area with vari-
ous resources in fluctuating demand and which they disposed off often at 
whim. They possessed a sustainable, concentrated, adaptable population 
possessed of skilled leadership, and market savvy, all at some time or 
other and individually or in concert, calculated to mitigate the consider-
able weight of arbitrarily and bureaucratically imposed capitalist structure. 
As well, the individual personalities of the various reserve agents were an 
unpredictable and modifying factor regulating the integration of Natives 
with capitalism during much of the reserve era.

Bourgeault attributes only one law to capitalism, “that labour … must 
be exploited in the maximum production of surplus value.”48 Consequently, 
as Laliberté notes, capitalist beet interests put the squeeze on beet labour.49 
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Contrary to what might be expected, however, the implementation of this 
squeeze-law often worked to the detriment of capitalism in the sugar beet 
fields during the period of Knight Sugar as it placed the industry in com-
petitive conflict with other industrial demands on labour. As discussed 
below, the Bloods, on occasion, abandoned physically demanding sugar 
beet labour with a view to greater personal gain for less effort.

One can also argue that the active aim of the state, as opposed to of-
ficial stated policy, with regard to Natives underwent transition between 
the early reserve period and the later half of the twentieth century. Lalib-
erté illustrates that the Canadian state purposely removed Native peoples 
from relative isolation in northern Alberta and Saskatchewan to southern 
Alberta in the interests of capitalist labour needs. Early state policies such 
as the pass and permit system, the Indian Act, and the establishment of 
reserves, however, were calculated to have precisely the opposite effect. 
And even on occasions when some officials believed the enhancement of 
capitalism was a state obligation, the bureaucracy of the state was at cross-
purposes on the occasions when agents protected Natives, in this case the 
Bloods, from exploitation in ranching leases, commodity resource markets, 
labour in the sugar beet fields, and debt retrieval. There was certainly no 
seamless web of efficiency tying the Bloods to their land, labour and capi-
tal, to capitalist structure with the effect of relegating them a permanently 
exploitable resource. Tied they were, but at times on conditions of their 
own determination. Tough and Ray noted that just such a self-interested 
tendency among Natives engaged in the northern fur trade was enough 
even to threaten Hudson’s Bay Company monopoly profits.50

For much of the immediate pre-reserve period, the Plains economy, 
including that of the Bloods, was a dual economy, that is, Native econo-
mies and capitalist economies co-existed. This arose because the imported 
capitalist economy was unable to terminate or assimilate the Native econ-
omy. Thus a middleman position emerged to bridge the two, and on the 
Plains, Gerhard Ens concludes, the Métis filled this void. This status quo 
continued until the 1880s and 1890s when, with the loss of the buffalo, 
this dualistic economy disappeared, supplanted by developed capitalism.51 

The Bloods were thus required to continue transition from subsistence-
based economics through dual economic adaptation to inclusion in a capi-
talist market economy, with its emphasis on profit from labour provided 
by free agents.52 Friesen asserts that capitalism “re-created the entire re-
gion” between the 1840s and the 1890s with subsequent decades having 
the economic and “political arrangements of a democratic capitalist state 
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confirmed.”53 Similarly, Thompson, in his synthesis of western prairie his-
tory, states that by the end of the nineteenth century, “The region had been 
drawn into the web of industrial capitalism, and ways of life evolved over 
two centuries had been swept aside; the Indian and Métis people who were 
once central to that way of life had been forced to the margins.”54 This was 
the economic environment where the Bloods applied the greatest strategies 
of adaptation and strategic accommodation.

The Government of Canada, as did certain elements of the local com-
munity, viewed the Bloods, and Natives generally, as obstacles to ‘civi-
lization.’ Many locals, however, recruited the Indians to help create and 
amass wealth. Robin Fisher has determined that in British Columbia the 
government’s policy “reflected the fact that the Indians had become largely 
irrelevant to the development of the province by Euro-Canadian settlers.”55 
The experience in southern Alberta, however, was that the government’s 
policies aimed at creating and sustaining that irrelevance were much dif-
fused in transmission from the Department of Indian Affairs officials in 
Ottawa to the citizens of Fort Macleod or Cardston, the ranchers and 
farmers in the surrounding countryside, and the reserve agent. Evidence 
exists to show that the Bloods aggressively and sensibly participated in 
local economic activities because they preferred not to remain on the pe-
riphery. Often, circumstances beyond the Bloods’ control such as depletion 
of resources, drought, depression, national economic policies, dictated that 
they should retreat to the confines of their reserve. Their integration into 
the local economy, however, was sufficient enough that their neighbours 
resisted the Bloods’ disengagement. Indeed, the extent to which they 
withdrew their labour, and access to their land and capital precipitated, as 
we shall see, significant upset among the local business interests which in 
many instances found their very survival compromised.

Doxtator has charged, “the act of building Canada involved asserting 
a nation literally over the top of Native cultures.”56 Here we can clearly see 
the tendency to fit Aboriginal Canadians into Eurocentric history rather 
than to see certain strands of Canada’s development in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries as a common shared heritage. By studying 
a small region of southern Alberta, detail will emerge to more sharply 
focus the non-Native and Native partnership in the development of a given 
locality. In the period of supposed Indian ‘irrelevance,’ the Bloods, at least, 
forged a relevant meaningful economic association with their non-Native 
neighbours in the period between the establishment of the reserve and the 
onset of World War II.
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THE LOCALE

Peter Carstens has properly observed that, though Native reserves are 
defined spaces, they are nevertheless politically and economically tied to 
the broader community.57 Historians must move beyond the view of the 
Natives as passive receivers, and the notion of Plains Indians, and their 
neighbours (homogeneously grouped as pioneers on the frontier) as having, 
despite their diversity, separately felt homogeneous experiences. In reality 
change and accommodation accompanied the realization by both Natives 
and non-Natives that they shared people and resources in common.

The primary focus of this work, therefore, is people and place, more 
specifically people in a place. The main study area is roughly the shape of a 
parallelogram bounded on the north with an axis connecting Lethbridge 
and Fort Macleod and on the south with an axis connecting Cardston with 
Hill Spring just west of the Blood reserve. The central focus of this territory 
comprises 541 square miles of Blood reserve land, centred on Townships 3 
to 9, Ranges 21 to 28, West of the fourth meridian. The reserve has natural 
borders, bounded on the east by the St. Mary’s River, on the north by the 
Oldman River and in the west by the Belly River. Its southern extent is an 
east to west line determined by the township survey system (Map 1).

During the 1880s the Bloods settled their reserve mindful of estab-
lished historical economic and communications patterns and cultural ties 
to the surrounding area. They tended to concentrate along the western 
border; that is, along the eastern bank of the Belly River. Townships 5 
north through Township 8 had the heaviest concentration of settlement. 
The south and the eastern length of the reserve along the St. Mary’s River 
were relatively empty of settlers. This tendency to group in the west can, 
perhaps, be explained by the presence of Fort Macleod to the west and 
north of the reserve. The Blood agency buildings in the northern portion 
of Township 7 were only twelve miles from Fort Macleod where many 
Bloods shopped and where much official agency business was conducted. 
The presence of a North West Mounted Police post near the confluence of 
the Belly and Kootenai Rivers, the location of the Bloods’ timber limit in 
the mountains to the west, and Cochrane Ranche lands to the immediate 
west of the reserve likely influenced reserve settlement patterns. Bands 
and family groupings also naturally concentrated to the north and south of 
the agency occupying available space. Eventually ties to Cardston became 
important in drawing settlement into the reserve’s southern portions.
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Trails also tended to cross and exit the reserve in relation to important 
sites such as the old Fort Slide Out and the old Fort Whoop-Up located 
in the western and southeast portions of Township 9 respectively. A trail 
from the area of the agency buildings crossed the reserve to Coal Banks, 
on the St. Mary’s River, where Black Horse operated his mine. Another 
trail crossed the northern tip of the reserve in the vicinity of Fort Kipp 
(Kipp), continued to Butte Bottom Crossing and carried on east to Leth-
bridge. Trails exiting the reserve at Fort Whoop-Up and Houk’s Crossing 
were similarly used. These trails were so placed as to eventually tie in with 
developed communications and transportation routes. Thus contact with 
Fort Macleod and Lethbridge and eventually with Cardston, Raymond, 
and other small communities was maintained (Map 2).

PEOPLE

The population of the study area is composed of Natives, chiefly the Bloods, 
and non-Native ranchers, farmers, and settlers residing in rural and ur-
ban settings. Towns have a centralized social, political, and economic 
infrastructure directed towards attracting resources and people from the 
periphery. From the start, the Bloods, by dint of numbers were poised 
to be significant players in the local economy, helping to both generate 
and sustain growth. Most of the Bloods’ commercial intercourse was in 
trading and purchasing in both Fort Macleod and Cardston and in selling 
their labour in Raymond. Wetherell and Kmet surmise that phases in the 
growth of newly established towns in southern Alberta likely mirrored 
developments in the region as a whole; towns focused both population 
and trade and trade in particular “remained a force in knitting together a 
patchwork of local concerns and policies.”58

Comparing the population figures for these towns and the Bloods, it 
is possible to get some perspective on the Bloods’ relative position. In 1882 
the government estimated the Blood population at 2,589.59 Thereafter it 
declined, but in 1901 the Blood population was 1,253 or 87 per cent of 
that of Fort Macleod and Cardston combined. Given that the reserve was 
established in 1880, there were two decades in which the Bloods likely had 
a significant impact on the economic well-being of one or both of these 
places. The relative weight of the Blood population sharply declined to 
1,168 or 31.5 per cent of Fort Macleod, Cardston and Raymond in 1906 
and by 1911 was at 1,128 or 25 per cent. Thereafter it appears to have hit a 
low of approximately 20 per cent in the mid-1920s (Table 1.1).60 But even 
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at this minimal ratio the number of Bloods represented an attractive and 
significant market to local businesses, some of which specialized in retail-
ing to Native peoples.61

The population for these communities peaked in 1926, declined dur-
ing the early Depression, and recovered again in 1936. The Bloods’ eco-
nomic value was likely greater during this period of non-Native population 
decline. Given that the reserve was a home base to which the bulk of the 
Bloods were tied, the population was a constant presence and the people a 
captive market. The Blood population maintained its levels and in fact be-
gan a slow but perceptible increase. An indication of that value is illustrated 
by the heightened desire for Native patronage and the frantic demands for 
the settlement of credit accounts as discussed in Chapter 5 below.

Towns were the focus of commercial activities and the attractions they 
offered lured the Bloods to frequent town environs. However, the rural 
setting was not insignificant. The nature of land use, and government 

Table 1.1. Population at Census Year.

Town 1901 1906 1911 1916 1921 1926 1931 1936 1946

Cardston 639 1.001 1.207 1.370 1.612 2.034 1.672 1.711 2.334

Macleod 796 1.144 1.844 1.811 1.723 1.715 1.447 1.365 1.649

Raymond ---- 1.568 1.465 1.205 1.394 1.799 1.849 2.094 2.116

TOTAL 1.435 3.713 4.516 4.386 4.729 5.548 4.968 5.170 6.099

Blood 1.253 1.168 1.128 1.154 1.158* 1.325**

Blood as  
% of total

87.3 31.5 25.0 26.3 20.9 25.6

Census of Prairie Provinces, Vol. 1, 1946, p. 522. The 1881 and 1891 census reports do not differentiate 
on the basis of community and so were not used.
Data on the Bloods is taken from Agent’s Reports contained in Canada Sessional Papers.
*This is the population count for 1924 taken from C.S.P., No. 14, 1925, p. 28.
**This is a reading for 1935 taken from NAC, RG 10, vol. 12645, file 205/3-2, pt. 1, M. Christianson 
to R.H. Coats, December 30, 1935.
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regulations, during the ranching era encouraged sparse populations.62 The 
ranchers and few farmers, however, incorporated the Natives into their 
economy by hiring them as ranch labour, renting Native land, and pur-
chasing fuel and fodder supplies Natives offered for sale. These commercial 
bonds increased as the area became more settled and as Blood labourers 
and entrepreneurs became more adept at marketing their resources.

STRUCTURES OF MANAGEMENT: THE RESERVE

Because it was a political entity, the Blood reserve was not independent of 
Canadian law or political influences. Affecting both the well-being of the 
Bloods and their relations with their non-Native neighbours was both the 
infrastructure of the Department of Indian Affairs (DIA) and its policy, 
as embodied in the Indian Act. The reach of the Department was exten-
sive and was, as far as the Native peoples were concerned, a smothering 
embrace. Other than the often expressed and significant Native resistance, 
the only protection that the Indians had from the Department’s grasp was 
the presence on the reserve of a concerned agent who placed the well-be-
ing of his charges before blind obedience to Ottawa. As for policy, it was 
nativist-informed and was based on the ultimate goal of assimilating the 
Natives, on the one hand, and making them economically self-sufficient 
by turning them into subsistence farmers, ranchers, or entrepreneurs, on 
the other.63

The reserve was subject to decisions made by a host of government 
bureaucrats, chiefly those in the Department of Indian Affairs in Ottawa. 
The main purpose of policies emanating from Ottawa was to isolate and 
control the Indians on their reserves while encouraging them to adopt 
White ideals of advancement and eventually assimilate with the non-Na-
tive population. Hence, it was hoped that Native peoples, as a distinct 
segment of the Canadian population, and their reserves as distinct political 
units, would ultimately disappear.64

The DIA was organized into an inside and outside service. The inside 
service was composed of the personnel at Ottawa, which included divisions 
for a deputy superintendent general, chief clerk, accountant, and unskilled 
positions. The outside service was made up of the workers in the field who 
dealt with the Indians on a daily basis. The most important of these was 
the reserve Indian agent, the ultimate government authority on the re-
serve. His main responsibility was the implementation of DIA directives 
and the Indian Act. Because of his intimate daily contact with the Indians 
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under his charge he was in a position to influence decision making among 
the Native peoples. The agent’s powers were increased in 1881 when an 
amendment to the Indian Act made him a justice of the peace with pow-
ers to effect an arrest, conduct trials, and pass sentence.65 Other reserve 
personnel, such as farm instructors, worked under the agent’s supervision 
and direction.

When the Laurier Liberals came to power in 1896, Minister of the 
Interior Clifford Sifton instituted cost-saving reforms that ultimately re-
sulted in more centralized decision making. Consequently more power was 
concentrated in the hands of J.D. McLean, Secretary and eventually As-
sistant Deputy Superintendent, and accountant Duncan Campbell Scott. 
Scott became the Deputy Superintendent General in 1913, a post he held 
until 1932. McLean and Scott were the major influences and powers in 
Indian Affairs during their tenures in office. Harold W. McGill succeeded 
Scott.

Canada made its most significant contribution to the management of 
Indians and their affairs with the passing of the Indian Act in 1876, an act 
so comprehensive in scope that it regulated practically every aspect of Na-
tive life.66 Simply put, the Indian Act of 1876 was an instrument of repres-
sion reinforcing a culture of repression with regard to Native Canadians.

In impact the Act was all-embracing and, in hindsight, it institu-
tionalized racism as government policy, though contemporaries did not 
perceive it in this light. Brazen in design, the Indian Act intended no less 
than to sever Natives from the substance of their humanity. The Act, as 
law, condemned Native religion and, through its proscription of political, 
social, religious, and economic functions, reformatted their culture. As 
the foundation for the new status quo with Native people, it offered the 
rationale for an attack on Native language and their traditional educational 
system in an attempt to infuse Natives with the White ideals of civility. 
The passage of this repressive and comprehensive legislation was justified 
on the basis that it would turn Indians into ‘civilized’ and productive citi-
zens of Canada.

Thereafter the matter of most concern to the government bureaucracy 
was the implementation of the agenda as outlined in the Act. As part of 
that plan, Indians were given some responsibility for their own local af-
fairs as the act made provision for the election of chiefs and councillors. 
The powers of intrusion reserved to the Department, reserve inspectors, 
and the agent, however, were so extensive as to make the decision-making 
authority of the band and council, in the view of one contemporary official, 
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practically a legal fiction.67 An amendment to the Act in 1895 allowed 
the minister to depose chiefs, necessary, according to Tobias, “because the 
band leaders in the West were found to be resisting the innovations of the 
reserve system.”68

The Act, a dynamic and evolving piece of legislation, was a weapon 
deftly wielded by politicians and bureaucrats to respond to all manner 
of circumstance. Amendments to the Act, in conjunction with officially 
accepted illegal repression, especially in times of perceived crisis and 
emergency, permitted the government to pursue its own agenda of ‘protec-
tion, civilization, assimilation,’ and domination. An examination of the 
government’s treatment of the Indians subsequent to the 1885 Rebellion 
and during World War I will be illustrative.

SYSTEMS OF CONTROL: THE RESERVE

Though not based in the Indian Act, the pass system, implemented to 
control Indian movement, was made possible by the empowerment of In-
dian agents and government officials through the Act. Agents and police 
could pressure Indians into compliance because the pass system did not 
have to stand on its own merits but could be reinforced through a myriad 
of other supportive legislation which legalized dominance, and in which 
a culture of control was systemic and systematized. Sarah Carter says that 
the pass system “became an established institution” in the wake of the 
1885 troubles and turned the West into “a virtually segregated society.” Its 
intent was to confine Natives to their reserves, a crass attempt to control 
their behaviour. Without legal justification and mostly on his individual 
initiative, Assistant Commissioner Hayter Reed began imposing pass 
restrictions on Indians. Soon after the 1885 Rebellion, the government, 
responding to his enthusiasm, issued books of passes to Indian agencies 
across the West in 1886.69

Though initially intended to keep Indians under surveillance during 
the Rebellion, passes soon evolved into general application in attempts to 
control Indian movement for all manner of purpose, including food-gath-
ering activities, off-reserve work, excursions, social activities, and the cur-
tailing of parental access to children at the various residential schools. In 
this latter case, compliance in sending their children to school was coerced 
when families were threatened with removal from the reserve’s rations list, 
the loss of an important and valued means of sustenance during difficult 
times. The intent changed from one of monitoring movement during a 
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military crisis to coercion, the objective being to force Natives into follow-
ing government-desired social patterns and economic behaviours.

The Indians quickly condemned this pass policy as a betrayal of treaty. 
Some historians condemn the policy as unduly repressive and stifling. Blair 
Stonechild has noted what he considers to be long-lasting repercussions of 
the pass system. “What little influence Indian people had over their own 
lives was removed,” Stonechild observes, “and Indian people became vul-
nerable to government whim, manipulation and mismanagement.”70 Clearly 
the Indians became vulnerable, but the extent to which that vulnerability 
was taxed is less easy to quantify, given the lack of a full-scale study of the 
use of the pass system. Indeed some historians question the effectiveness of 
the pass system. Harring points out that the pass system was “extra-legal” 
and makes the point that department and government circulars “indicate 
that official lawlessness was structured and institutionalized, but they do 
not reveal the extent of the actual use of the pass system.”71 J.R. Miller 
supports this assessment.72

Although the pass system lacked legal foundation, it was in keeping 
with the repressive spirit of the Indian Act. The permit system, however, 
implemented to control and restrict Native and non-Native business trans-
actions and interactions, was securely grounded in the Indian Act and the 
government and its agents could act secure in that knowledge. An Act to 
amend the Indian Act, 1880, permitted the government to restrict “the 
sale, barter, exchange or gift, by any band or irregular band of Indians 
… of any grain or root crops, or other produce grown upon any Indian 
Reserve in the North-West Territories” and all such transactions were null 
and void unless conducted in accordance of the provisions of the Act. To 
make such business transactions extremely risky for recipients, any produce 
or materials acquired from Indians could be seized.73

From the southern Alberta Indian perspective, and certainly from that 
of the Bloods, the permit system was used to stop them from taking ad-
vantage of local market demands for resources and labour. For some, the 
permit and pass systems were an abuse of power that made the Indians lose 
faith in the intentions of Whites regarding their dealing with the Indians. 
The fact that some Indians regard the permit and pass systems as one and 
the same may speak volumes about the government’s duplicitous attempts 
to use the legality of the permit system to shore up the repressive and 
‘extra-legal’ authority of the pass system.74

The Indian Act also regulated the leasing of Indian reserve land. Sec-
tion 36 of the Amended Indian Act of 1880 stated: “no reserve or portion 
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of a reserve shall be sold, alienated or leased until it has been released or 
surrender to the Crown for the purposes of this Act.” Section 48 of the Act 
permitted the government to enforce payment for lease in case of arrears. 
The rules governing leases were clearly in the hands of the government, 
which had the power to act irrespective of Indian wishes. This was very 
clear when the government introduced the Greater Production program 
during World War I. The effect of this program on the Bloods will be 
discussed below, but it should be pointed out that the government felt no 
obligation to consult the Bloods before granting leases on their land to 
non-Natives. Strangely, one of the powers granted to chiefs under Sec-
tion 74 of the act was that of the “prevention of trespass by cattle, – also 
for protection of sheep, horses, mules and cattle.”75 As will be discussed, 
the Bloods themselves were not without the ability to determine who got 
leases and under what conditions. It will also be clear that the Bloods 
took seriously the heavy demands placed on the reserve’s grazing capacity 
through illegal incursion by non-Native-owned cattle and horses.

This official legal and extra-legal position, however, does not truly re-
flect the status of the Bloods and their chiefs and band council. The chiefs 
and council wielded a great deal of authority with regard to band and 
reserve matters. Though some agents were repressive, the Bloods and their 
leaders were determined not to surrender total control of their affairs to of-
ficials, they believed, ought to advance their cause and protect their rights. 
In such cases, the Bloods appealed to other authorities. When Agent James 
Wilson attempted to prohibit the holding of a Sun Dance in 1898, Red 
Crow appealed to the North West Mounted Police at Fort Macleod to use 
their influence to permit the holding of the event.76 One notable attempt 
to coerce the Bloods into a surrender of a portion of their reserve failed in 
the face of the determined opposition of Chief Crop Eared Wolf. Crop 
Eared Wolf both cultivated and mustered his people’s resistance to the 
alienation of the land.77 Agents often sided with the Bloods against DIA 
policies regarding reserve land leasing and considered both the wishes and 
needs of the Bloods in their decisions and petitions to reserve inspectors 
and headquarters. It is clear that the Bloods were aggressive on behalf of 
their own interests.

Once the reserve was established, defending its integrity from the en-
croachment of neighbours determined on achieving access to its resources 
was a constant concern of both the Bloods and the Department of Indian 
Affairs.78 After some initial growing pains, the boundaries of the reserve 
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Figure 1.1.  
“Crop Eared Wolf, Head Chief of Bloods, Blood Reserve, Alberta, [ca. 1900-1913].” 
Glenbow Archives, NB-3-9. Crop Eared Wolf, Chief of the Bloods, was a staunch 
defender of his people’s rights and land.

image not available
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were established and its integrity was, in the main, successfully defended, 
though defending its resources was considerably more difficult.

THE RURAL COMMUNITY

As the Blood reserve was being occupied, the surrounding area was quickly 
coming under the dominance of the large cattle-ranching interests. Scat-
tered settlers, such as Dave Akers and D.J. Cochrane, were harbingers of 
the formal occupation of the land that was to follow as the large ranches 
gave way to smaller ranches.79 Eventually cereal farm and mixed farm ag-
riculture predominated.

It can be assumed, but not without qualification, that the region expe-
rienced much the same cycle of growth as described by Paul Voisey for the 
Vulcan area. Here there occurred quick settlement, followed by continual 
growth and the realization that a quarter section of land was inadequate for 
prosperity. Subsequently, there was a forced exodus of surplus population 
and the redistribution of the land among those left.80 During the various 
phases of settlement and growth, the rancher and farmer/settlers worked 
out an accommodation with the Bloods and their reserve as required. The 
demands most often placed on the Bloods were for direct use of the reserve 
land, subscription of labour, and supplies such as coal and hay.

FORT MACLEOD

Though the erection of the North West Mounted Police post at Fort Ma-
cleod predated the establishment of the Blood Reserve by a decade, the 
relationship between Fort Macleod and the Blood Indians began with the 
arrival of the police in 1874. The forces of integration were at play even 
before the reserve land base was established and the incidence of conflict 
was never severe enough to significantly impede this process. Fort Ma-
cleod, situated northwest of the chosen reserve site, was a focal point for 
an economy based on the import of consumer goods and export of raw 
materials along the Whoop-Up Trail (Map 3). Its selection as a NWMP 
post, and the later establishment of the town, were largely determined by 
the presence of the Blackfoot Indians among whom the Bloods figured 
prominently. The supply of the Indians with food and other goods fol-
lowing Treaty 7 in 1877, in large part, drove the economy of the region, 
creating wealth and attracting permanent non-Native settlement.81
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Map 3.  
Map of Indian Reserve (Blood) No. 148, showing communications links. Adapted by 
Marilyn Croot from a map in the Lethbridge Herald, February 24, 1976.
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Although Paul Sharp correctly emphasizes Fort Macleod’s commercial 
dependence on American trading companies out of Fort Benton, Mon-
tana, he sees this history as exclusive, with Fort Macleod as the meeting 
of “the two great streams of Anglo-Saxon pioneering.”82 The Natives are, 
therefore, relegated to the position of displaced hangers-on, reminders of a 
once-‘noble’ primordial past. This perception is common to the historiog-
raphy of the formation of non-Native communities in Aboriginal territory, 
and the subsequent associations of Natives with non-Native communities 
is generally viewed by historians as negative. David Hamer has argued that 
the establishment of towns “involved the obliteration of, attractive aspects 
of the natural landscape … of all indications of the original, ‘primitive’ 
condition of the site. Included in this were the indigenous peoples of the 
territories being settled.” The result was banishment to the hinterland and 
“their presence in towns became more and more marginal and ghostly.”83 
But this view was/is more ideal than real and the banishment, no matter 
how much desired, never became totally effective or complete. In fact, the 
Bloods were drawn to the area reassured by the Mounties’ presence.84 The 
selection of the reserve with Macleod located to the northwest, therefore, 
only cemented an already established tie.

CARDSTON

Refugee Mormons from Utah led by Charles Ora Card founded the town 
of Cardston in 1887 near the St. Mary’s River. Card and his followers 
chose to settle at Lee Creek, close to the Blood Reserve’s southern border. 
From the very beginning relations between the Bloods and the Mormon 
settlers were based on mutual mistrust and disagreement. Initially the ill 
will stemmed from the belief that deception had been used to gain Blood 
acquiescence to Mormon settlement in the area. Blood Elder Camoose 
Bottle claimed that the Mormons acquired the land at Lee Creek by get-
ting Red Crow drunk. This, and the fact that the subsequent agreement 
between the Bloods and Mormons was not sanctioned by the tribe, led to 
some Bloods questioning, and continuing to question, its legitimacy.85

It was clear from the beginning that the Mormons at Cardston saw 
themselves as a people apart, sharing little with their Native neighbours 
except the land which both claimed as their own. A clear indication of that 
separateness was the manner in which the Cardston Record chose to locate 
the community within the western setting. In 1898 the paper described 
Cardston’s location in relation to the broader western region, as “nearly 
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800 miles due west of Winnipeg, forty-eight miles south-west from Leth-
bridge, and twenty miles north of the international boundary or the 49th 
parallel. A semi-weekly stage plies between Cardston and Lethbridge our 
most convenient railway station.” The same article also noted that Cardston 
had more than one thousand residents and was close to the settlements of 
Aetna, Leavitt, and Mountain View.86 Interestingly, no mention was made 
of the Blood reserve, which in 1897 had a population of 1,300, making it 
the largest community in the vicinity next to Lethbridge.87

Unlike Fort Macleod, the town of Cardston did increase its commer-
cial influence in southern Alberta and became the dominant trading centre 
in the area around the Blood Reserve. The Blood and Peigan reserves to 
the north and west of Cardston separated the town from Euro-Canadian 
settlement to the west creating a ‘sub-region’ that Cardston dominated. 
Spared from competition and stimulated by railways, irrigation, and sugar 
beet growing and chosen as the religious centre of Mormonism, Cardston 
grew apace.88

RAYMOND

Unlike Fort Macleod and Cardston, Raymond, to the west of the Blood 
reserve, was, from the very beginning, planned as a one-industry town. It 
was the centre of a sugar beet industry that would be the mainstay of the 
community and provide an export commodity to supply the sugar needs of 
the immediate area and beyond.89 The industry, however, held its brightest 
promise only in its planning stages; sustaining it proved to be a frustrating 
and in the end bitter experience.90

Initially, however, sugar beet cultivation brought Raymond stable and 
sustained growth. By 1906 it was the largest Mormon town in southern 
Alberta with a population of 1,500, and it soon began to rival Cardston 
as the centre of the Mormon religion in Canada.91 But lacking Cardston’s 
history, it also lacked its influence, and when Cardston was chosen as the 
site of the Mormon temple, Raymond’s secondary status was confirmed.92

Interaction between Raymond and the Blood reserve revolved primar-
ily around the need of the sugar beet industry for a stable labour supply 
to work the beet fields, especially during the fall harvest. Large groups of 
Bloods made the trip to Raymond to engage in wage labour during the 
period of 1903–15. It is reasonable to assume that there was commercial 
interaction between the Bloods and Raymond businesses during times of 
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Blood presence in the town. Little evidence appears in either the local 
press or government documents to shed much light on the subject.

CONCLUSION

Using the Blood reserve and its immediate geographic area this book ar-
gues against prevailing views that the post-buffalo period for the Blood 
People of southern Alberta was singularly unattractive. It promotes a view 
that the Bloods, through energy, foresight, and, above all, economic ad-
aptation, both promoted their own integration and were encouraged to 
integrate into the regional economy. They were an important factor in 
fulfilling the economic visions of neighbours while also intent on realizing 
their own individual and collective ambitions. This approach examines the 
role of the reserve land and its resources, the Bloods’ personal and indi-
vidual wealth, and the Blood peoples’ skills and labour in promoting local 
economic enterprise. This is in essence a case study, which, perhaps, may 
suggest approaches to considering the part played by other reserves and 
their people in regional area economies.

There is great benefit in doing a study such as this. Little has been done 
to evaluate Native initiatives during the post-buffalo period and what has 
been done generalizes a sorry state of affairs. Detailed site-specific studies 
are few and during the latter years this field has been largely abandoned, 
especially as regards western Canada’s prairies. Consequently, much of the 
literature is dated, with the most significant ground-breaking studies, such 
as Fisher’s and Samek’s, now needing a broadened contextual environ-
ment. There are recent studies such as Brownville and Shewell, but these 
generalize and are focused on administrative generated and directed policy 
rather than on Native responses to immediate life issues. Brown’s and 
Peer’s recent study is specific to the Bloods but is an investigation into the 
methodology of inquiry and its interpretative implications.93 Elofson and 
Evans have crafted significant studies of western prairie ranching history 
but these deal with Native issues only peripherally.94 Subjugation of Na-
tives when they encounter non-Natives may be but a temporary condition 
rather than inevitable and permanent and the assumed economic displace-
ment may be limited. The relationship forged from the encounter is likely 
much more complex and varied than formerly allowed.

The belief in the sustained detrimental effect of the loss of the buffalo 
on the Plains Natives is a natural extension of the fallacy that the Blood 
and Blackfoot dependence on the buffalo was absolute and hence both 
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their economy and culture were determined by that animal’s abundance 
and utility. To say that the devastating impact of the destruction of the 
buffalo is a myth is not to argue that it was negligible. Indeed, it was 
severe in its impact and absolutely devastating in the short term. However, 
when historians have emphasized the dire consequences of the collapse of 
the buffalo as an exploitable resource, the focus has usually been on the 
attendant starvation and the miseries of reserve existence to the neglect of 
evidence of a tradition of ready economic and cultural accommodation.

There is ample evidence that economic and cultural reorientation was 
not new to the Bloods or other First Nations of the Treaty 7 area. Black-
foot scholar Betty Bastien considers the propensity for change as entirely 
natural and observes, “environmental and other natural changes were in-
corporated within the context of creation.” Change and adaptation were 
rooted in Blackfoot being and should not be considered as surprising and 
unexpected.95 Indeed, Blackfoot peoples in general reacted to “cosmologi-
cal validation of adaptation and change.”96

The acquisition of the horse and firearms clearly pointed out the adap-
tive economic strategies of the Blackfoot in general. Once the ‘whites’ and 
their trade wares arrived, the buffalo transcended its use as what Shepherd 
Krech III referred to as “a tribal department store.”97 Elizabeth Vibert has 
pointed out that from the mid-eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth centuries, 
the Blood were involved in contests over “territory in the mounting struggle 
for horses, firearms, hides and furs.” The Blackfoot, in a determined effort 
to protect their good economic fortune, achieved ascendancy on the west-
ern Plains by the 1780s and 1790s. Blackfoot fortunes, however, fluctuated 
as rival groups also acquired guns and horses.98

It was keen adaptation to the horse in particular that changed Blood and 
Blackfoot trading strategy. Ray points out that during the early eighteenth 
century the Blackfoot made the long trip to York Factory on Hudson’s Bay, 
an arduous thousand-mile journey that lasted three months, to trade.99 
Bloody confrontations between the Blackfoot and Cree centred on horses, 
and the ebb and flow of control was based on a continuous supply of both 
horses and guns.100 As historian Olive Dickason has perceptively pointed 
out: “Apart from its usefulness for hunting and transport, the horse both 
extended and altered trade routes. Consequently, it became a symbol of 
wealth in its own right and, as always with the growth of affluence, polar-
ized economic status both between individuals and between tribes.”101 It 
was the horse that occasioned the last great adaptive economic, social, and 
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spiritual change in Blackfoot Indian culture until the collapse of the buf-
falo in the late nineteenth century.102

The Bloods, as did other Plains groups, made economic adjustments in 
response to the increased commodity value of buffalo robes and engaged in 
increased raiding and warfare to maintain their enhanced economic status. 
Buffalo robes became the focus of the Blackfoot hunt, producing up to 
100,000 per year for the HBC and Fort Benton trade. Kennedy argues 
that when Plains Natives fully grasped the importance of the buffalo to the 
fur trade, it truly became an exploitable resource. Through trade it could be 
turned into other desired commodities.103 Fur trade historian John Foster 
argues that as a consequence of the buffalo robe trade “consumerism had 
become institutionalized in their [Native] cultures … inextricably linked 
with cultural ways which identified individuals and families of social and 
political consequence.”104 It has been pointed out that, aside from buf-
falo, antelope, deer, and elk hides, wolf pelts were “an important element 
of the furs exchanged to whiskey traders,” and according to one census 
wolves amounted to one tenth of the number of buffalo killed by Blood, 
Blackfoot, Peigan, and Sarsi.105 The southern Alberta and southwestern 
Saskatchewan trading network was composed of over fifty posts, and no 
fewer than seventeen of these were in the area where the Bloods later lo-
cated their reserve.106 All of these posts did not exist concurrently but do 
highlight sustained economic activity in the area over time. It seems likely 
that the Bloods’ choice for a reserve was, in part, based on varied economic 
activities occurring immediately before the Treaty 7 period.

Evidently the Bloods possessed great ability for economic accommo-
dation in the face of dramatic change, and had successfully done so, well 
before being faced with the altered circumstances caused by the demise of 
the buffalo as an exploitable species. Raiding fur trade posts and theft and 
resale of the goods were at times important economic activities. Dickason 
observes that war too became an economic measure, a means to wealth 
and its attendant status.107 Clearly the buffalo were not the sum total of 
Blackfoot and Blood economic or cultural activities. Just as they success-
fully adjusted to the arrival of Europeans, to the acquisition of the horse 
and gun, to the ascendancy and decline of rival nations and to continually 
altering trade routes and patterns, so they altered their economic behav-
iours in the face of the loss of the buffalo. Their economy and culture had 
been profoundly transformed by earlier events, as it would be by the latter. 
True, the ‘golden years’ of Plains culture disappeared with the destruc-
tion of the buffalo and in the short term a great deal of dislocation was 
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evident.108 In the long term, however, a certain resilience came to the fore. 
The collapse of the buffalo did not just have an economic dimension and 
as with other aspects of culture the possibility existed for adaptation to 
relieve the stress of that loss. Jill St. Germain has pointed out that during 
the negotiations for Treaty 7 the Blackfoot were as much concerned about 
their land and the protective presence of the North West Mounted Police 
as they were about the preservation of the few remaining buffalo.109 It is 
difficult to believe that the Bloods were not well aware that in the future 
great adjustment on their part would be required. In the words of Chief 
Earl Old Person of the Blackfeet, “‘Our ability to adapt to the environment 
and to changes is infinite and assures our survival.’”110

Adaptation in the face of tremendous and traumatic change was broadly 
based and more complex than has been previously realized. Macleod and 
Rollason argue, “there is quite a lot of evidence that the Natives adopted 
an instrumental approach to the law; experimenting with it and using it 
where it seemed useful” even for resolving “inter-band and familial con-
flicts,” which in earlier times would have been settled more traditionally.111 
Spindler and Spindler have observed that the Bloods have been able to 
“retain traditional cultural features … and at the same time make a viable 
adaptation to white culture and society.”112 Brown and Peers sustain the 
argument for successful adaptation “from a nomadic to a settle lifestyle” 
because of the tenacity and adaptability of the population and strength of 
its leadership.113

The predisposition to shift economic strategies was evident in the 
terms of Treaty 7 and revealed in the subsequent relatively hasty selec-
tion of reserves and calculated move to a sedentary existence. Clearly the 
treaty clauses regarding education, cattle, farming, and implements, to 
name but a few, reinforces the fact that the Bloods had accepted reality 
and determined to move on. They most assuredly lamented that the buffalo 
were gone but looked to a post-buffalo period in which the beneficence of 
the government and the money economy offered different prospects for 
wealth and well-being. The fact that they had the intention of sharing and 
not selling the land and that elders claim that surface rights were never 
surrendered lends some credence to claims that they were in time, if not 
immediately, prepared to creatively meet new challenges.114

Maureen Lux, in her study Medicine That Walks, has pointed to the 
non-buffalo economy in which the Blackfoot traded for foods in order to 
maintain a balanced diet. Among the sought-after foods were onion bulbs, 
blue camas, and cow parsnip or ‘Indian celery,’ and prairie turnip. Besides 
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these roots, wild fruits and berries comprised an important element of the 
diet as the Blackfoot are reported to have used some forty plant species in 
all.115 Binnema observes of both the pre-equestrian and equestrian periods 
that gathering activities, as well as the exploitation of alternate species 
such as elk, deer, and bighorn sheep, occurred in conjunction with the pur-
suit of buffalo.116 The severe food crisis following Treaty 7 likely prompted 
hasty attempts at modifying approaches to satisfying dietary needs that 
harkened back to earlier food-gathering traditions. Both John C. Ewers 
and Binnema point out that trade on the northern Plains was more than 
just a fur trade and was likely carried on for centuries before the arrival 
of Whites. Accordingly, Ewers suggests that there is no evidence that the 
purpose of Blackfoot warlike behaviour was to expand hunting territory, 
and that indeed the reasons for inter-tribal warfare were varied. Binnema 
suggests war was a reaction to stress and was undertaken reluctantly be-
cause of the few tangible rewards to be gained.117

Ranchers, and later settlers, entered this region with preconceived no-
tions about its climate and about how the environment could best be made 
to serve their various interests. The Bloods too were forced to rethink their 
strategies regarding the utility of the land and the bounty it offered as “part 
of an internally validated process of adaptation to new circumstances.”118 
Precipitation, temperatures, water resources, and soil ultimately determined 
that without artificial assistance such as irrigation, the area was best suited 
to ranching. How many cattle to how much land, however, remained prob-
lematic even while providing the Bloods with employment and income 
opportunities. The abundant resource of coal did much to determine the 
economy of the region and the Bloods’ place in it. Reserve, ranch and 
farm, town and village were adaptations to a common environment that 
required and encouraged co-operation. Beneath the veneer of the frequent 
expressions of Natives as a race in the process of extinction, there was 
subtle recognition of Native persistence accompanied by the realization 
of the need for neighbourly accommodation. The subsequent relationship 
between the Bloods and their neighbours was not without its tribulations, 
but it endured despite fracture and fissure because its benefits were neces-
sary to the well-being of both. The glue for this paradigm was the need to 
adapt and the desire to acquire a modicum of economic security, however 
limited in its realization.

A matter requiring some attention is the problem for the modern read-
er to appreciate dollar values for the period under study. How does one, 
for example, translate turn of twentieth-century dollars into a meaningful 
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value? Although it is not possible to be exact in this regard, it is possible, 
fortunately, to achieve some appreciation for changes in the currency values 
over time. James Powell’s History of the Canadian Dollar is a fitting place 
to start. Powell states, for example, that one dollar in 1914 (the first year 
for which consumer price data are available) had the purchasing power of 
$17.75 in 2005 dollars. He notes that even with a modest inflation rate of 
2 per cent “a dollar will lose half of its purchasing power in approximately 
35 years.” However, by using the gross domestic product deflator and the 
Consumer Price Index, which “tend to move together over time” Powell 
calculates that one dollar in 1870 is roughly equivalent to $26.70 in today’s 
money.119

Powell offers a glimpse of purchasing power for the Canadian dollar 
during much of the period of this study, illustrating that the purchasing 
power of the dollar decreased from 1900 to 1929 but increased in 1933 
and had declined again by the mid-1940s. The cost of a dozen eggs, for 
example, increased from twenty-six cents in 1900, to forty-five cents in 
1914 and to sixty-five cents in 1929. In 1933, however, the cost of a dozen 
eggs had declined again to forty-five cents. There were similar changes in 
prices for other basic foods such as meat, bread, butter, and milk.120 This 
brief elucidation should provide the reader with some sense of the cost of 
items and the value of money and wages for the period under discussion. 
Those wishing a more sophisticated economic analysis should consult the 
Historical Statistics of Canada, edited by Urquhart and Buckley.121

This book is arranged thematically rather than chronologically, al-
though each separate chapter is generally chronological within itself. This 
seemed the most sensible approach as each chapter’s topics is best dealt with 
as a self-contained unit. It was also the most effective and least confusing 
way to deal with the transitions from one topic to another given the lengthy 
timeframe of the study and the diverse topics dealt with, for example, the 
lease of reserve land and the Bloods’ initiatives regarding commodity sales 
such as hay and coal and their relations with local businesses.
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2: ‘Free Range or Private Property’: 
Integrating Blood Reserve Land into 
the non-Native Economy

INTRODUCTION

Once the Blood reserve was established and occupied, there was consid-
erable pressure on the Bloods to lease their reserve land to non-Native 
neighbours. This pressure was tied to the often-expressed opinion that the 
Bloods possessed land in excess of their needs and more than they were 
entitled to hold. Such belief was encouraged by the influx of land-hun-
gry settlers in the southern Alberta region. The Bloods and their leaders, 
however, refused to recognize the legitimacy of these views. They were 
also reluctant to recognize arbitrary attempts by the Department of In-
dian Affairs to unilaterally determine the disposition of Blood property. 
The Bloods, and often their agents, were determined to guide the reserve’s 
economic development in tandem with the DIA’s course of civilization 
for the Bloods. However, one fact remains clear, during the development 
of the economy of the region between 1880 and 1939, there was little, if 
any, decline in demands by non-Natives for access to the reserve and its 
resources. Under such circumstances, the Bloods’ perseverance, and the 
guardianship responsibility of the DIA for the Bloods and their property, 
was put to the test.

This chapter has two interrelated themes. The first is a discussion of 
changing perceptions of the economic value and utility of land in southern 
Alberta.1 Integral to this analysis is a recognition that increased demands 
for more land resulted from these changes. Consequently, the Blood re-
serve was integrated into the non-Natives’ land-use schemes. Although the 
focus here is on a small region of southern Alberta, these changes were but 
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a microcosm of larger trends in land use affecting the Great Plains region 
of the continent.2 The second theme is centred on the decision-making 
procedures employed by the Bloods and the DIA to determine the role the 
reserve played in local land-use plans.

An important and largely unexplored aspect of this economic agenda 
for Native reserves is the management of land and resources. The reserves 
were central to the overall policy of having Natives pay their own way. 
However, this raises the question why the use of the Bloods’ land was 
so often manipulated to suit the needs or demands of non-Native neigh-
bours, despite Blood protests. The Blood people clearly understood their 
neighbours’ desires and the government’s intentions and only their staunch 
defence of their rights prevented more interference in reserve affairs. The 
Bloods were not reluctant to enlist the aid of their agents in attempts to re-
peal or soften the DIA’s determination to adhere to its set civilization and 
assimilation agenda. In conjunction with their agents, the Blood chiefs, 
headmen, and concerned individuals achieved some success in influencing 
the policies that were to affect them. Their efforts ensured that their will 
could not be entirely ignored.

Pressures resulting from competition for space, initially among ranch-
ers, and subsequently by increasing population and environmental factors, 
brought about the first attempts to gain access to the resources of the Blood 
reserve. The onset of farming and mixed farming in turn increased the 
demand for the land of the reserve, while competition from settlers and 
towns near the reserve placed additional pressures on the reserve’s borders. 
By the first decade of the twentieth century, the Blood reserve faced de-
mands not only from non-Natives but also from the Bloods’ own economic 
development objectives. The Bloods’ awareness of the reserve’s economic 
value also influenced the development of access policies. These contending 
forces, in one form or another, carried through to the end of the Great 
Depression.

The Bloods may properly be seen as important players in the local 
economic activities into which their land base was integrated. The non-
Native view of the Bloods and their reserve was as resources that could 
be used either to relieve the growing need for more land or, alternatively, 
exploited for the benefits of the neighbouring non-Native community. The 
Bloods’ decisions, and those of the Department of Indian Affairs on their 
behalf, to a large degree determined the character of the ranching industry 
and later the mixed farming enterprise in the southern Alberta locale sur-
rounding the Blood reserve. Eventually the Blood tribe, by leasing their 
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land to those in need of extra grazing or hay range and through attempts 
to forestall illegal access, helped determine the nature of the resultant eco-
nomic association.

The second theme regards decision making by the Bloods. Such deci-
sions, often communicated through their reserve agent and the DIA, also 
determined the role the reserve played in unfolding local circumstances. 
The main economic objective for administering Natives was to make them 
economically self-sufficient or at least ‘self-supporting’ to the extent of re-
ducing costs to the DIA.3 The government believed that the best way to 
achieve this end was to encourage the Indians to become ‘peasant farmers’ 
on forty-acre lots and thus to make more appropriate ‘civilized’ use of their 
land.4 The DIA imposed paternalistic regulations on the Bloods and their 
land, necessitating calculated and determined responses from the Bloods. 
Clearly, with competing interests vying for access to Blood reserve land 
much antagonism developed. However, it was never sufficient to deter a 
melding and mutuality of economic interests and endeavours. In the face 
of change required by the loss of the buffalo and non-Native incursions 
into traditional Blood lands, the Bloods worked out patterns of accom-
modation.

INITIAL ARRANGEMENTS: THE RANCHING ERA

Indians, and in the case of the Bloods, their extensive land holdings, 
have not been credited with any positive formative or lasting influences 
on ranching commerce. Shelagh Jameson remarked that the Blood Indi-
ans were, because of their poverty following the decimation of the Plains 
bison, “probably the greatest potential danger” to early cattle interests.5 
Kelly opined, for example, that Natives “stole cattle when they willed.”6 
It is important to recognize that this danger was never truly realized, and 
historians have generally rescued the Natives from the negative impres-
sion left by often groundless complaints of a small minority of ranching 
interests regarding the part played by Natives in the destruction of range 
cattle.7 Indeed Macleod and Rallason have proven that such views of Na-
tive peoples cannot be sustained. Natives’ rates of crime, including live-
stock theft, “were lower than for the rest of the population.”8

The incursion of large- and small-scale ranching interests, their op-
erational needs and environmental suitability have been analyzed and 
detailed by Elofson and Evans. Elofson’s view that the uncertainty of the 
environmental demands of business, especially that of showing a profit, 
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leads to the conclusion that the Blood reserve could remain neither de-
tached nor immune to environmental and economic processes ranching 
interests brought into play.9

Among the first of the large Canadian ranching concerns in the vi-
cinity of the Blood reserve was the Cochrane Ranche Company, headed 
by Senator Matthew H. Cochrane. Cochrane had been instrumental in 
encouraging Sir John A. Macdonald’s Conservative government to for-
mulate legislation favouring ranching ventures. The resulting land lease 
arrangements of twenty-one years to a maximum of 100,00 acres per lease 
reflected the mid-1880s belief, based on previous Plains exploration, that 
the region was fit only for a grazing economy.10

As significant parcels of public land in the North West Territories were 
taken in, leasehold demand for grazing space grew. The Macleod Gazette, 
April 28, 1893, revealed that 1,680,964 acres were given over to grazing 
on the prairies. The numbers of stock on these lands were given at 139,283 
cattle, 20,579 horses, and 86,087 sheep.11 In fact, during their peak the 
four largest ranching enterprises leased nearly one-third of land in the 
southwestern prairies, practically all the foothills region from Cochrane 
south being held in lease or homestead.12

Encouraged by initial favourable Canadian government legislation 
Cochrane cattle were on the Bow River in late 1881.13 This heralded the 
arrival of large cattle interests, businesses that leased tens of thousands of 
acres of land and ran herds of cattle numbering in the tens of thousands. 
These large concerns directly competed with the small stock holders, many 
of whom engaged in mixed farming and ran small herds of up to forty 
cattle, which now found their positions considerably weakened.14 The large 
Blood Reserve bordering the Cochrane lease grant on the east, and sepa-
rated only by the Belly River, must certainly have looked inviting in the 
face of competitive pressure. As a result, the reserve soon figured promi-
nently in the Cochrane Company’s operational planning.

Cochrane Ranche cattle, driven by the need for more land, were already 
grazing the Blood Reserve in 1885 after an informal contract was initiated 
with the Bloods.15 As early as 1884 grazing land was at a premium, and 
by 1885 all land bordering the reserve on the north and west was leased.16 
By 1886 significant blocks to the east of the reserve were taken and by this 
time there were an estimated 100,000 range cattle grazing four million 
acres of leased land. The Cochrane Ranche, the only large company with 
unimpeded access to the Bloods’ land, regarded the reserve as a natural 
extension of their own grazing lease, an approach later taken by many 
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settlers bordering the reserve.17 The company was also driven to extend its 
competitive edge in the face of stock losses in the thousands in the first 
years of operation brought on by poor management decisions worsened by 
bad weather.18 Similar future experiences continued to stimulate demands 
for hay.19

It soon became brutally clear that, contrary to ranchers’ first impres-
sions, the apparently limitless land was indeed limited and so was its 
cattle-sustaining capacity. The same range could not be used for summer 
and winter foraging, and it could not be used at all during extended dry 
periods or if ravaged by fire as during the winter of 1884–85. Evans has 
commented on the very complex relationship that exists between ‘carry-
ing capacity,’ the number of animals, relative “timing and intensity” of 
grazing as well as precipitation and the fact that “biomass of a particular 
plant community is fine-tuned to climate.” Early ranching interests were 
aware of this relationship and tried to accommodate environmental cycles 
to conserve grass supplies.20

It was this immediate circumstance that necessitated the initial ar-
rangement with the Blood tribe, namely the need to graze Cochrane cattle 
on the south end of the reserve because of the burned ground on the north 
end of the Cochrane lease. From the Bloods’ perspective, the agreement 
was essential because their attempts to keep Cochrane cattle from invading 
the unfenced reserve had been futile. After some difficulty caused by the 
absence of the influential Chief Red Crow from the initial negotiations, a 
deal was struck. The benefits were soon apparent, Cochrane later reporting 
that the cattle were doing well on the reserve’s good feed.21

Subsequent arrangements followed when, in February, 1890, Blood 
Agent William Pocklington, initiated a meeting between Red Crow and 
W.F. Cochrane regarding a further accommodation for Cochrane cattle. 
Red Crow voiced no opposition to grazing Cochrane cattle on reserve land, 
and even expressed a willingness to forgo payment. He cited as his reason 
the fact that Cochrane cattle were used to supply the Blood beef rations.22 
Red Crow’s understanding of the relationship between his people and the 
Cochrane Ranche Company, vis-à-vis the Department of Indian Affairs, 
is unclear. It is possible that Red Crow incorrectly felt that the source of 
the Bloods’ rations came with obligations to the company. A similar ar-
rangement for the placement of two hundred cattle on the reserve was con-
cluded in August of 1890, but this time the company agreed to purchase 
all the hay Blood farmers and harvesters could provide. By December, 
however, Cochrane Ranche relations with the Bloods had soured. Agent 
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Figure 2.1.  
“Men on Blood Reserve putting up hay for Cochrane Ranche, Alberta, [ca. 1892].” 
Glenbow Archives, NA-4461-1. Blood farmers and labourers meeting some of the 
demand for hay from the Cochrane Ranche, one of the Blood reserve’s neighbours.
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James Wilson, likely with the Bloods’ encouragement, requested that the 
company remove its cattle from the reserve or face “less agreeable” means 
of encouragement to do so.23

The value of the Blood Reserve’s significant open spaces were, by 1891, 
recognized by other ranchers and illegal incursions onto the reserve land 
became frequent. When Indian Commissioner Hayter Reed visited the 
reserve, Blood representatives complained about cattle illegally placed on 
their land and demanded their removal. Agent Pocklington duly wrote 
the Maunsell Brothers, Macleod, requesting removal of their stock, and 
similar requests were made of at least eleven others who the agent believed 
to be the offenders including the Cochrane Ranche Company. Agent 
Pocklington reported that responses were favourable.24

Such incursions were not easily prevented despite the assurances of 
the offending parties to remedy the problem. In the case of small stock-
men and homesteaders these offences, at least in the view of the offenders, 
were necessary. David H. Breen points out that, after the advent of the 
commercial ranching ventures with their large areas of leases, small ranch-
ers with little capital were left with no option except speculative ranging 
on increasingly limited free space.25 Homesteaders and townsfolk, in the 
search of subsistence and profits therefore lacked adequate ‘free space’ to 
increase the scale of their operations. Sitting on the borders of and, in their 
view, the underutilized Blood reserve, it was natural for settlers to regard 
the area as part of their sphere of exploitation. After a complaint by Blood 
Indian Day Chief about the unauthorized grazing of stock in the area 
around Boundary Creek, Agent James Wilson detected some prevarica-
tion on the part of the settler/owners, believing that despite their protested 
need of right of way “there is not the slightest doubt that these men mean 
to hold their stock on the Reserve.”26

Little wonder that, by 1893, Agent Wilson believed the area in the vi-
cinity of the reserve was “over[run] with cattle.”27 Trespass, and apparently 
the DIA’s reduced rations policy, frustrated many of the Blood Reserve’s 
residents, and they angrily resorted to expelling cattle from the reserve, 
straining relations with ranchers and settlers still further and inevitably 
receiving the blame for cattle losses that could be ascribed to other fac-
tors.28 As Elofson points out, the fact of open range and easy access likely 
coloured perceptions against the Indians.29 In March 1893, as Macleod 
and Rollason point out, the Gazette ignoring its own evidence and exag-
gerating Native complicity railed against Indians roaming the country-
side killing cattle and called for the enforcement of the pass system. The 
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Gazette was willing to see the establishment of a punitive system that 
restricted Native rights and liberties and opined that “any Indian found off 
his reserve without a pass, should be promptly arrested.”30 Needless to say, 
such restrictive laws were not intended to be applied to settlers trespassing 
the Blood reserve.

At times adverse environmental conditions affected the reserve, as in 
a severe dry spell in the fall of 1894, and heightened Blood ranchers’ con-
cern for their substantial horse herds and their rudimentary cattle interests 
begun when three “influential men” exchanged horses for twenty-three 
head of cattle.31 Not only could the Bloods not offer relief to others but 
they were themselves forced to seek off-reserve grazing, thereby bringing 
them into direct competition with settlers and ranchers looking for as-
sistance through grazing their stock on Dominion lands. The non-Native 
community’s reluctance to accept that Native ranchers had equal access to 
non-leased Dominion lands between the Belly and Kootenai rivers brought 
Agent Wilson to their defence. Wilson cited hardship and expected loss of 
stock if Dominion lands were denied the Bloods. He reminded critics that 
in similar circumstances in previous years, the Blood tribe had generously 
permitted stricken non-Natives access to the reserve. Consequently, the 
Bloods could not be expected to forsake the only conveniently available 
free range in their own hour of need. In conclusion, he summed up the 
Bloods’ view: “the Indians all very truly say it will be time enough for the 
white people to kick after they have taken their cattle off the reserve.”32

Within the area around the Blood reserve, both co-operation and 
competition forged an economic relationship based on land use and need. 
From its inception, the Bloods had seen their reserve drawn into the pool 
of grazing land to which ranchers and settlers expected access. The treaty 
rights of the Bloods to sole utilization had been largely ignored, even under 
strenuous protest, as circumstances beyond the reserve required. Contrac-
tual arrangements, when resorted to, were of a nature deemed by ranch-
ers as informal, and in many cases no such arrangements were attempted. 
The Bloods complained and the agents, within the limits of their capacity, 
or will, acted. Attitudes and exigencies, however, militated against easy 
or permanent solutions. No man-made physical structure set the Blood 
reserve apart. Furthermore, non-Natives did not regard the Belly and St. 
Mary’s Rivers as borders delineating absolute separation of the reserve 
from grazing leases and the commons or land that was an open exploitable 
resource. It would take the Bloods’ own strategies and persistence to make 
the border more recognizable and impermeable.
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THE BLOODS TAKE CONTROL

During the first decade and a half after the reserve was established, it 
offered limited accommodation to the grazing needs of neighbouring 
ranchers. The results were, however, far from satisfactory, and resulted, 
in June 1895, in a shift in policy. The pressure exerted on reserve lands by 
its location in a “grazing district” and the inability to stop livestock tres-
pass dictated that a readjustment in the relationship between the Bloods 
and their neighbours be attempted.33 At the limits of their endurance, and 
likely concerned about the well-being of their own small cattle herd, Blood 
leaders were determined to forge a more formal and financially rewarding 
relationship with those companies or individuals wishing to use reserve 
land and resources.34

Consequently, Agent Wilson identified two classes of trespass and 
trespassers needing to be addressed: 1. those invading the reserve in search 
of feed; 2. those unable to confine their stock to their own lands. The 
former posed the greatest threat, and chief among the villains, in Wilson’s 
opinion, were the Mormon settlers of Cardston. To counter the problems, 
Wilson intended charging grazing dues for summer and winter grazing. 
The levying of dues would, he anticipated, make owners more cautious 
about the whereabouts of their stock and substantially reduce the first kind 
of trespass. Wilson assumed, with good reason, that as the Bloods acquired 
more cattle of their own they would take more interest in keeping the stock 
of others at bay.35 Wilson had little trouble convincing Red Crow and his 
followers of the soundness of his plan.36

The negative response from potential trespassers to the proposed 
change was much as Wilson had anticipated and indicated a determined 
reluctance among ranchers and settlers to pay for that which they had 
previously often acquired for free. Chief Red Crow denied any knowl-
edge of an arrangement with one settler, and Wilson asserted: “Red Crow 
says … he never gave you any authority to put your cattle on [the reserve] 
and does not see why payment should be refused.”37 However, Cardston’s 
residents proved to be most difficult. In January 1897, Charles O. Card, 
the leader of the Cardston settlers, wrote Wilson requesting an exemp-
tion from grazing dues of fifty cents per head per annum for the previous 
season.38 This attempt to achieve a better deal was based on the argument 
that the Cardston settlers owned mostly dairy cattle, which grazed only 
during the day and therefore consumed less feed than range cattle. To fur-
ther complicate matters, Wilson, believing that some of the settlers were 
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poor, recommended to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that those who 
could afford it be charged at fifteen cents per head for half a year, while the 
others would be given free grazing.39 How the Bloods responded to this 
proposal can only be imagined. However, Wilson’s caution to Cardston 
residents against putting cattle on the reserve without a licence to do so 
probably sheds some light on the Bloods’ response.40

There was also other potential for loss of grazing revenue. The files 
reveal that seventeen individuals had placed fifty-one cattle for which dues 
had been paid, but there were 130 cattle still to be collected on for a total 
of 181.41 This accounting did not include those owned by larger concerns 
such as the Oxley Ranche that brought the total to 968 head.42 The easily 
breached reserve boundaries, the termination by the federal government 
of the no settlement leases and the election of Wilfrid Laurier’s Liberal 
government with its settler-friendly policies in 1896 gave added impetus 
to the assault on the reserve’s integrity.43

The Bloods, however, were battling more than reluctant pocket books 
in their attempt to collect grazing dues. They often fell victim to the bot-
tom line and to the attitudes many Anglo-Canadian settlers held towards 
Native peoples at this time. In July 1897, Wilson successfully collected 
dues from A.R. Springett, New Oxley Ranche Company “under protest.” 
In Agent Wilson’s opinion, Springett believed that because the reserve was 
unfenced the Bloods could not legally claim grazing dues for cattle wan-
dering onto it or placed within its borders. Despite several conversations, 
Agent Wilson was unable to convince Springett of the legitimacy of the 
Bloods’ request.44 While he conceded that the lack of reserve fence con-
tributed to the problem, Wilson argued that Indians, unlike other settlers, 
were under no obligation to fence their land. Why he took this view is 
unclear, but he was likely referring to the logistics and cost of fencing over 
five hundred square miles of land. He also pointed out that the Indian Act 
contained a section that protected reserves against trespass. Wilson further 
realized that if such attitudes from ranchers were countenanced to any de-
gree “our Reserve would soon be over run.” He refuted the argument, from 
ranchers, that living in stock range country brought special privileges with 
regard to the Blood reserve. Wilson, in argument, expressed his view that 
“the Indians[’] Reserve is not free range but private property” for which 
use payment was required or alternatively ranchers would be threatened 
with having their cattle dispersed.45

The frequency with which the Bloods had difficulty collecting legiti-
mate grazing dues suggests forces at work other than the mere inability to 
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pay.46 Attempts to collect monies owed resulted in evasion and denial of 
obligation. One possible explanation is that ranchers faced with the sod-
buster invasion, and the attendant shrinkage of accessible Dominion lands, 
were driven to seek out alternate space and to protect grazing land through 
the setting aside of stock water reserves; that is, land with accessible water 
reserved for the use of cattle. There is little doubt that such reserves were 
increasingly necessary to ranchers for, as Jones points out, at one place 
along the Belly River, homesteaders’ fences “blocked access to water for 
thirty continuous miles, rendering useless 30,000 acres of grazing land.”47

The western Plains, however, eventually became a lure to many others 
who saw their economic salvation and prosperity in the vast open spaces. 
Thus by the 1890s ranchers needed no convincing that the increased settler 
demand for land threatened the survival of their operations. The hostility 
of farmer settlers, and the public alike, to the cattle ranchers had resulted 
in the federal government announcement in 1891 of the planned termina-
tion of all closed leases by the end of 1896.48 Land grants to the Calgary 
and Edmonton Railway, in 1892, both reduced and disrupted the leases 
driving the tenants to seek other outlets.49

The election of the Liberals in 1896 saw the formation of a govern-
ment sympathetic to both the wishes of farmers and the ideals of agrar-
ian life. The Minister of the Interior, Clifford Sifton, actively supported 
the establishment of irrigation projects to increase settlement and prairie 
agricultural potential.50 Only the creation of stock water reserves around 
crucial bodies of water and the prohibition of settlement ensured the con-
tinued viability of ranching enterprises in many areas. Nevertheless, the 
heady optimism and security of lease tenure that had initially attracted 
large-scale ranching to the southern Alberta area in particular, and to the 
west in general, was not sustained.

Ultimately, however, the security promised by such reserves proved 
transitory. Immigration was a driving force that threatened to displace 
ranchers. Little wonder that hard-pressed ranchers neighbouring the 
Bloods looked to the reserve to alleviate some of their growing concerns 
over inadequate pasture. The combination of irrigation technology and the 
science of dry-land farming, notes Andy den Otter, brought a “consensus 
among politicians, businessmen, and settlers … that the rangelands were 
suitable for cultivation.”51 Government policies reinforcing this belief had 
been put into place and when dry-land techniques failed to meet expecta-
tions in years of drought, mixed farming, Paul Voisey points out, came 
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to be touted, though erroneously, as an even better way to successfully 
cultivate the prairie.52

The rapidly growing population and surging economy in the period 
1896–1913 were, in part, due to Clifford Sifton.53 Sifton, as Liberal Minis-
ter of the Interior between 1896 and 1905, envisioned western agricultural 
development based on an expanding immigrant population that would 
eventually people the prairies with fifteen to twenty million new citizens.54 
The trickle that began in the 1890s became a deluge by the first decade of 
the twentieth century.55 Two or more persons per square mile, for example, 
occupied all townships bordering the Blood reserve, by 1906.56 By way 
of illustration, the Annual Royal North West Mounted Police for Fort 
Macleod for 1904 reported 329 entries for homesteads at the Fort Macleod 
land office from January 1 to November 30 and further observed that “In 
the Pincher Creek district, within a radius of twenty miles from the town, 
there is no land available for homesteading, some 200 settlers having taken 
up land there during the year.”57 Although the numbers envisioned by Sif-
ton never materialized, government advertising that promised “fat black 
land, cheap or even free, in the region of sufficient rainfall” lured hundreds 
of thousands.58

Under pressure of expanding population demands, the Blood reserve 
came to be regarded, by many, as open territory to which settlers had a 
right without obligation. The view that the open expanse of the reserve 
was thus available reduced some of the anxiety and pressure caused by 
increasing settlement and reinforced the notion of boundless space.59 This 
position was possible, however, only with the denial of the Bloods’ equality 
as people, and their equality in possession of property. In this the settlers 
were buoyed by their own sense of superiority, and the Indian Act, which 
had established the legal wardship status of the Indians. Clearly some 
ranchers and settlers were determined to frustrate the Bloods’ decision to 
set the agenda for reserve grazing privileges. They believed that the Blood 
tribe’s claim to the land was not inviolate, that they were underutilizing it, 
and therefore stood in the way of progress and the settlers’ own pressing 
needs.

The ranchers’ fear and loathing of the newly developing agrarian fron-
tier and its farmers illustrated the absolute necessity of the Blood reserve 
for grazing land. The Cardston Record, which observed in August, 1898, 
that over a hundred homestead entries had been made at the Cardston land 
office during the summer, highlighted this desire. The result was that once-
abundant grazing land was “converted into prosperous farms and ranches. 
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Hundreds of miles of fence have been erected; hundreds of houses have 
been built and thousands of head of cattle and horses now subsist upon 
grass.”60 It was this process that had, by the turn of the twentieth century, 
compromised intuitive ranching practices so that alternating grazing land 
as a conservation measure was largely terminated.61

Now the cattle and horses of the homesteader, as well as the rancher, 
became a matter of concern for the Blood ranchers, farmers, haymakers, 
and reserve residents in general. Wilson warned local cattle owners that 
they would be forced to keep their stock off reserve land.62 There were, of 
course, occasions when horses or cattle strayed onto the reserve, but the 
numbers that were continually brought to Wilson’s attention could not 
simply be attributed to accidental straying.63 Likely the expansive size of 
the reserve led some to believe that they could acquire free grazing either 
without being discovered or before being eventually discovered. Home-
steaders, while making the agrarian ethos as much a reality as possible 
and engaging in land speculation ventures when opportunities existed, 
themselves demanded land use beyond the boundaries of their inadequate 
160-acre quarter sections.64

By 1899 the pressure on public land caused by the declining acreage 
of open range was clear, as was the belief among non-Natives of their pre-
eminent right to what little remained.65 The attitude of one rancher/settler 
named Hillier put the issue in sharp relief. Hillier complained that Indians 
grazed their horses off the reserve, consuming grass essential to ranchers 
while keeping the reserve closed to non-Native-owned cattle. In Hillier’s 
view the Indians’ stock should be confined to the limits of the reserve or 
“ranchers should have equal privileges on the Reserve, that the Indians 
have off it.” Not surprisingly Hillier did not see any reciprocal obligation 
for non-Natives to also keep their cattle on their own land. Amazingly, 
DIA Secretary J.D. McLean agreed with Hillier instructing Agent James 
Wilson to restrict Blood stock to the reserve.66 In the interests of the non-
Natives, the Bloods were to be denied the use of the commons.

Much to his credit, however, Wilson believed that the Blood right to 
equal use of public domain was protected by treaty. In a letter to McLean, 
he indignantly questioned the settlers’ claim to preferential treatment. 
Wilson’s query struck a sensitive nerve and eventually legal opinion bore 
out Wilson’s observation that Indians had the same rights as others and 
that both Indians and ranchers required a permit if they wished to graze 
their stock on government lands. “Though the practice of using Dominion 
lands be prevalent with white men in the Territories,” Law Clerk Reginald 
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Rimmer observed, “they can have no ground of complaint against the In-
dians while they themselves are wrong doers.”67

Implementing a dues structure proved to be no panacea for controlling 
the use or abuse of the reserve. In a further effort to reduce conflict be-
tween the Bloods and their neighbours and to curb illegal cattle trespass, 
a barbed wire fence was constructed along the reserve’s southern boundary 
with Cardston in 1899. The easy destruction of the fence, along with the 
difficulty in getting the Cardston settlers to pay their grazing dues, led 
to Wilson’s advice, no doubt prompted by the Bloods, to discontinue the 
settlers’ grazing privileges.68 The fence, in Wilson’s view, had been deliber-
ately cut to permit “stock to pass of[f] and on the reserve at pleasure.”69

The records for 1902 reveal that numerous people or groups had legiti-
mate reserve grazing privileges at this time. A report on the leases for 1903 
shows that some 6,750 cattle inhabited the reserve under lease arrange-
ments, of one sort or another, with the Bloods. Agent Wilson noted of 
these lessees that Wallace and Hauks had not paid dues, Sergeant Hilliard 
had no grazing permit, and although Wilson allowed Hilliard’s cattle on 
the reserve, he could not convince him to pay his dues.70 Considering Wil-
son’s concern over the lessees’ “habit” of removing stock from the reserve 
in contravention of the Indian Act, and their continued evasion of the 
understandings contained in grazing agreements and permits, the outcome 
could be predicted.71

CIRCUMSTANCE AND CHANGE

In response to growing problems with grazing leases, the Blood leadership 
again changed their reserve lease policies. In 1903 the tribe cancelled the 
grazing permits of local homesteaders and ranchers, preferring instead to 
lease excess reserve grazing capacity to one or two large companies. The 
easier supervision of the land and prevention of illegal trespass and theft 
were necessary given the Bloods’ own substantial cattle and horse interests 
of around 5,000 animals in total.72 Although clearly warranted, the new 
policy was bound to receive a poor reception from homesteaders bordering 
the reserve.

Such encouragement of large leaseholders was in fact a return to the 
practices of the pre-homestead days. The Bloods were deliberately flying 
in the face of the agrarian development that had already taken place and 
were attempting to reverse the trend that helped bring about the end of the 
large lease era. A.A. Lupton argues that ranching on the range in the Fort 
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Macleod area finished in 1903 and Lethbridge followed suit in 1905.73 
The result of the Bloods’ action was inevitably to threaten, or stifle, the 
ambitions of settlers with small holdings who desired to engage in mixed 
farming and to expand their cattle operations. The Bloods, for their part, 
simply wished to halt the plundering of their property.74

The first agreement under the new leasing arrangement was with the 
Donald McEwan Company of Brandon, Manitoba. The lease restricted 
the company cattle to the east and south areas of the reserve and com-
mitted the company to graze a maximum of 7,000 cattle for ten years for 
$5,000 a year. Importantly, the lease also contracted the company to pur-
chase seven hundred tons of hay from Blood farmers, should they decide to 
supply it, and required that fences be kept in good repair to keep company 
and Blood stock apart. Blood cattle owners were free to graze their own 
stock as desired. The arrangement was exclusive to the company under the 
condition that it could not sublet.75

This contract, if effectively enforced, would, in effect, legally and prac-
tically sever the reserve from the surrounding ranching/mixed-farming 
environment for a ten-year period. The only possible avenue open to those 
settlers and ranchers still demanding grazing access to the reserve was an 
illegal invasion, which may account for the destruction of some reserve 
fencing during 1903.76 The new arrangement was also eminently more 
profitable for the Bloods than the old arrangements, if for no other reason 
than there was unlikely to be a default on lease payments. Hugh Dempsey 
points out that the going rate for an Indian Department lease at this time 
was two cents per acre while the Blood lease was closer to one and one 
quarter cents per acre.77

The impact on other potential users of the exclusive arrangement with 
the McEwan Co. was immediately evident, and it drove some Cardston 
residents to attempt an alternate lease acquisition of three thousand acres 
through an appeal to the Honourable Clifford Sifton. The Blood tribe, 
however, “absolutely opposed” approval of this effort.78 Despite the Bloods’ 
clearly expressed wishes to the contrary, the Department’s intention was to 
grant the Cardston settlers grazing privileges without further reference to 
the Bloods.79 The Bloods were not pleased, believing that Cardston’s resi-
dents had enjoyed years of free grazing despite Agent Wilson’s repeated ef-
forts to collect moneys owed. Even though not paying lease dues, the Mor-
mons’ latest effort intended to establish a closed lease “excluding Indians as 
well as others from making use of the land,” and they were even looking to 
the possibility of acquiring some reserve land through purchase.80
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Dissenting voices among the Bloods “complained of being annoyed 
by white men seeking to secure possession or the use of the land.” Indeed, 
the “self-supporting squad,” as the financially independent residents of 
the reserve were called, questioned the legitimacy of the McEwan lease.81 
These individuals saw their own interests compromised by the influx of 
7,000 lease cattle that would further tax the reserve’s resources. Their fears 
were substantiated. The McEwan company was soon interpreting its lease 
agreement liberally and with callous disregard permitted its cattle to roam 
the reservation and threaten the Bloods’ much-needed hay supplies.82

In 1903 the Blood reserve sustained cattle in numbers that met or 
exceeded Agent Wilson’s estimate of capacity at eight to ten thousand 
head. The Blood cattle owners themselves grazed 3,000 head of horses 
and 3,000 head of cattle. Others grazed 6,750 head. Of this total, the Co-
chrane Ranche had 3,000 head and the Mormons 250. Wilson’s estimate 
was put to the test when on May 5, 1904, Donald McEwan & Company 
began placing cattle from Mexico on the reserve.83 Taking Wilson’s upper 
estimate as a reasonable number, the reserve was, even before the arrival of 
the McEwan herd, overstocked by 22.5 per cent or 2,750 animals. When 
one considers that illegal trespass was constant and sometimes consider-
able, it is almost certain that, except for short periods around roundup 
and sale, the reserve was continually overstocked.84 Grazing regulations 
for the West, issued by the Department of the Interior in 1905, stipulated 
a ratio of one cow or five sheep per twenty acres.85 Should McEwan stock 
the lease to the 7,000 allowable limit, the approximate acreage required 
to hold all the stock was 395,000 acres, more than the reserve’s total of 
approximately 350,000 acres.

The Bloods’ move to consolidate their grazing leases coincided with 
public recognition of a shift in land use to mixed farming. However, the 
Bloods’ views of the part they would play in this shift collided with the 
public’s wishes. This trend placed added pressure on declining grazing 
space and signified that the ranching era had peaked.86 Touted by govern-
ment, business, press and public alike, conventional wisdom at this time 
held that the diversification in the use of a homestead’s limited acreage, 
offered by mixed farming, was the key to farmer prosperity and the cure 
for the dangerous reliance on a one-crop system. Interestingly W.M. Elof-
son has argued that, except for the initial period of ranching in the West, 
ranchers engaged in mixed farming to maximize benefits and to fulfill 
their needs.87
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MIXED FARMING INTERLUDE

Despite the Bloods’ lease to the McEwan Company in the view of the press, 
the ‘dark years’ for ranching were imminent.88 The prediction proved all 
too credible as commercial agriculture and the disastrous winter of 1906/07 
devastated large-scale ranching across the prairies.89 The farms and fences 
that dotted the stockmen’s former grazing range were a clear indication 
of the ranchers’ declining importance. Helpless in the face of the advance 
of the fence, ranchers offered an unheeded note of caution about the suit-
ability of the region for farming, warning that “If this land is homesteaded 
and farming is not a success, there is not only the one industry crippled, 
but two.”90 Historian Gerald Friesen, in echoing the ranchers’ sentiments, 
calls the opening of this region to farming settlement “a great error in 
Canadian domestic policy.”91 The environmental limitations that were to 
restrict the agricultural potential of southwestern Alberta, however, were 
in the future. No amount of warning, especially from ranching interests, 
could dampen the heady expectation that agricultural diversification could 
bring the unlimited prosperity that wheat growing had so far denied.92

In November 1912, the Macleod Spectator expressed its view of the local 
situation. As far as the paper was concerned, single-crop agriculture such 
as wheat was now passé. Large-scale ranching, according to the Spectator, 
was at an end and at any rate both mixed farming and ranching were de-
pendent on access to the Blood reserve. This eventuality the Spectator both 
promoted and anticipated.93 The Macleod Advertiser reported that farmers 
of Cardston, Magrath, Raymond, Spring Coulee, and Lethbridge districts 
wanted big cattle leases stopped and the reserve land made available to all 
other interested parties through lease. This agitation was driven by the 
belief that the 350,000 acres of reserve was a suitable inducement to the 
expansion of local mixed farming enterprises.94 For the Spectator mixed 
farming was the answer to the conundrum of ever-elusive prosperity in 
‘next year country,’ especially now that the big ranches were “being cut 
up.”95 The hope for future prosperity lay in a “few cows and chickens,” and 
the alienation of Blood land.96

It was, therefore, with considerable shock and apprehension that the 
Macleod Advertiser greeted the news in June 1912, that the Winnipeg-
based company of Gordon, Ironsides & Fares was to take a ten-year lease 
on the available Blood reserve land and stock it with 17,000 cattle. The 
company was a major western beef producer and packing company 
that ran tens of thousands of cattle in Alberta and Saskatchewan on 
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hundreds of thousands of acres of leased Crown land. Simultaneously 
Knight and Watson, a local company, was also given a lease.97 Responding 
to the arrangement with Gordon, Ironsides & Fares, the Macleod Adver-
tiser predicted a serious challenge to Fort Macleod’s potential for growth 
as the lease pre-empted, for at least a decade, any possibility of acquiring 
the reserve through a surrender. Hence the town would remain hemmed 
in from the east by the Blood reserve and by the Peigan reserve to the 
southwest.98

Ignoring any benefits accruing to the Bloods from the lease, the Ad-
vertiser denigrated the cattle trade, which they saw as serving eastern mar-
kets and not western needs, while the Spectator trumpeted both the ‘need’ 
for mixed farming and for the “many thousands of [wasted] fat acres” of 
the Blood reserve.99 Admitting entrenched and hostile Blood opposition 
to the proposed surrender, and expressing the mistaken but prevalent at-
titude that Indians were doomed to extinction, the Spectator speculated 
on the benefits of a ninety-nine-year lease. In the interim, disease would 
destroy the Bloods as a people and thus the most substantial stumbling 
block to Fort Macleod’s growth would be resolved.100 However, opposition 
to large leases developed not only in response to the lease policy on the 
Blood reserve. It was also a backlash against cattle barons like Pat Burns 
who had cornered the Alberta beef market and whose large leases, the 
paper believed, restricted the ability of mixed farming operations.101

There appears to have been great local demand for leased portions of 
the Blood reserve with the Macleod Advertiser reporting applications for 
126,000 acres of reserve land.102 One farmer in Magrath, for example, 
wanted 15,000 acres of reserve land, just two miles west of his farm, to 
go with the 320 acres of his homestead. If granted a twenty-year lease, 
he planned to stock it with cattle, horses, and sheep. Ever hopeful, the 
Advertiser reported that government officials, including Dr. W. Roche, 
Minister of the Interior, were in favour of leases being granted to local 
farmers, a contention not borne out by subsequent debate in the House of 
Commons.103

The agitation was, however, out of step with the desires of Blood lead-
ership and band members. By 1913 they had accepted the fact that the 
large leases were preferable to general subletting, both for animal control 
and income, and so they rejected local bids to lease reserve land.104 The 
tribe voted unanimously “to give all the grazing privileges possible” to 
Gordon Ironsides and Fares with a guarantee in place that the rental due 
the Bloods would never be less than $10,000 per year105
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Though the Cardston Globe hoped that preaching would bring con-
verts to the support of mixed farming, denial of reality and castigation of 
ranching were no sure means of expelling the cattle barons from the Blood 
Reserve.106 On May 30, 1913, the Globe demanded that the lease held by 
Gordon, Ironsides & Fares be cancelled and the land be made available for 
general leasing. Resolutions to this effect came from farmers in the com-
munities of Cardston, Magrath, Raymond, Spring Coulee, Lethbridge, 
and Orton, and the Bloods were said to be in favour.107 This was wishful 
thinking given the Bloods’ past experience with rent collection and illegal 
trespass and the recent election of Shot Both Sides, a staunch defender 
of the Bloods’ rights, as chief. Ignored and thwarted, the locals eventu-
ally blamed their failure on the power of mammon: “The chiefs have been 
having a lot of long green bills of late and their attitude in opposition to 
the leasing of their lands to the small mixed farming may be explained 
thereby.” In desperation, the Globe predicted that the lessees, because of 
their corruption, would not carry the day.108

Despite the predictions the Bloods renewed the Gordon, Ironsides and 
Fares lease in 1913. Dismayed, the Spectator reported that “not a single 
member of the tribe was in favor of the policy” of granting leases to small 
ranchers.109 Given the previous coverage of this matter, one might expect 
the press to announce the death knell of mixed farming and small-scale 
ranching. Glen Campbell, Superintendent of Indian Agencies, told the 
Spectator that the Bloods opposed leases to small interests because it led to 
endless confusion. The tribe also appreciated the increasing value of their 
grazing and in the future, Campbell predicted, the rental would rise.110

The local press, however, continued to promote a different reality from 
that encouraged by the Bloods through their insistence on large lease grants. 
The impression now reinforced was that the West was full and space was at 
a premium.111 The bounds of the homestead no longer sufficed to sustain a 
settler’s financial ambitions and thus caused a movement towards expan-
sion. Settlers on the Blood reserve’s boundaries cast a covetous eye on its 
seemingly open and neglected spaces. Just as the reserve had alleviated 
pressure on overextended cattle herds in the past, it could now relieve the 
pressure on homesteads that were too small. The solution was for the gov-
ernment to open the Blood reserve to lease and rescue stockmen “forced to 
sell their cows and cut down their herds on account of the diminishing of 
the range.”112 To expect such a solution, however, was a denial of the his-
tory of relations with the Bloods and their intention not to surrender but 
instead to defend their own considerable interests. The Bloods’ decision, in 
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March 1915, to renew the Gordon Ironsides and Fares lease, “if they meet 
our terms,” of $10,000.00 per year for not more than 5,000 head of cattle 
on the reserve subject to a $2.00 per head penalty, reminded the locals of 
their inability to change the status quo.113

THE BLOODS’ CONTINUED RESISTANCE

The full impact of the closure of the reserve to the surrounding community 
through restricted lease policies only became apparent as settlers deter-
mined to get through stealth what had been denied them by decision. By 
far the largest illegal breach of the reserve’s integrity was the constant inva-
sion of stray animals, especially horses. Serious problems with strays dated 
back to the early reserve years and had gotten progressively worse. Agent 
Dilworth reported in December 1914, that “With the coming of winter 
those ranchers living adjacent to the reserve on the north and east ... as 
has been their custom for 10 years past, have turned their horses onto the 
reserve for winter grazing.” The practice had gone on unchecked for years 
and in 1913 Dilworth found strays sufficient to compromise the Bloods’ 
interests.114 Again in 1914, 234 strays were rounded up with between forty 
and fifty being eventually claimed by owners.115 The Cardston Globe’s re-
port, May 1916, of numbers of strays bearing the same brand suggests 
that some individuals were intentionally and illegally running their stock 
on the reserve. On this occasion the roundup netted ninety-four horses.116 
In January 1918, 195 horses were captured with at least seventeen bearing 
the same brand.117 Agent Dilworth caused a momentary outcry when he 
impounded both stray horses and cattle and claimed a grazing fee of three 
dollars per head. On this occasion the numbers posed no apparent threat 
to the reserve’s resources so Dilworth proposed accepting the animals for 
a grazing fee.118 The offenders, meanwhile, had managed to acquire free 
grazing for their animals from the Bloods. The costs to the tribe and sav-
ings to the owners are difficult to evaluate, as there is no way to accurately 
determine how long some animals were on the reserve being fattened on 
free grass.119

In August, 1920, 102 animals found on the reserve were impounded.120 
The Alberta Provincial Police constable W.W. Henderson, Cardston, re-
ported that some individuals went to great lengths to surreptitiously graze 
their cattle on the Bloods’ land. As this was an offence under the Indian 
Act, some wrongdoers attempted to evade detection by resorting to the 
use of a hair brand.121 Henderson declared that this tactic so incensed the 
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Bloods that they killed the strays in retaliation. He reported that three 
Indians were awaiting trial charged with this offence.122 Meanwhile, the 
belief that reserve access was “essential to successful stock-raising in this 
district” continued, even though continually thwarted by the Bloods.123

A 1922 report to R.H. Campbell, Director of Forestry, Department 
of the Interior, suggests that grazing land continued to be at a premium 
and that large blocks of land, such as the Blood Reserve, could be criti-
cal in determining success or failure for ventures in mixed farming and 
stock ranching. Though the report focused on the use of forest ranges for 
grazing, the conclusions were equally applicable to the area around the 
Blood Reserve. In his report Campbell discussed several classes of ‘ranch-
ers’: those with large economically viable acreages purchased when land 
was cheap, ‘local’ ranchers who mostly leased Dominion lands and who 
therefore had to live with the spectre of cancellation, those who farmed 
and ranched with about two hundred head of stock and limited pasture, 
and finally farmers who kept a few head of stock for home consumption. 
The general conclusion reached was that they all needed grazing land in 
addition to their holdings. The depressed markets, in conjunction with 
acute grazing shortages, led to intense pressure on forest reserves and other 
government lease lands.124

Substituting the term “Blood reserve” for “forest reserve” one imme-
diately realizes that the same arguments had been made by all manner of 
ranchers and homesteaders living next to the Blood reserve since its incep-
tion. Though the report blamed the current depressed state of the industry 
on the drought beginning in 1917 and peaking in the winter of 1919–20 
and the expense of feed requirements, these were problems produced by 
nature, not by a perceived need or a claim to the right to utilization.125 
Agent J.T. Faunt aptly summed up the apparent attitude of one home-
steader, McGovern, charged with the abuse of reserve land: “He has some 
land just across the river from the Reserve & is running a herd of horses & 
cattle away out of proportion to his land holdings,” Faunt wrote, “with the 
result that for years his stock have been running on the Reserve & in fact 
they were practically all raised on the Reserve & won’t stay off.”126

According to Indian Commissioner W.M. Graham, in 1922 there were 
sixteen leases on the Blood reserve, not counting the grazing leases and 
three other farming leases “of which you are aware.” Because of Graham’s 
wording, only six of these can be determined to have been paid up, four 
did not respond to inquiries and three had rent deferred or some owing. 
Some lessees, such as J.E. Neilson, sought longer leases but Agent Faunt 
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suspected that they wanted to graze until the feed was gone and then 
abandon the lease, a fear not supported by Graham.127 Most of these leases 
were likely holdovers granted without Blood consent as a consequence of 
the amendment to Section 90 of the Indian Act in 1918. This amendment 
permitted the government to implement its Greater Production Campaign, 
during World War I, by conscripting ‘idle’ land and resources on Native 
reserves. The Bloods were involuntarily conscripted into this program.128 
Hugh Dempsey suggests that the amendment was partly precipitated by 
the Blood refusal of a land surrender.129 Locally, however, the Macleod 
Times still viewed securing grazing as “one of the vital problems of our 
farmers.”130

WORLD WAR I AND GREATER PRODUCTION

For a brief interlude during and after World War I, the government 
imposed a land-use policy on some western Native tribes, including the 
Bloods. At best the government’s agenda was a serious inconvenience to 
the Bloods; at worst, according to some accounts, there was a serious nega-
tive impact on the Bloods’ economic well-being for decades to come. This 
Greater Production Program, introduced in 1918, was the brainchild of 
Inspector of Indian Agencies William Graham and grew out of the er-
roneous belief that some Native tribes had excess and unused lands that 
could be pressed into national service during the wartime emergency. The 
plan was aimed at the increased production of food to meet wartime needs. 
Graham pointed out to the government that his western inspectorate alone 
contained 340,000 acres of pasturage most of which, in his view, was un-
used. To facilitate the development of the program, Graham also noted 
that many Indian bands had “idle” money that could be conscripted in aid 
of implementing the Greater Production Plan. Consequently the Meighen 
Government amended the Indian Act, it being noted that the consent of 
the Natives with regard to their land and resources could be dispensed 
with. Graham was duly authorized to establish Greater Production farms 
on Indian reserves in the West. Included with the plan was the leasing of 
Indian lands to non-Indians for farming and grazing. Any proceeds from 
the program would accrue to the band after expenses were deducted.131 At 
least one member of the House of Commons, however, noted that farm-
ers with lands adjoining the reserves stood to benefit and that “there is 
something in connection with this enactment which does not seem square 
to the Indians.”132 Although of questionable necessity, the program was in 
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keeping with the broad scope of power the government had appropriated 
to itself under the War Measures Act.

Under Greater Production surrender of 1918, the Bloods granted the 
government “the free use of whatever land on the Blood Indian reserve it 
may require for the greater production of food producing grains.” Conse-
quently 4,800 acres of Blood land was organized into a Greater Production 
farm and another 6,000 acres were granted to Whites as well as 90,000 
acres given to grazing leases.133 Ultimately the grazing leases were touted 
as the most profitable aspect of the entire greater production scheme.134

Although the government claimed much success with the program, 
there was little, if any, positive impact on the Bloods. All indications are 
that the Bloods were doing well agriculturally, and especially with their 
cattle and horse herds, before the implementation of the program and suf-
fered considerable loss while the program remained in force. The problem 
arises in separating losses directly attributable to the Greater Production 
Plan from those caused by environmental factors. Regardless, the nega-
tive fallout during the period of Greater Production scheme was dramatic. 
With regard to cattle, for example, the Bloods had 4,406, 3,742, 2,074, 
1,230, and 1,481 for the years 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, and 1922, respec-
tively. Clearly, cattle losses by 1921 and 1922 were tremendous. There was 
a similar dramatic decline in bushels of grain harvested with a high of 
92,130 bushels harvested in 1917 and a low of 992 bushels in 1920, despite 
an increase in acres sown with 3,374 in 1917, while that for 1920 was 4,709. 
The horse herd experienced smaller fluctuating declines. Interestingly, a 
DIA statement of cost per acre to run five Greater Production farms has 
only the Blood farm showing a no-cost expenditure for “Compensation to 
Indians.”135 The Bloods had reason to be unhappy with their forced con-
scription into the Greater Production scheme.

The government offered, in its own defence, the mitigating factor of 
a weather disaster and pointed out that Blood losses in cattle and horses 
were typical of the southern Alberta area during this time.136 The research 
of David Jones suggests that there may be some legitimacy to the gov-
ernment’s claim. The Lethbridge area, for example, experienced generally 
drier conditions, and 1918 was “the driest year ever, before or since, total-
ling only 7.63 inches of moisture.” Consequently total crop yields were 
down for 1917, 1918, and 1919, and this calamity was followed by a severe 
grasshopper infestation for 1919–21.137

Although some historians are skeptical, the Bloods accept the veracity 
of former Indian Agent R.N. Wilson’s charges against the government 
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delivered in his self-published “Our Betrayed Wards” in 1921. Wilson rec-
ognized the part played by the weather but unreservedly states that there 
was a deliberate effort by the government and ranchers to sabotage the 
Bloods’ developing cattle and agricultural business in an effort to sustain 
the profitable rations system.138 This deliberate act, Wilson charges, was 
compounded by the general neglect of the Bloods’ interests. To support his 
claim, he listed a litany of offences; cattle and horses had been permitted 
to destroy an unfenced wheat crop, deliberate overgrazing of the range 
was ignored, and a herd of cattle had been sold at a substantial loss. In 
this latter case the agent, not the government, took the blame and he was 
fired.139

It has been argued that the emphasis on Greater Production and the 
siphoning off of resources and machinery for that program deprived the 
Bloods of their use when needed and therefore negatively affected the 
Bloods’ own agricultural and ranching efforts. The result was an economic 
decline that set the Bloods back decades and brought about destitution.140 
One is left to speculate, however, whether the Bloods’ losses would have 
been so acute if Greater Production had not been, among others, an ad-
ditional complicating factor, a fact mooted by Graham when he admitted 
that the DIA might not emerge unscathed from an investigation.141

As Taylor points out, however, Greater Production declined in im-
portance after the war and resulted in no permanent alienation of reserve 
land.142 The major problem with Greater Production for this study is the 
difficulty in assessing its impact on the Bloods due to the absence of hard 
data. Unlike other aspects of Blood reserve integration; involvement in 
Greater Production was totally involuntary. Greater Production was forced 
on the Bloods as on other Natives, by the perceived wartime emergency 
and they appear to have had no part to play in determining its course or in 
mitigating the worst of its consequences.

In the end the government was not totally convinced of the practicality 
of the Greater Production program. Superintendent General D.C. Scott 
informed Graham on February 22, 1922, that with the war emergency 
past there was little need to continue Greater Production. It was realized 
that the rationale of the scheme’s farms and leases was beyond the scope of 
the department and hampered its main aim of securing the advancement 
of the Natives. Farming leases should be discontinued on expiration, as 
they were contrary to the development of an appropriate work ethic. Scott 
wanted the Bloods, and other Natives, to earn rewards from the sweat of 
their own brows rather than “sit by and derive an unearned income from 
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the work of others.” Grazing leases could continue but so should efforts at 
securing surrenders of ‘idle lands.’143

Ultimately Greater Production did not succeed in assimilating the 
Bloods as willing and wholehearted participants in efforts to force greater 
economic rewards from them and their land. Unfortunately for the gov-
ernment’s plan, the dictatorial way in which the scheme was forced on the 
Bloods and its administration by the most rigid of bureaucrats in the per-
son of William Graham increased their resolve to be the masters of their 
own fate once the regime of Greater Production ceased to exist.144 By the 
end of the program, the Bloods were certainly in no mood to contemplate 
any alienation of their land.

THE CHALLENGES OF LEASE

A First Nations convention held at Macleod, in November 1924, brought 
the matter of grazing leases to a head. The Indians themselves had de-
cided, according to the Lethbridge Herald, that some leasing policies were 
an infringement of Treaty 7, a view upheld by both Chief Shot Both Sides 
and local M.P. George Coote.145 The troublesome flash point was a Blood 
reserve lease to the Hon. A.J. McLean. McLean had trouble stocking the 
lease to the maximum allowable 5,000 head of cattle and wanted the cost 
adjusted accordingly, a proposal rejected by Agent Faunt, who demanded 
the full $10,000 payment. McLean also wanted to fence his lease, which 
Blood ranchers objected to because their own cattle tended to drift along 
the fence and over the riverbanks to their destruction.146 These concerns, 
communicated to Minister of the Interior and Superintendent General of 
Indian Affairs Charles Stewart, were dismissed as possibly “imaginary,” 
rather than legitimate grievances resulting from the still unrepealed Sec-
tion 90 of the Indian Act.147

While the records are generally mute on the issue of grazing in the 
mid- to late 1920s, Dempsey points to the general prosperity of farmers 
on the reserve in 1927.148 This suggests that reserve grazing remained good 
and so demand remained high. The reserve could accommodate some ex-
port demand because many of the reserve residents were employed outside 
of the reserve and only some of the reserve land was suitable for farming.149 
The year 1927, however, was an “abnormally wet year,” an anomaly in the 
climatic pattern for the region that experienced, Marchildon observes, 
practically continual drought conditions from 1917 through the 1930s.150 
Jones points out that “the three Alberta dry belt census divisions had more 
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[farm] abandonments in 1926 than the five most heavily vacated Saskatch-
ewan census divisions in 1936.”151 By 1933, in the midst of the Depres-
sion, the reserve was deemed, by a Department of Agriculture Report, 
to be “without a doubt, the best stock raising land in Western Canada” 
and supported more sheep per acre than any other part of Alberta. Still 
lessees tried to force a fee reduction from ten to eight cents an acre by 
submitting payments based on the reduced rate. Though Blood leadership 
and the DIA determined not to give in, eight different leaseholders were 
in arrears by August 1933. As the leaseholders changed, or encountered 
economic difficulty, the problem with collecting rents was increasingly 
difficult (Table 2.1).152 Max Foran describes the 1920s as an increasingly 
burdensome period for ranchers because of accumulating debt from leasing 
tax arrears. This problem was compounded by the collapse of beef prices 
during the 1930s, which left Alberta ranchers in “dire straits.”153 These 
national economic problems likely were reflected in the dealings locals had 
with the Bloods and in their attempts to force down lease rates.

Table 2.1. Lease Monies Due Bloods for use of their land.

CLIENT LOCATION YEAR RATE / $1.25

Blackmore, H.J. Cardston 1934 194.60

1935 194.60

1935 32.00

Penney, W.T. McGrath 1935 570.54

Patterson Ranching Co. Lethbridge 1935 600.00

Parker, R. Orton 1935 112.15

?, B.G. Lethbridge 1935 11.00

Horn, F. Lethbridge 1935 70.68

Stringham, G.L. Glenwood 1935 1100.18

Crest, C.S. Lethbridge 1935 869.09

Jensen, L. Lethbridge 1935 916.06

Meldrum, J. Mcgrath 1935 322.41

Pitcher, WFM Cardston 1935 824.59

Smith, J. / Kearl, S. Cardston 1935 248.80

1935 .60

Whitney, A., et al. Kipp 1935 429.28

McNab, W.H., et al. Macleod 1935 153.60

Above statistics taken from LAC, RG 10, vol. 1538.
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Historical experience, reserve politics, and environmental conditions 
combined, in 1933, causing official hesitation to accommodate the needs of 
the non-Native community. In November the DIA was approached by the 
Jenkins Brothers, Fishburn, Alberta, for a lease of ten years on a southern 
portion of the reserve in order to ensure winter range: “it makes it very 
hard for us to carry on with our cattle if we are not sure of winter range 
for them.” To this point, the Jenkins Brothers indicated, their arrange-
ment with the Bloods had been both cordial and satisfactory.154 Inspector 
of Indian Agencies M. Christianson’s response regarding the 6,000-acre 
lease was not encouraging. Although several ranchers had been given 
leases to winter cattle on the reserve in 1932, environmental conditions on 
the reserve had deteriorated in the interim. Agent J.E. Pugh thus reported 
that the chief and headmen were “absolutely opposed” to further leases in 
the southern portion of the reserve, which was the tribe’s essential graz-
ing range and hay land.155 Although the reserve was a significant factor 
in determining the stock policy of off-reserve individuals, or groups, the 
Bloods were unwilling to compromise their own anticipated future grass 
reserves.

Agent Pugh summed up his view of the basic economic conflict that 
existed in the demands placed on the reserve by the non-Native commu-
nity. “Are we as a reserve,” queried Pugh, “to be more or less tentatively 
responsible for the carrying of outside ranchers, who wish to protect their 
range in winter for summer, at the expense of the Indians” while he, as 
agent, was obliged to protect the Bloods’ similar interests.156 It was clear 
that local stock raisers regarded reserve land as critical to their success. 
Stock raising in the area adjoining the reserve could not thrive without ac-
cess to more grazing land than was available outside the reserve’s borders.

Beginning in 1933, there was an apparent attempt by some Bloods and 
cattle owners to circumvent the power of the agent and the DIA. Becom-
ing entrepreneurs in their own right, they engaged in leasing contracts 
with non-Native stockowners to graze outside stock on individually fenced 
land. Christianson thought this policy wrong as it would encourage others 
to follow suit. He predicted that such actions would result in a reserve 
overrun with stock “and the whole management of the agency will simply 
‘go up in smoke.’” Despite such reservations twelve such agreements were 
eventually concluded.157

Christianson was aware that the survivability of the reserve was at stake 
if overgrazing occurred. He was equally aware that this new direction in 
managing grazing on an individual contract basis posed a severe challenge 
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to DIA authority. Certainly there was potential for serious management 
confusion but Christianson was going in the face of reserve and regional 
economic history when he speculated: “The only system that we can adopt 
is to keep the Indians from trucking and trading with outsiders.”158 In 
attempting to stifle such commercial exchange, Christianson advocated 
an impractical policy that existed only in the overzealous minds of De-
partment bureaucrats. Although official government policy had at least 
ideally been aimed in this direction, the history of grazing contracts, and 
the demands and expectations of the Bloods’ neighbours, had mitigated 
against such a policy ever becoming reality.

DEPRESSION AND DROUGHT

Through deliberate arrangements and enforcement of their policy in the 
past, the Bloods and their agents had managed, with difficulty, to practi-
cally keep control over the reserve’s grazing land and hay. The onset of 
the Depression, however, along with the devastating environmental crisis, 
increased both the settlers’ need for land and their determination to have 
it. As a result, the DIA became more responsive to the needs of non-Na-
tives living in the area of the reserve and attempted to improve the crisis at 
hand. Ultimately what control the Bloods had been able to gain during the 
previous decades was slowly eroded away.159

Economic and financial conditions in the Great Depression played a 
significant part in the desire for the use of Blood reserve land and deter-
mined the attitudes lessees exhibited once the land was made available to 
them. A bone of contention was whether or not the lease terms granted the 
lessee right of exclusive use. The case of W.T. McCaugherty, Lethbridge, 
illustrates this point. In November 1935, he complained to Agent Pugh 
about certain Indians camped on his lease. In an effort at encouraging 
McCaugherty to be more conciliatory, Pugh reminded him that a clause 
in the lease provided for removal of land from a lease if desired by “those 
Indians living on the lands leased.” This McCaugherty could not, or would 
not, accept and he threatened the Indians with “criminal action … for 
trespassing.”160

The McCaugherty problem came to a head in January 1936, with his 
assault on a reserve resident and resulted in Agent Pugh raising serious 
questions about leasing technicalities and procedures. Despite the fact 
that a lease was a “conditional surrender,” Pugh recognized that ejecting 
the Indians from leased land in favour of the lessee would result in much 
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bitterness and disaffection among them.161 McCaugherty, however, was 
unmoved and furthermore believed that the lease legally permitted him to 
treat the Bloods as “trespassers” on his leased land.162 Pugh’s attempts at 
mediation failed, leading the Department to conclude that McCaugherty 
was “unreasonable” in his assumptions.163 Tribal members, of course, did 
not accept Pugh’s explanation that by not being resident on the leased por-
tion of the reserve prior to the granting of the lease they had “forfeited all 
rights to the lease lands.”164

The abuse of individual Blood property and individual rights, at times, 
went to such provocative extremes as permitting sheep to invade Indian 
homes during their absence. In another case, a Blood was lassoed and 
dragged around by a lessee. Such incidents, Christianson said, were “too 
numerous to mention.”165 The attitudes engendered by such behaviour 
magnified the already negative aspects of the leasing system. The behav-
iour of lessees such as McCaugherty dictated that such leasing arrange-
ments should have properly been discontinued.166

By 1935 conditions on the reserve suggested an environmental ca-
tastrophe of major proportions in the making, and sound management 
practices dictated that leasing be ended, or at least temporarily curtailed. 
According to Pugh, 145,000 acres of range (approximately 41 per cent of 
the reserve) on the north end of the reserve was in serious condition from 
soil erosion due to drought and overgrazing. Land to a depth of four miles 
from the rivers was ‘beyond restoration’ unless grazing was halted. The 
effects of stress on the land are indicated by the fact that one lease of 4,627 
acres, with a stocking capacity of 250, had in excess of 500 cattle. The in-
evitable consequence of such conditions was intense competition for grass 
with the result that lessees had resorted to the illegal and chaotic practice 
of invading each other’s ranges.167

This inevitably resulted in a great deal of dissatisfaction among both 
the Bloods and the lessees. Blood ranchers and farmers found their move-
ment and access to their own land continually restricted as lessees, driven 
by harsh environmental conditions, neglected the spirit of their leases and 
interpreted the letter of the lease to their own benefit. The Bloods, at the 
end of their patience, wanted the leases ended. Pugh supported that senti-
ment when he recommended that, based on grass conditions, the leases be 
cancelled.168

Despite the informed opposition of the Bloods and Agent Pugh, 
the Department chose to ignore the weight of evidence and opinion and 
proceeded to implement its own agenda. The Bloods’ cancellation of the 
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Town of Cardston lease, in 1936, for example, was based on environmental 
concerns and “economics,” while locals needed the land to expand their 
operations. The DIA, however, decided to renew Cardston’s lease for an-
other year. The rationale for the renewal, as explained to Pugh, was that 
in the Department’s estimation “the Town of Cardston will continue to 
require these pasturage privileges.” The only remedial action taken by the 
Department was to remind the town to be more appreciative of the use of 
the Bloods’ property.169

The Bloods, however, saw nothing magnanimous in the Department’s 
gesture. This became abundantly clear when, in a vote taken on May 26, 
1936, “on the question of renewal of Grazing lease granted by the Blood 
Band of Indians in 1924,” they voted 186 to 4 for cancellation.170

Environmental conditions continued to deteriorate and, although 
the DIA often ignored the wishes of the Bloods, it could not ignore the 
condition of the land. In June Agent Pugh estimated that drought and 
grasshoppers affected 60,000 acres of the reserve, threatening both current 
lease use and winter grazing prospects.171 Lessees, of course, did not want 
to pay for land ravaged by grasshoppers. As a consequence, some lessees 
were both unwilling and unable to carry on with their agreements. In Sep-
tember, for example, Agent Pugh reported that Christian Jensen and W.T. 
Passey, Magrath, holders of leases Nos. 133 and 131, respectively, wished 
to relinquish their holdings. “The reason for vacating in the Jensen case,” 
Pugh wrote, “is because of shortage of grazing, due to drouth and this lease 
being very heavily hit by locusts. In the case of Passey, I think it is a matter 
of inability to carry such a large acreage.” It is highly likely that Passey’s 
ability to carry his “large acreage” was adversely affected by climatic condi-
tions. At least one lessee, the Pitcher Sheep Co., went out of business.172

When Pugh received petitions for the continuation of leases in August, 
he advised the Department against it because conditions had worsened to 
such an extent that the reserve could not sustain the stock. In fairness, and 
because of the Indians’ decision in the recent vote, Pugh recommended 
that the leases be ended and that lessees be given final notification.173 
Christianson was noncommittal, agreeing only to cancel one troublesome 
lease which had no grass and from which the owner drove his cattle onto 
Indian pasture and succeeded in ruining it.174 That Pugh was “very nearly 
run of[f] his feet at times trying to adjust disputes between lessees and 
Indians,” is a clear indication that the Bloods were not passive observers 
with regard to the economic well-being of their reserve.175
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The problems faced by the local homesteaders, and their impressions 
of how to best gain relief, were well illustrated by M.E. Ririe, Magrath, 
and his accomplices, who sent an inquiry about lease land in August 1935 
to Lethbridge MP J.S. Stewart. They told Stewart that the lessees were 
in dire straits and they resented having to purchase hay outside of their 
leases from the Indians. Ririe was set straight when told that the money 
from haying was practically the only income for some Bloods and that hay 
land could therefore not be leased.176 It is hard to escape the conclusion, 
however, that Ririe felt that he had a right to the wealth and convenience 
of the reserve as if it were public domain. He was likely encouraged in this 
view by the increasingly difficult circumstances, which, historian James 
Gray says, would have driven ranchers out of southern Alberta, had they 
been able to extricate themselves.177

At the end of 1935 the Department acknowledged the Indians’ frus-
tration with the leases and their desire to cancel the lease agreements about 
to expire in 1936 and 1937. The matter was urgent in that the lessees had 
to be given proper notification. The existing arrangements meant that 
some 145,000 acres of the north end of the reserve were alienated in lease 
contracts. Admittedly the income from the leases had been uncertain and 
now there was the issue of environmental damage that further reduced the 
value and use of the land to the Bloods.178

Despite this, in December 1936, the Department contemplated leasing 
70,000 acres of Blood reserve land.179 The only consideration given to the 
Bloods’ feelings was to stipulate ten basic provisions for the lease. Among 
the most important were that the land could be used only for grazing, 
wood or timber could not be cut, and that the lease could not be sublet. 
The lease further stipulated a stock limit of one sheep to ten acres, one 
cow to twenty-four acres, and one horse to twenty acres. Lessees were also 
prohibited from concluding private business deals with individual Natives 
without the express permission of the Bloods. Given previous experiences, 
the most important provision was likely number ten: “That if in the lessee’s 
area Indians reside thereon, their property shall at all times be protected 
from the lessee’s stock, and that the Indians shall be permitted to retain 
their live stock holdings on the undefined reservation within his lease.”180

The Department’s determination to lease was probably triggered by 
the desire to reduce growing relief bills. The problem of relief expenditures 
bolstered the perception that the Bloods, among other tribes, had large 
unproductive land holdings that should be more aggressively used in the 
furtherance of self-support. Inspector of Agencies C. Schmidt believed 
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that the benefit of an increase in cattle and grain production accrued only 
to the small minority who had cattle or who farmed, while at the same 
time relief costs increased. The Department’s response was to encourage 
the Inspector to convince the Indians to lease their ‘idle’ lands.181

By late 1938, however, it appears that leases were being closed out and 
related issues were being wound up.182 Despite new requests for leasing, the 
DIA determined that, given the condition of the land, and considering the 
needs of “our Special Welfare I[ndian] D[epartment] Herd,” the granting 
of new leases was inadvisable. The Department’s perception of the well- 
being of the Bloods and their land and increasing DIA expectations, if not 
the Bloods’ wishes, now appeared to be uppermost in determining the new 
policy.183

CONCLUSION

One can only conclude that the absolute defining motivation for the leas-
ing system, from the perspective of both the lessee and the DIA, was the 
general view that unleased Indian land was wasted land. Clearly, however, 
this view far from completes the picture of the reserve’s incorporation into 
local ranching market structures characterized mainly through lease and 
hay sales. The true picture is much more complicated. For the Bloods, 
their reserve land was a resource on which to draw, though they had to 
balance their own and others’ usage with its market disposition. As well, 
its long-term sustainability had to be factored in. Agents often approached 
the issue from an economic and legal perspective, concerned about both 
the Bloods’ income and their legitimate rights. Many agents took the fi-
duciary responsibilities inherited with their positions more serious, or at 
least interpreted it more favourable to Native wishes, than did the DIA’s 
upper bureaucracy. The Bloods’ neighbours wanted access to enhance their 
economic wellbeing. Time and changed circumstances and the Bloods’ 
refusal to be cowed, however, did not permit the uniform generalizations 
that often propelled the DIA’s approach and rancher/settler views.

Perhaps there was no uniform approach that could cater to the variety 
of conflicting agendas that emerged over time. The Bloods acted on their 
perceived needs for use of their land, their desire to control their own affairs 
and for the income. The agent, caught in a difficult situation, had to take 
into account the Bloods’ desires, his duty to protect their interests and the 
application of the Department’s dictums. The Department, an arm of the 
government of White Canada, held the Bloods in legal and paternalistic 
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wardship and was generally responsible to the direction of the non-Native 
population. Angry ranchers and homesteaders petitioning Frank Oliver, 
circa 1902, summed up the enduring economic and political reality of the 
West: that the Indians were wards of the government and the government 
“servant of the people” and the Indians were, therefore, in a position to be 
coerced according to the will of the White man.184

The unpredictable environment and the demands of local ranchers 
and homesteaders further militated against the smooth functioning of the 
bureaucratic machine. Little wonder that the Bloods’ needs were often 
placed last on the agenda. It was generally the case that those in charge of 
administering the Bloods’ affairs felt that they knew best what the Bloods 
wanted and needed. Allan G. Harper has stated that protecting the integ-
rity of Indian land “is perhaps the principal purpose of the Indian Act.”185 
In the case of the Blood reserve and the lease system, both the Act and the 
government often failed to fulfill that mandate.

Many agents, however, took their guardianship of the Bloods seriously 
and did their utmost to protect Native interests, even to the point of dis-
agreeing with bureaucratic bosses in Ottawa. This behaviour is very much 
at odds with the stereotype of corrupt and dictatorial Indian agents lording 
it over their wards. The Bloods, in conjunction with the agents were, at 
times, able to set and control the reserve land agenda. They deliberately 
chose to integrate their reserve into a larger community land base even if 
in a limited way. It was not, however, always easy to enforce the limits of 
this integration as they defined them or wished them to be. Too often the 
clients of the Bloods sought to evade their legitimate responsibilities.

The Department of Indian Affairs brokered the relationship between 
the Bloods and their neighbours and in the end satisfied neither. But busi-
ness carried on driven by the need for a scarce commodity of much value 
and in great demand, accessible grazing and hay land. By an ironic twist, 
the Bloods, though dispossessed of their vast traditional land holdings by 
treaty in 1877, now possessed a large area of reserve land that had become 
a most valued commodity in the agrarian-based culture of southern Al-
berta. Beal notes that it was the intention of the DIA that reserve lands 
not be regarded as ‘commodities’; in reality, however, during the reserve 
period land and labour were not “fictitious commodities” as markets ex-
isted for both.186 It was this reality that both encouraged and determined 
the nature of the economic dynamic between them and their neighbours. 
The Bloods possessed land for which their neighbours had a real and imag-
ined need. However, because the Bloods’ powers to protect the reserve’s 
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integrity were limited, an economic co-operation developed between the 
Bloods and their neighbours. For those individuals driven to, or inclined 
to, the use of the Blood reserve, for which no suitable alternative existed, 
its availability was a critical factor in their future planning. Treaty 7, by 
taking Indian land surrenders, had laid the basis for the establishment of 
the ranching and agricultural frontiers. But by setting out the principles 
for institutionalizing the Blood reserve, the treaty had determined there 
would be economic interplay betwee Native and non-Native in the locale 
surrounding that reserve.
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3: ‘Selling to Outsiders’: Marketing 
Coal, Hay, and Freighting Services

INTRODUCTION

The belief that Native Canadians have participated little in the national 
economy is not uncommon. Thus the activities of Native peoples in lo-
cal economic environments have been largely ignored as an area of study. 
Historian Walter Hildebrandt observed, “for Native people, inclusion in 
the national and international economy has not been carefully planned 
at all.”1 Hanna Samek, in her The Blackfoot Confederacy 1880–1920, paid 
scant attention to Canadian Blackfoot economic interaction with the com-
munities surrounding the various reserves generally viewing the reserves 
in isolation.2 Where attention has been given to the inclusion of Natives 
in the workplace, the conclusion has been that, hamstrung by bureaucratic 
indifference to their needs and proscriptive interference in their plans, 
Natives have not been able to overcome Anglo-Canadian competition for 
available resources.3 Indeed the focus has been on the planned exclusion of 
Aboriginal people from integrative activities with non-Native neighbours 
through the pass and permit systems. These policies are believed so suc-
cessful that some historians conclude that generally Natives entered an 
era of ‘irrelevance’ in the mid-nineteenth century and did not emerge for 
approximately a hundred years.

There is, however, an emerging consensus among social scientists 
that Native peoples were participants in, and contributors to, the capital-
ist market-driven economy, even during the era of supposed ‘irrelevance.’ 
John Lutz, for example, argues that Natives “were the main labour force of 
the early settlement era, essential to the capitalist development of British 
Columbia.”4 Noted earlier was the work of Rolf Knight. The work of Carl 
Beal on Saskatchewan Indian reserves, however, is of particular note in 
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refuting standard interpretations that reserve economies failed and there-
fore exerted no market influences. Indeed, Beal concludes, “Between 1870 
and 1885, the Indian population was pivotal for the initial development 
of monetized markets in western Canada.”5 Similarly, Innes, Macdougall, 
and Tough illustrate the diversity of Saskatchewan reserve economies be-
tween 1897 and 1915 and note: “The growth experienced by band econo-
mies corresponds to a general economic recovery and expansion of prairie 
settlement.”6 It may take some time, however, before these revisionist 
trends become accepted consensus, with more general applicability, among 
scholars of western Canadian and Native economic history.

In southern Alberta the close proximity of Native groups to Anglo-
Canadian settlements and the altering or destruction of the environment 
occurred to such an extent that traditional Native economic behaviours 
were largely rendered obsolete. The Bloods, like their non-Native neigh-
bours, faced basic problems of survival. The search for solutions dictated 
participation in the local economies to which the Bloods and various other 
Native groups found themselves attached. The only practical means of ac-
quiring credit, currency, and merchandise was through providing a market 
commodity in the form of goods or services, the latter often in the form 
of seasonally determined labour. Beginning in the 1890s, the Bloods im-
mersed themselves in various economic activities both in response to local 
market demands and their subsistence needs in keeping with Beal’s obser-
vation that money “fosters a calculating rationality one moreover which 
tends to reduce qualities of things to their measure in money.”7

The western Canadian economy was laid on a foundation of agriculture 
and basic extractive industries, such as coal mining, driven by the market 
in that price determined production. These production activities were la-
bour-intensive, mining requiring a continual supply of labour and agricul-
ture requiring seasonal workers especially during the fall harvests. From 
the beginning, the West was plagued by labour shortages, which drew 
immigrants to work the coalfields and harvest crops in southern Alberta 
and British Columbia. Harvest excursions, as Cherwinski has pointed out, 
encouraged by the government and railways witnessed yearly migrations 
of predominantly male workers from eastern Canada, the United States, 
and Europe to labour in the fields and were a response to perennial labour 
shortages.8

This situation increased market opportunities for Blood entrepreneurs 
and labourers. The growing population of immigrants determined to make 
their homes on the prairies combined with seasonal floods of itinerant 
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workers created demand for the Bloods’ products and labour. They be-
came participants in the market economy, offering the commodities they 
produced and competing with others engaged in coal mining, haying, and 
freighting. At times the Bloods’ productive proficiency created a demand 
for their products and services and earned them a market share. Their com-
petitiveness also at times drew the wrath of their non-Native competitors.

By the early 1890s, most Bloods had come to grips with changed cir-
cumstance such as the loss of the buffalo and the restrictions imposed by 
reserve life and had adjusted accordingly. Realizing that their reserve could 
not immediately provide a livelihood for all, many Bloods adopted strate-
gies suitable for survival in the new economic setting. Agents, responsive 
to the DIA’s dual goals to economize and make Natives self-supporting 
citizens, actively tried to place Bloods in off-reserve occupations. Although 
the program was never fully realized, some 292 Bloods of approximately 
1,200 reserve residents left the reserve for work in 1899–1900. The work 
opportunities were varied and often of limited duration: logging, freight-
ing, mail cartage, scouting for the NWMP, day labour, and seasonal par-
ticipation in fairs and exhibitions.9 It is not clear who these individuals 
were or the length of their absence. If this is a reference only to working 
males, then a substantial percentage of the male working population of the 
reserve worked away during this brief period, and this is a clear indication 
of the Bloods’ economic significance and their adaptive capability. Some of 
these men were certainly accompanied by family, which added to the per-
centage of reserve absentees. For those wishing to stay on the reserve, coal 
mining, haying, cattle ranching and agriculture, some in support of Euro-
Canadian entrepreneurial initiatives, were the occupations of choice.10

The focus of this chapter will be on the economic interaction of the 
Bloods with the local community. Emphasis will be placed on their roles 
as coal and hay merchants and as freighters because these were significant 
points of interaction between the Bloods and their neighbours. These oc-
cupations or activities offered the Bloods the greatest opportunities for 
both employment and the sale of reserve resources. The agents encour-
aged such work as training in the ways of ‘civilization’ and, it was hoped, 
it would ultimately lead to the Bloods’ economic independence. It will 
become clear, however, that as the area economy developed, the Bloods’ 
attachment to and participation in local economic activities was deliberate 
and considerable and changed with time and circumstance.
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MARKET ACTIVITIES

Coal
One of the first commodities the Bloods offered for sale was coal, which 
they began mining in 1890. The first coal mine was small. The coal was 
dug initially with pick and shovel from a coal seam, likely of a non-coking 
bituminous or sub-bituminous variety, located in a cutbank about twenty 
miles from the agency.11 Afterwards the assistance of two or three men 
was all that was required to work the seam. However, the operator, Heavy 
Gun, was ambitious and opened a tunnel with rails for a car to bring coal 
to the surface. Eventually two rooms were opened with an air course, shoot 
and screen for cleaning the coal and a loading bank.12

As a commercial venture, this mining was hampered by lack of quality 
and inconsistency of output. Though limited, the operation was in part 
driven by the prospect of “selling to outsiders,” that is “marketed by the 
Indians themselves.”13 Agent James Wilson, however, believed that oppor-
tunities for off-reserve sales were limited by low quality and competition. 
The coal seam, he reported, was divided into three layers with slate be-
tween each. Mixed with the coal was also a large amount of white mineral 
“which causes a large accumulation of ashes and keeps the coal from burn-
ing.” This condition made it both expensive to mine and reduced its value. 
However, Wilson did believe that the mine could supply reserve needs for 
the hospital, mission, and agency.14

Though experiencing some initial success, the mine operated with dif-
ficulty, and Wilson felt that some of the problems were due to the absence of 
‘white’ expertise. The work remained generally unsupervised, except for the 
involvement of the agent, until the accidental death of Mistaken Chief at the 
mine in 1930, and “a coal mining expert” more closely supervised operations 
thereafter.15 Generally while it operated, however, the Blood reserve coal 
mine was solely a Native operation, jealously guarded by the Bloods, and the 
only non-Native participation was in an advisory capacity.

Despite its limitations the mine intermittently produced marketable 
coal, though in small quantities. Having their own transportation and be-
ing closely situated to Fort Macleod and the surrounding area made the 
Blood coal mine, at times, competitive. In February 1894, the Macleod Ga-
zette announced the arrival of Blood reserve coal in the town but dismissed 
the rumour that the coal was superior to that produced by the Galt mines 
at Lethbridge.16 Regardless of the Gazette’s disclaimer, the mine produced 
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200 tons of coal in 1894, 130 for use of the agency, fifty for the board-
ing school, and twenty tons for settlers in Macleod and district.17 Hugh 
Dempsey reports that an additional 100 tons of reserve coal were sold to 
the Galt mining company.18 Though, perhaps, not significant enough to 
affect the supply or price of coal on the local market, there was at least a 
market presence. Black Horse, who had taken over the mine operations by 
1894, approached the business with enthusiasm, producing approximately 
260 tons in the following year, for both reserve and public needs.19

Though production from the reserve mine was spotty, its significance is 
perhaps suggested by the fact that local entrepreneurs expressed occasional 
interest in acquiring the mine operations or commercial mining rights on 
the reserve. However, periodic inquiries about coal rights evinced no inter-
est from the Bloods or the DIA.20 One inquiry made in 1911 was based on 
a predicted increased need likely tied to an ongoing coal strike in southern 
Alberta since April of that year.21 By January 1913, this prediction had 
come to pass and the Raymond Leader reported shortages in Raymond 
because Lethbridge’s Galt mine could not keep up with local demand.22 
Agent S. Swinford recognized the potential for Blood coal sales in light 
of the rapidly expanding local economy when he reported, “To have coal 
there would be worth a lot and be a tremendous advantage not only to 
those on the Reserve but it could be sold to all the settlers across the Belly 
River and would give those Indians who cares [sic] to work a chance to 
make a good living all winter long.”23 However, with too many ‘domestic’ 
coal producers and with the seasonal nature of the demand for fuel, such 
expressions of hope were misplaced.24

Fuel shortages occurred intermittently during the next several years, 
increasing the value of potentially productive coal seams on the Blood re-
serve. This was particularly so during World War I when demand was high 
and labour was in short supply. For example, the desire by local individuals 
to open and operate coal seams led to a minor squabble in 1917 when Frank 
Bruce and N.X. Hansen, Hill Spring, “entered into a contract with some 
Indian residing in the Blood Reserve.” They subsequently opened a vein 
with the intention of supplying their own community and Glenwoodville 
(Glenwood) with coal. When the small mine became productive, how-
ever, the Bloods refused permission to mine, causing the men to seek legal 
advice. Their attorney, Z.W. Jacobs, Cardston, attempted to persuade the 
Honourable C.A. Magrath, Fuel Controller, Ottawa, that as a result of 
the thwarted coal production “the people in that locality are experienc-
ing considerable difficulty in obtaining fuel.” The Fuel Controller’s Office 
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pointed out that as the greatest possible coal production was important in 
wartime the matter should be looked into with a view to allowing mining 
to resume. Permission was granted only “on the distinct understanding, 
however, that this is not to form a precedent,” the Department in this 
instance considering only “the existing exceptional circumstances.”25

Although some elected politicians, such as Frank Oliver, Independent 
member from Alberta, might express regret that Natives competed with 
non-Native commercial enterprise, senior DIA officials were faced with 
the agent’s plans for the Indians and the need to balance the books.26 As a 
result, the desire to have Natives pay their own way overcame reservations 
about market place competition. Agent J.T. Faunt, for example, in the face 
of complaints from local producers, affirmed his belief in the Bloods’ right 
to market coal and indicated that they were certainly competitive locally. 
He estimated that the Bloods sold at least 200 tons in December 1920. 
Faunt further observed that the mine had been in operation for over three 
decades and that in 1921 “more coal has been taken out than usual, as I 
have been encouraging the Indians in this work, as on account of the crop 
failure at the North end of the Reserve, this appeared to me as a means of 
putting some of them through the winter with no expense to the Depart-
ment.” D.C. Scott supported Faunt’s policy and stressed that Blood coal 
producers were not to be interfered with in their usual practice of selling 
their coal on the open market.27

In this case the DIA justified Blood competition in the market place 
because of the savings it produced for the Department. This was certainly 
the case in 1934 when Inspector M. Christianson reported:

… as long as the Indians of this band had nothing to work at 
during the winter we would be called on from time to time to 
issue rations to them.… In 1919 we had a total crop failure on 
this reserve: everything was burned off – even the grass. We lost 
about 40% of our cattle herds during the winter of 1919–1920 
… on the Blood Reserve, if we have not grain or livestock to 
sell the Indians are not able to make a living and we simply have 
to call upon the Department for assistance. That is why I have 
been so anxious to get a coal mine going as that seems to be the 
only natural resource on this reserve that there is any chance of 
developing.28
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On at least one occasion, however, when the Bloods were not able to supply 
sufficient product to meet local demands, permission was given to Whites 
to enter and remove resources from the reserve. Despite the fact that Blood 
miners were already working a coal area, in 1934 Agent Pugh issued over 
200 passes for farmers from Glenwoodville and Hill Spring to enter the 
reserve and take coal from the river bottom. There is no indication what 
charge, if any, was made for this coal. Christianson did believe that de-
mand was such that a new Blood mining operation could be profitable dur-
ing the winter as farmers, temporarily idle, had the resources and time to 
purchase and haul coal provided they could acquire the fuel at a reasonable 
price.29 Clearly, there were times when the official policy and the aims it 
envisioned were not applicable to local circumstances. The policy was then 
modified to suit the situation.

The coal venture on the reserve, though having occasional market 
influence, never established a definitive market presence. Operations con-
tinued sporadically during the 1920s and 1930s. In November 1933, Blood 
miners and freighters were hauling coal to the Raymond sugar beet factory 
and the factory had been given permission to haul from the reserve. Pros-
pecting for coal on the reserve also continued. It is likely that Blood reserve 
coal mining became unprofitable over time due to poor quality, inadequate 
capacity, competition, and shifts in market demand.30

Hay
Like coal mining, the cutting, sale, and hauling of hay afforded Blood hay 
producers opportunities to compete in the local market. Production, as 
with other crops, was determined both by climatic conditions, especially 
rainfall, and natural disasters such as fire, and the number of acres given to 
hay. Yield per acre, therefore, varied. In 1876 one settler in the Red River 
area estimated that each acre of prairie could yield three to four tons of 
hay.31 The yields on the Blood reserve varied from year to year and such 
variations were caused by changes in the number of acres given to hay as 
well as the impact of climatic conditions.

Haying was done in summer and employed both men and machinery. 
Initially the haying crews utilized basic tools such as scythes, mowers, 
and forks. From about 1900 the introduction of hay loaders eased the 
toil of loading wagons and the development of overhead horse forks and 
slings simplified stacking. Eventually mechanical mowers, side delivery 
rakes, and hay tedders increased both capacity and efficiency, but these 
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Figure 3.1.  
“Caravan of loaded hay-racks on the Blood reserve, [ca. 1905].” Glenbow Archives, 
NA-451-6. The caravan depicted here, and Figure 3.2 below, illustrates the Blood’ 
organization and capacity to produce hay for reserve consumption and sale.
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also required more expert personnel. When machinery was used, a crew 
was required to run and maintain the equipment through to the end of the 
haying.32

With hay production, just as with coal, the Bloods’ own needs took 
priority over market sales. In 1890, for example, although Agent Pock-
lington encouraged Blood producers to supply the North West Mounted 
Police (NWMP) detachments of Big Bend and Stand Off, he declined 
to contract 250 tons, at fifteen dollars per ton, for Lethbridge, claiming a 
shortage of hay on the reserve and in the district.33 In seasons of scarcity, 
considerable effort was required to fill contracts. Chief Moon, for example, 
had to haul hay twenty miles to fill the terms of his contract with the 
NWMP.34 When the season was over, Agent Pocklington concluded that, 
in future, such contracts should be declined unless the Indians received 
more transport and more machines with which to do the work.35 Pock-
lington was likely aware that his sentiment was expressly contrary to DIA 
wishes to turn Natives into peasant farmers tied to the soil through their 
own exertions of physical labour and not in any way liberated through the 
employ of mechanical devices. As the man on the spot, however, he was 
keenly aware of the difficulties of fulfilling contractual obligations without 
recourse to labour-saving devices.

In July 1891, Pocklington succeeded in securing the contract to sup-
ply forty tons of hay to the Stand Off NWMP Detachment and, despite 
the poor season, fulfilled the contract in October. Other reserve residents 
entered into other arrangements such as cutting hay on a share basis with 
local White settlers adjacent to the reserve. These agreements, as described 
by Agent Pocklington, had Whites supplying the machinery and horses 
and the Bloods the labour. The Bloods then sold their share of the hay to 
the Whites. An added bonus with this arrangement, in the eyes of the 
agent, was that Blood farmers became familiar with the operation of agri-
cultural machinery that the Department was so anxious to deny them.36

At the same time, Heavy Gun, who had overcome departmental resis-
tance and acquired his own machinery, was cutting for two others as well 
as for himself and was putting up hay for a beef contractor, likely the Co-
chrane Ranche. According to Pocklington, the Indians put up sixty-eight 
tons of hay for the contractor for which they were paid $3.00 per ton. The 
agricultural tabular statement of December 1891 shows that the Bloods 
harvested 168 tons of hay both individually and on share agreements with 
Whites. It is likely that the Indians’ sale of their portion of the harvest 
was an agreed-upon part of the share arrangement. It is not clear whether 
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or not they could withhold their hay for their own needs in the event of 
hay shortages. There was, for example, a hay shortage in July 1892, and on 
this occasion the agent, on behalf of Blood farmers, declined a contract to 
supply the NWMP.37

In another case during the 1893 season Agent James Wilson thought 
it advisable not to attempt to fill a hay contract for the St. Mary’s NWMP 
Detachment, citing the difficulty in securing the quality and quantity de-
sired by the police because of a very poor growing season. Wilson did feel 
that he could supply fifteen tons to the Big Bend NWMP Detachment 
and the same for the Kootenai NWMP Detachment, “as hay in the neigh-
bourhood of these places is good and plentiful.” Wilson wanted six dollars 
per ton, though he eventually agreed on $5.50 per ton of 600 cubic feet for 
Big Bend and Kootenai detachments, and he pointed out to Inspector Sam 
Steele that a White man would oversee the work to ensure that the quality 
of the hay was satisfactory. Eventually Wilson agreed to provide 135 tons 
of hay to all the various detachments.38 At the same time other Bloods 
were contracting with neighbouring settlers. Wilson also actively sought a 
contract to supply hay to the New Oxley Ranche Company.39

Agent Wilson, however, did not always calculate the needs of the re-
serve correctly and in his enthusiasm to find employment for some Bloods 
may have, in 1893, oversold the reserve’s hay. When approached by Father 
Legal for ten tons of hay to see the two hospital cows through the winter, 
Wilson refused and confessed to the likelihood of a winter shortage. He 
requested departmental permission to purchase hay from any Natives who 
had extra for sale.40

During times of shortage the agent’s permission to sell reserve hay to 
outsiders was refused and unauthorized sales were discouraged through 
the rigid enforcement of the permit system. In 1899, for example, Agent 
Wilson requested police assistance in stopping hay sales in Lethbridge. 
In cases where individuals were caught attempting such sales, the police 
were requested to seize the Indians’ hay and sell it, remitting the proceeds 
to Wilson, an action not calculated to improve reserve supply shortages 
unless in its salutary effect. But with reserve farmers complaining that 
much needed hay was being spirited away at night, Wilson’s concern was 
for winter shortage.41

There were some legitimate hay sales to locals, however, as Wilson, 
guided by circumstances, continued his efforts to gain market advantage 
for Blood farmers in securing contracts to supply the NWMP with their 
fodder needs.42 In June 1899, he inquired as to whether his tender to deliver 
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Figure 3.2.  
“Hay making on the Blood Reserve, [ca. 1905].” Glenbow Archives, NA-451-5.
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Figure 3.3.  
“Rumely steam engine and plough owned by the Blood, probably Blood reserve, 
southern Alberta, 1915.” Glenbow Archives, NA-4429-4. The use of such technology 
indicates a progressive approach to agriculture and resistance to any intention to make 
the Bloods ‘peasant farmers.’

image not available
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hay for the police would be accepted without a deposit as in the past, even 
though others were required to do so. The tender that Wilson eventually 
submitted was for hay delivered to the police detachments at Kootenai, 
Stand Off, and Kipp. Wilson also secured a contract for the delivery of 
oats to the Stand Off, St. Mary’s, Kootenai, Big Bend, and Cardston De-
tachments. For 1899 the Bloods put up 2,269 tons of hay of which 1,186 
tons were sold to the NWMP, Cochrane Ranche, and settlers for sales 
approximating $5,900.00.43 What special consideration, if any, was given 
to Wilson to secure this contract is unclear but special favours from one 
government Department to another is a likely explanation. It is also pos-
sible that Wilson managed to underbid others because Blood producers 
were willing to contract their produce and services for less.

Whatever the circumstances, the Bloods’ presence in this market did 
affect supply and price. In 1901 the Lethbridge News reported that the re-
serve sold over 1,000 tons of hay “in filling police and ranchers’ contracts, 
to livery stables and citizens of Macleod and Lethbridge.” The agent’s 
report for 1901 notes that “Situated as the reserve is, near to Macleod, 
Lethbridge, and Cardston, a good demand is always had for hay in these 
places, and at fairly remunerative prices, while the larger ranches along the 
rivers and boundary lines also look to the Indians to put up their supply.”44 
PCH Primrose, Mounted Police, reported from Macleod that hay was 
very expensive in 1903 because the Indians were not selling as much as 
before.45 The agent’s report for 1903 states that the Bloods put up a total 
of 3,500 tons of hay and sold 1,200 tons to the police and local settlers for 
prices ranging from $4.50 and $7.50 per ton. This range in prices suggests 
that the Bloods may have been withholding hay from the market or from 
the police because of unhappiness with the price. The Bloods harvested 
approximately the same amount of hay in 1901, at 3,451 tons. By 1906 
Blood producers were so prominent with their hay sales that the Macleod 
Gazette called them the “hay maker[s] of southern Alberta.” The Gazette 
reported the Bloods were taking large contracts to supply livery stables and 
local ranchers “usually filling the contracts in short order.”46

The making and harvesting of hay continued to be an important source 
of income for Blood farmers. Agent W.J. Dilworth reported in 1914: “nearly 
every adult puts up every year a large quantity of hay for sale.”47 During 
August 1914, the Bloods put up more hay than ever before, providing 1,353 
tons for agency consumption plus 4,000 tons for their own use. They had 
also provided 300 of a 1,500-ton lessee contract as well as contracts to pro-
vide 242 tons to various Mounted Police posts, and additional contracts for 
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500 tons. The agent commenting on the Bloods’ willingness reported, “No 
difficulty has been experienced in getting them to do this work.”48 Agent 
Dilworth’s report for 1914–15 stipulates that the Bloods harvested 10,000 
tons of hay for which they realized $30,000.00, not an inconsiderable sum 
and indicative of a serious and effective approach to this work.49

Blood haymakers were certainly a market presence, and it is only sen-
sible to conclude that besides being competitive in pricing labour, they 
did good work and delivered a high quality product, which helped them 
to sustain their market share. A copy of a 1915 hay contract between the 
NWMP and Agent Dilworth indicates that the police were exacting 
in their specifications. The contract called for 108 tons of hay delivered 
to Barracks at Macleod between October 1914 and June 1915 with the 
specification being “That the hay shall be Upland Bunch Grass Hay No. 1 
quality of this year’s crop, well cured, free from weeds, dirt and old bottom 
that it shall be subject to inspection and rejection as delivered.” The Bloods 
were to be paid $12.00 per ton. Interestingly, section four of the contract 
requiring the bidder to deposit 5 per cent of the value of the contract was 
deleted, likely as one government department’s accommodation of another. 
Should the Bloods fail in their contract with regard to quality or quantity, 
the contract stipulated that other sources would be sought to make up the 
remainder, with the Bloods liable for the difference in price.50 When it 
became clear in May that they would default on their contract, for reasons 
not given, seventy-four tons of more expensive hay had to be purchased 
elsewhere at a loss to the government of $131.10. The NWMP comptroller 
deducted this from the amount due the Bloods.51

The Bloods themselves, however, could also be demanding in their 
contract specifications. Their 1915 hay contract with Gordon Ironsides and 
Fares, under the terms of the company’s lease, stipulated that the company 
purchase from the Bloods not less than 700 tons at the rate of $5.00 per 
ton. The Bloods, however, were under no obligation to supply that amount. 
When the company wanted to break or alter the terms of this agreement, 
the agent responded that he was determined to “see that these Indians get 
a square deal.”52

There is little detailed comment on the haying activities of the Bloods 
in later years, but hay sales continued, much as they did for the Black-
foot, for example, in subsequent decades.53 Kainai elders Eva Hind Bull 
(born 1928), Jim Shot Both Sides (born 1912), and Mabel Beebe (born 
1915) recall haying activities to supplement their incomes.54 Leasing to 
large ranching interests continued on the reserve well beyond the period 
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of study, and it is likely that the Bloods continued to supply hay on at least 
an occasional basis, if not more often. Grazing lands also continued to be 
leased, offering a different approach to the sale of hay. 

Freighting
Freighting also brought lucrative market involvement for the Bloods. This 
activity provided opportunities for employment off the reserve and was 
required to transport the reserve’s resources to market. Such work likely 
appealed to the Bloods because of their involvement with horses, which 
many of them owned. Freighting also offered some flexibility as one could 
accept work when needed or desired. The basic requirements were simple; 
a man needed a wagon and horses, usually consisting of two or four horse 
teams, the latter appearing to have been most common. During the ap-
propriate seasons, the haulage teams could be very busy with as many as 
fifty-three freighters operating at any one time.55 This was a substantial 
commitment of men, wagons, and horses.

Freighting, for the Bloods, took place along well-travelled routes. 
Generally they were engaged in hauling reserve coal to the various loca-
tions needed on the reserve as well as into Fort Macleod, Cardston, and 
Lethbridge. Among the more travelled routes were those connecting the 
various mines, especially at Lethbridge, with the NWMP posts in south-
ern Alberta. (See Figure 2.5.) Also important were the routes connecting 
the reserve and area hay lands with the local farmers and the ranches, 
such as the Cochrane Ranche. There were also lesser routes taken when 
Blood freighters engaged in incidental freighting for businesses or worked 
on construction projects such as the irrigation works around Cardston. 
Freighting services offered significant opportunity for the utilization of the 
Bloods’ labour resources in the local economy.

In the case of freighting, the Blood freighters’ invasion of the market-
place was based on two simple strategies, competitive pricing and influence. 
They were often willing to freight commodities from the various mines to 
the customer at the cheapest rate. Under these circumstances they were 
self-employed with Agent Wilson arranging contracts for their services. 
In 1893 Wilson reported that the Galt Coal Company would provide 
him coal for the NWMP contract, at the mine for $3.25 per ton. It was 
Wilson’s opinion that the district market would support a price of $7.50 a 
ton and he was hoping for a 100-ton delivery at that price to the various 
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Mounted Police posts. The $3.25 per ton difference was calculated to clear 
expenses and provide attractive profit for the individuals engaged.56

October of that year proved to be a very busy time for coal hauling 
as preparations were made for getting in a winter supply. Agent Wilson 
reported twenty four-horse teams and one two-horse team hauling coal to 
the various NWMP posts. The 100-ton contract for the Mounted Police 
was completed inside of two weeks. Wilson anticipated that this prompt 
delivery would result in a larger share of future police contracts.57 Clearly 
Wilson counted on Blood freighters winning contracts away from local 
non-Native haulage contractors.

In February 1898 the Bloods were busy filling their coal contract with 
the NWMP having delivered 280 tons of a 600-ton contract. Wilson also 
reported: “A number of Indians were also engaged [in] purchasing coal 
on their own account and taking it to Macleod for sale” for eleven dol-
lars per load.58 He noted in January 1897 that forty-nine Bloods earned 
$1,895.96 freighting coal, which compares favourably with the $7,510.11 
of total earnings declared for 1896.59 The Bloods delivered 115 tons of coal 
to the NWMP at Macleod in late 1898 and earned $650.00. In requesting 
speedy payment, Wilson pointed out that the “Indians are hard up for 
money at present to purchase winter clothing, extra food, etc.”60

By 1898 Wilson had abandoned any prospect of the Blood coalmine 
being able to produce commercial quality or quantities of coal but he con-
tinued to obtain delivery contracts. In September he gave the police quota-
tions for coal delivered to the various southern Alberta detachments. His 
plan was to purchase the coal from other companies and resell it, adding 
a delivery charge. Although police Inspector R. Burton Deane tried to 
drive a hard bargain, Wilson was inflexible and pointed out to Deane that, 
besides increased coal prices, a shortage of labour in the freighting business 
placed upward pressure on value.61 Wilson, as the Bloods’ representative, 
was intent on exploiting prevailing market conditions and maximizing 
returns to Blood freighters for the services they provided.

The fact that the Mounted Police were the Blood reserve’s biggest 
non-agency customer came to the attention of the Lethbridge News, which 
reported, in March 1901, that the Bloods, in an obviously efficient opera-
tion, had delivered 120 tons of coal to the police in just three days. As well, 
“a large quantity of coal” was delivered to the Cochrane Ranche, and to a 
variety of Agency institutions.62

The News observed that Blood freighters were significant players in the 
freighter-for-hire marketplace:
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Figure 3.4.  
“Blood men, freighters, west of Macleod, Alberta, [1894].” Glenbow Archives, NA-2459-
1. Figure 3.4, and Figure 3.5 below, provide a good indication of the men, horses, and 
equipment the Bloods could muster to engage in the freighting business for income.

image not available
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The Indians are very eager to get freighting, but although the 
agent never misses a chance to procure it, either in single loads 
or in large contracts, he [the agent] cannot keep them regularly 
employed. This, however, is not surprising: they can turn out 
one hundred and thirty four-horse teams, instantly, upon re-
ceiving notice that they are wanted.63

Such communal effort was a significant factor in the Bloods’ ability to 
secure freighting contracts and caused local non-Native freighters and sup-
pliers some concern, anxiety, and aggravation over their own loss of work 
and income.

When shortages of freighting services occurred, the Bloods were 
sought out by businesses needing haulage teams. The agent noted in his 
yearly report for 1898 that freighting was a principal occupation of the 
Bloods, including freighting for the agency, the NWMP, local ranchers, 
local merchant houses, as well as on one occasion freighting lumber for 
the construction of an irrigation canal undertaken by the Mormons at 
Cardston.64

After 1901, little detail of the freighting activities of the Bloods is 
available. It is reasonable to assume, however, that the Bloods continued 
to take advantage of freighting opportunities offered by local farmers, 
businesses, and works projects. In 1914, for example, they were reported 
doing “a large amount of freighting” for local farmers, and during the 1916 
harvest season “Some 150 teams and 200 men availed themselves of the 
labour at remunerative wages and with satisfaction to their employers.”65 It 
is likely that Blood freighters were involved in the large irrigation projects 
going on in southern Alberta at this time. As the Bloods acquired mo-
tor vehicles, they could take advantage of opportunities farther from the 
reserve.66 Though treaty promises to protect the traditional economy were 
seldom honoured, and with the passage of time, it became impractical to 
remain tied to outmoded economic activities, the Bloods, through their 
own and their agents’ initiatives, secured alternative sources of income. 

THE SPECIAL EFFORTS OF AGENT WILSON

When Hayter Reed became Indian Commissioner in 1888, he took ad-
vantage of existing legislation, specifically the pass and permit systems, 
to attempt control of Native participation in local economies through 
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isolating them on reserves in an effort to turn them into ‘peasant farm-
ers.’ A pass gave an Indian the agent’s official permission to be away 
from the reserve. The permit granted the legal right to dispose of goods 
or produce in the off-reserve marketplace. The pass system originated with 
the 1885 rebellion and was intended as a temporary measure to monitor 
the movement of Natives leaving their reserves. It was likely maintained 
following the rebellion because the DIA recognized it as an expedient 
method of control over many aspects of Native culture and life.67 Evidence 
shows that some agents were very rigid in applying the policy in an attempt 
to restrict, as much as possible, Indian involvement in the marketplace on 
the one hand, and to encourage the husbanding of the reserve’s resources 
on the other.68 In the case of the Bloods, the pass and permit systems failed 
to meet the Department’s expectations for two basic reasons. The first was 
the complicity of reserve and departmental officials in undermining the 
legislation by generally encouraging and permitting the Bloods to leave 
the reserve to work. The second was the obvious need and/or desire of the 
Bloods to circumvent the official regulations to their own benefit.

By the 1890s Blood farmers, in keeping with advancing trends in 
farm mechanization, had become acutely aware of the value of machines 
as labour-saving devices and sought to acquire them in order to be more 
productive.69 Efforts in this direction were met with little sympathy from 
the Department as they ran counter to Commissioner Hayter Reed’s de-
sire to tie Canada’s western Native ‘peasant farmers’ to the soil.70 Reed 
determined that reserve farmers were “not to be assisted in the purchase of 
labour saving machines.” At the same time, Agent William Pocklington 
noted that non-Natives were not to be permitted to cut hay on the reserve; 
instead, the Bloods were to be encouraged to cut and market the hay them-
selves.71 The Department appeared to ignore the contradiction of wishing 
the Blood farmers to market a commodity in an increasingly mechanized 
agricultural setting without mechanical assistance.72 With the Bloods 
desperate for both money and work, it is inconceivable that Pocklington 
would grant permits to outsiders to cut reserve hay, in any case.

But even during Reed’s tenure, local circumstance and cost consider-
ations sometimes took precedence over “official” policy. Before 1894, for 
example, the Blood hay producers had enjoyed special consideration with 
regard to the granting of government contracts in that the usual 10 per 
cent deposit was dispensed with in favour of the Indians. The rules for 
government contracts, however, were altered in that year, and not in favour 
of the Bloods.73 In June, Agent James Wilson wrote Superintendent Sam 
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Figure 3.5. “Blood people hauling grain, [ca. 1900-1903].” Glenbow Archives, NA-1437-8.
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Steele, NWMP, that he could put up the hay at the Stand Off Detachment 
for eight dollars per ton instead of the earlier agreed nine.74 The reason 
for this reduction he made clear in a subsequent letter. The granting of 
DIA contracts to Indians was to be placed on the same footing as others: 
to be awarded to the contractors with the lowest bids. Wilson petitioned 
the Indian Commissioner to intercede with the Police Commissioner to 
secure an agreement that 25 per cent of the police contracts be held for the 
Indians as was previously the custom. In the meantime he was forced to 
lower his bid to secure work for the Bloods.75

The Bloods’ impact on market conditions often depended on the agent 
working on their behalf. In this respect Agent James Wilson stood out 
for his unceasing and untiring efforts. In July 1894, for example, the ever- 
aggressive Wilson agreed to have the Bloods deliver coal to NWMP de-
tachments at Macleod, Kipp, and Stand Off from any of the Galt, Sharon, 
or Hauk’s mines for $7.00, $6.50, and $6.00 per ton, respectively.76 On 
this occasion, however, Wilson’s bid to secure the NWMP contract for 
Macleod failed and so he approached W.D. Barclay, Lethbridge, who held 
the contract, with the idea of sub-contracting about 200 tons of the con-
tracted amount. If this were not possible, he wished to have the Bloods 
hauling coal to Barclay’s agents in Fort Macleod. Wilson was ostensibly 
driven by his desire to have “some work for these Indians to do during the 
next month or two.”77

Success for the Bloods, as for the remainder of the community, also 
depended upon the vitality of the local economy. In January 1895, Wil-
son reported that during the previous month little outside work was done 
except for minimal freighting of hay and coal. With regard to the latter, 
“sales are hard to make at any price in Macleod at present.”78

As a result of Wilson’s efforts, however, and their willingness to accept 
whatever contracts were available, a number of Blood freighters remained 
busy. Wilson reported in October 1895:

The freighting of lumber etc. is quite a serious affair at the 
present moment and I have just completed arrangements with 
Major Steele to haul other [sic] 75 tons of coal to Stand Off 
detachment before the middle of the next month and I have also 
made a contract with the Cochrane Ranche Company to deliver 
40 tons of coal and 4000 bricks. All this coal and brick must 
be hauled from Lethbridge which is distant from Stand Off 35 
miles and 47 from the Cochrane Ranche.79
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Similarly, Wilson’s request that departmental officials use their influence to 
secure work for the Bloods bore fruit. Indian Commissioner Hayter Reed 
wired Agent Wilson that “If you can freight six hundred tons coal police 
require at Macleod at five ninety five I shall get contract for you.”80 Reed 
also wanted the reserve mine to supply various other police outposts. The 
Bloods said they could deliver on the request. Although they secured the 
police contract, the arrangement collapsed.81 The NWMP, complaining of 
the quality, refused to accept coal from the Indian mine. Local citizens at 
Fort Macleod exhibited a similar reluctance.82 The Blood teamsters then 
turned to delivering coal from Lethbridge under contract. Although, in 
this case, contracting their haulage equipment to deliver a competitor’s 
coal left the reserve mine without delivery capacity, it was a sensible alter-
native and secured both work and income.83

What is most interesting about Hayter Reed’s involvement in acquiring 
off-reserve employment for the Bloods is that it was, as he knew, in direct 
contradiction to both the spirit and letter of “official” departmental policy, 
a policy devised by and driven by Reed himself.84 Why then did he acquire 
work for the Bloods that was so likely to bring them to public notice? As 
a DIA official, Reed was certainly aware that the pass system had no legal 
basis and that the North West Mounted Police were reluctant to enforce 
it.85 Making the pass system work, therefore, was both a difficult and le-
gally dicey business. Also, with the experience of 1885 fading, the policy 
likely seemed less urgent. Another possible explanation is that the policy 
was, in part, a public relations ploy for the benefit of local settlers and never 
envisioned as absolute. One also suspects that the policy was very idealis-
tic and thus easily forsaken in the face of financial considerations. It was, 
therefore, a way to pay lip service to those occasional complaints of unfair 
Native competition that were inevitably followed by public demands that 
the Indians have only restricted access to local economic opportunities. 
If the policy, however, could be circumvented without too much public 
notice and outcry, and such evasion presented the promise of reduced de-
partmental expenditure, then Native involvement in the marketplace was 
encouraged.

THE MARKET RESPONDS

The Department’s, and especially the agent’s, aggressive activity on behalf 
of the Blood freighters and producers was bound to lead to resentment 
from locals intent on protecting their livelihoods. When Agent James 
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Wilson tendered for the delivery of 400 tons of coal to the NWMP bar-
racks at Fort Macleod and other detachments, in August 1895, he warned 
the Commissioner:

… as there is a considerable amount of feeling among the 
white people in this district about Indians doing such work I 
would ask you to kindly see the Commissioner of the Police on 
this matter and do what you can to obtain a share of this work 
for the Indians. I am afraid a good deal of pressure may be put 
upon the Commissioner to try and prevent us getting any.86

Clearly Wilson expected a backlash against the Bloods’ freighting activi-
ties and wished to pre-empt any attempt to cut them out of the lucrative 
work.

Wilson also wished to reduce the uncertainty of winning freighting 
contracts during the yearly bidding competition. He suggested to the In-
dian Commissioner that perhaps in future it could be “arranged that a 
certain part (say one half) of the coal supply should be held back for the 
Indians to deliver without putting it to open tenders.… If this was done 
it might tend to lessen the feeling that the Indians were taking away the 
living of the white men.”87 It is difficult to see how the removal of one half 
of the business opportunities afforded by these important contracts would 
lessen local entrepreneurial resentment against the Bloods, unless it was 
a case that half a loaf was considered better than none. Wilson’s action 
not only reveals concern for the well-being of his charges but also sug-
gests that, through the auspices of the agency, the Bloods had considerable 
influence in tendering on contracts.

Clearly the Bloods were not reluctant participants in the marketplace. 
Nor were the pass and permit systems, designed to prevent market access 
and the squandering of reserve resources, an unqualified success. Inevitably 
competition from the Bloods, and other Indians, led to complaints. A let-
ter to the editor of the Macleod Gazette from “Freighter” bluntly stated the 
case against Indian competition. It criticized those perceived as “not only 
permitting, but assisting the Blood Reserve Indians to compete with the 
White settlers and laborers in the putting ‘up’ and sale of hay.” The basis 
of the complaint was that the Bloods had secured large contracts through 
underbidding the Whites. “It is bad enough to allow these Indians to put 
up hay on outside contracts,” the writer observed, “but when it comes to 
their bringing it into town for sale in large quantities, as they are doing 
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now, it is carrying the thing a little too far.” The crux of the matter, as 
this particular complainant saw it, was that the government, thus giving 
them a competitive edge, supplied all the material and resources placed at 
the Indians’ disposal. “Because their machines, wagons, grub and every 
other thing necessary for the business are provided for them,” the writer 
protested, “and because, in order that these things may be provided, the 
very men with whom they compete pay dollar for dollar the same money as 
others in Canada into the fund, out of which the machines, wagons, etc., 
used by these Indians are purchased,” it was hardly fair.88 Competition was 
no problem, as long as equity prevailed.

The Gazette supported this complaint and observed, “The only appar-
ent argument that can be used in favor of the present system seems to 
be that the Indians have not been very successful in their other pursuits, 
and that putting up hay seems to be one of the very few things that they 
can do.” The Gazette railed against the government’s expensive and futile 
effort at making Indians self-sufficient. The paper also charged there was 
unfairness in that the peoples’ wards were being financed in undercutting 
their beneficiaries:

It is submitted that these Indians are earning a certain 
amount of money by putting up hay with implements supplied 
by the government; by hauling supplies with wagons obtained 
from the same source, and by getting out (under a white man) 
and hauling coal, in all of which occupations they compete with 
hard working white men, does not indicate any advance toward 
independent self-support.89

Blood producers, however, were simply availing themselves of market 
opportunities presented by local settlers and towns people looking for a 
bargain. There were bargains to be had as the Bloods, among other things, 
freighted supplies, hauled coal, hunted wolves cut logs, and did herding 
and other work for settlers.90 They were especially successful with the pro-
duction and sale of hay, and in 1896 exceeded the agent’s “most sanguine 
expectations” and again in 1898 they sold a considerable amount of hay 
in Fort Macleod.91 Indeed prices were so good, and the market so brisk, 
that Agent Wilson was concerned about the possibility of Blood farmers 
selling hay that they needed for their own cattle. In July he requested that 
the Lethbridge town police warn the public that the purchase of hay from 
Bloods not possessing a duly authorized permit to sell left the purchaser 
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open to prosecution.92 He did note that “A great deal of talk had been 
going on among the White men [freighters] in Macleod district about the 
Indians doing freighting work and if I am to put in tenders for police hay 
and coal then I will require to cut down low to secure them and that will 
cause them [freighters] to kick more than ever.” Consequently Wilson did 
succeed in getting the contracts for the Stand Off and Big Bend Mounted 
Police detachments, because the Bloods had the competitive edge.93

Complaints against the Bloods fluctuated with time and economic 
conditions. The ‘exceptional circumstances’ created by World War I and a 
1917 coal strike, for example, shut down most of the coalmines in western 
Canada.94 By 1921, however, market conditions had returned to normal so 
complaints were received about Blood reserve coal competing in a restricted 
market environment. G. Finnie, the Chief Inspector of Mines for Alberta, 
notified the Department of Indian Affairs of complaints from operators 
in Magrath and Raymond in particular. Local producers expressed dis-
satisfaction because the Blood sales presented unfair competition because 
Blood miners did not have to pay leasing dues and royalties. Thus the right 
of the Bloods to sell coal on the open market was challenged but without 
effect. In an open market situation complaints from competitors who be-
lieved themselves at a disadvantage were bound to occur.95

CONCLUSIONS

The Bloods participated in the local marketplace with the assistance and 
encouragement of the local agent and often the Department of Indian Af-
fairs. Coal mining occurred because some Bloods saw it as profitable and 
because the agents encouraged this activity despite, at times, some misgiv-
ings about its viability. Coal mining, sales, and freighting fitted nicely into 
the local economic infrastructure. There was a constant demand on the 
reserve for coal and often from those in the vicinity. Both the Bloods and 
the DIA were cautious with regard to the management of this resource and 
so it was never allowed to come under the control of non-Natives, outside 
of occasional advisory services.

Haying illustrates the interactive exploitation of a Blood reserve re-
source. The share-crop agreements regarding the harvesting and sale of 
hay is indicative of mutually beneficial resource use, the reserve provided a 
product for which there was much demand in the surrounding community. 
Farmers, ranchers, the Mounted Police, and the Bloods themselves placed 
great reliance on hay in this particular period when horses were a major 
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source of agricultural power and transportation, and cattle were a chief 
source of food.

Freighting or shipping activities brought the Bloods into most direct 
conflict with non-Native economic agencies. This work was separated, in 
the public mind, from other activities that originated on the reserve. The 
perception was that, whereas the Bloods owned the coal and hay, they did 
not own the freighting and there was great concern that the livelihoods 
of non-Natives be protected through assured equal access. Non-Natives 
were well aware of the Bloods’ special status as wards of the state and saw 
any advantages accruing as a result of that status as unfair competition. 
Despite public perceptions, however, there is no evidence that the govern-
ment made any attempts to curb the Bloods’ participation in freighting 
activities.

The willingness to exploit on- and off-reserve opportunities likely 
made the difference between marginal survival and abject poverty, a fate 
that faced many of the Bloods’ contemporaries, both Native and non- 
Native. The Macleod Times of July 21, 1920 reported that both Bloods and 
Peigans were digging bones from the south bank of the Oldman River and 
selling them for fertilizer, one endeavour that the Times estimated earned 
the Indians several thousand dollars.96 In his memoir, amateur historian 
Bud Spencer reported Blood teams engaged in hauling wheat for local 
farmers some twenty miles to Cardston.97 In 1927, the Bloods shipped 
over 2,000 “canner” horses to Great Falls, Montana, for forty to fifty cents 
per hundredweight.98 By 1928 the Bloods were granting oil leases on the 
reserve.99

Some individuals like James Gladstone, the future senator, sought eco-
nomic security for his family, wherever opportunity presented itself. Glad-
stone shared in the “general prosperity” of the 186 Blood reserve farmers 
during the latter years of the 1920s, and in the unexpected and devastating 
collapse of grain prices in 1929. Despite the economic hardships of the 
1930s, he established a small trucking outfit on the reserve and secured 
contracts hauling wheat, coal, and cattle, eventually acquiring contracts 
from the Department of Indian Affairs. As business developed, the tiny 
company was able to expand and provide Gladstone and his family with 
some financial security.100

Despite the sometimes overwhelming management control of the 
agent and DIA, the Bloods’ economic activities were self-motivated. They 
opened and worked the mines and sought out contracts. They instigated 
the share-crop arrangements with local farmers and ranchers, and they 
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mustered their horses and wagons to ensure efficient delivery of coal, hay, 
and other commodities under contract. It was the Bloods who laboured 
to ensure their own livelihoods. Their evident motivation, perhaps, en-
sured the willingness of the DIA to, at times, adjust its policies to local 
circumstances. It also ensured the behind-the-scenes work of the various 
agents currying favour from one government agency or another. This was 
sufficient to secure for the Bloods a periodic, profitable, and sometimes 
influential market presence, especially in the supply of coal, hay, and 
freighting services. Criticism from the non-Native public seems to have 
had little impact on curbing the Bloods’ desire to take positive action to 
secure economic independence. Clearly, and as will be illustrated below, 
the Bloods had a marvellous capacity for work and a ready willingness to 
engage competitively and energetically in the marketplace.
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4: ‘All the Indians have gone to the 
beet’: Blood Labour in the Raymond 
Sugar Beet Fields

INTRODUCTION

The local industry that offered the Bloods the greatest opportunity for the 
sale of their labour was the sugar beet industry at Raymond. However one 
rationalizes the Bloods’ presence, it is clear that in this case Blood labour-
ers were vital to sustaining the industrial process during the first phase of 
its operations from 1903 to 1915. They appear to have played a minor part 
in the industry thereafter. Though studies of the Bloods have paid little or 
no attention to their participation in the sugar beet fields, this work was, 
in many ways, central to both the industry and the Bloods’ livelihood for 
more than a decade.1

THE INDUSTRY: LOCAL EVOLUTION

During 1901, Jesse Knight, a Mormon from Provo, Utah, with some 
encouragement from Elliot Galt and John W. Taylor of the Latter Day 
Saints, chose a site east of the Blood reserve, at Raymond, to establish 
a sugar beet processing plant. Local settlers regarded the site as fit only 
for hay land, but Knight became convinced it had great potential for the 
cultivation of sugar beet.2 The Raymond Rustler later defined the sugar 
beet business as: “an industry requiring a great amount of labor and the 
investment of a large sum of money.” Interestingly, it pointed out that the 
two main requirements of money and manpower “were not obstacles but 
incentives.” Incentives were so attractive that Knight hastily put down 
a $50,000 deposit as security in an agreement with the North West 
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Irrigation Company and the Alberta Railway and Coal Company to 
purchase the 200,000 acres of land needed for his enterprise.3 Knight 
believed that, with suitable land and plenty of available labour, the out-
look was exceedingly promising for an industry that could fill an insatiable 
consumer demand for a product at present entirely imported from outside 
the region.4 The Raymond area stood to reap great benefits as an estimated 
150 people would have continuous employment in the factory and others 
would be “employed continuously by the company in their own fields, as 
experts[,] managers and office hands,” to say nothing of the farmers and 
workers who would be needed to grow beets.5

Initially the company hoped to cultivate enough of its beets to meet 
its own needs. This failed and by 1904 the company’s production methods 
changed with the enlistment of local farmers to grow beets under contract, 
an arrangement that was to be continued in future years. The Cardston Al-
berta Star revealed that the company planned to have 4,000 acres in beets, 
3,000 cultivated by the company directly, with local farmers cultivating 
the remaining acres. The new arrangements promised to pay farmers $5.00 
per ton and a share of the government bounty on sugar, thus bringing the 
price paid to the farmer to $5.35 per ton.6 Although it appeared lucra-
tive, contract beet growing never solved the company’s perennial short-
ages. Dawson says that the company “was never able to secure more than 
22,000 tons of beets a year, and in some years the tonnage dropped as low 
as 8,000.”7

Shortages became so severe that by 1913 J.W. Evans, Agricultural Su-
perintendent of the Knight Sugar Co., tried to induce more local farmers to 
plant sugar beet by promoting both the agricultural and financial benefits 
of beet culture. Beet cultivation, he argued, brought a number of benefits, 
including the encouragement of crop rotation and an increased yield for 
other crops. The industry also created a demand for labour, thus mak-
ing possible the employment of children who, otherwise, in his opinion, 
provided no economic benefit. Beet cultivation also offered price stability, 
since growers knew the price of their product before planting. The fact that 
farmers of small means could grow beets was also touted as an attraction. 
In 1914, for example, instructions were given in the Leader on how to 
prepare the land for planting.8 In a last-ditch attempt at persuasion, Evans 
waxed poetic, “Then let us raise the SUGAR BEET, No question bout the 
pay ‘Cause if we work the balance sheet[,] Will show a better day.’”9

In case there were still skeptics, Evans went on to argue: “A com-
parison of a ten ton crop of sugar beets with a forty bushel crop of wheat 
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assumed to be grown on summer fallowed land” yielded a net profit per 
acre of $18.70 for beets compared to $14.05 for wheat or a difference of 
$4.65 in favour of beet growing. “In addition to this the beet tops are 
worth from $5.00 to $10.00 for feed.” He also admonished the local 
population to support this Native industry: “If it is true, … that ten 
pounds of imported sugar are used in Lethbridge to one of Raymond, 
we as citizens ought to be heartily ashamed of ourselves.… Lethbridge 
coal is good enough for us. So is Raymond Sugar.”10 The reported payroll 
of over $10,000 during the plant production run was money kept in the 
community, and the employment of about three hundred men when other 
work was scarce was also calculated to tie the Knight Sugar Company 
fortunes to the general well-being of the community.11

By December 1914, it was evident that the appeals to local loyalty, 
and the highlighting of benefits for the local economy, were not enough. 
In December 1914 the Leader reported that the Knight Sugar factory was 
planning to move its operation closer to Great Falls, Montana. With relo-
cation imminent, the locals marshalled their influence and enthusiasm with 
a public meeting on December 20, 1914, to protest the move and attempt 
to secure “a guarantee of 2,000 acres of beets next year,” the minimum 
required to bring about a reconsideration of the proposed move.12 It was 
too late, however, and by January 8, 1915, the Leader had to admit that, 
“Beets talk and 1,800 acres isn’t very strong language.”13 Consequently, 
on January 15, the paper announced the loss of the sugar plant to Layton, 
Utah.14 It was an ignominious, if temporary, end to an enterprise that had 
seemingly held out such promise.

THE BLOODS’ SIGNIFICANCE

There is no direct evidence that Jesse Knight had the Bloods in mind when 
he chose the site for his sugar factory. However, they quickly became so 
important to the sugar company’s operations that it is inconceivable that 
Knight was not aware of the benefits of tapping the potential labour pool 
of the Blood reserve and its 1,200 inhabitants directly to the west of the 
factory site.15 In its early stages of development, sugar beet agriculture was 
labour-intensive, and a readily available source of dependable cheap labour 
was essential.

In southern Alberta the sugar beet season generally began in April 
with seeding, with the all-important thinning occurring in June. Through-
out the growing season, hand-cultivating and weeding were essential. 
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Weather permitting, the beets were ready to harvest by the end of Octo-
ber. Harvesting required the pulling and topping of the beets, with sugar-
making beginning when the beets were delivered to the factory. Thinning 
and harvesting both required back-breaking intensive labour. Thinning in 
particular forced the worker to crawl on hands and knees through the field. 
The weather, especially during the fall harvest season, was often cold and 
wet and this added to the physical discomfort of those working in the 
fields.

The Bloods, permanent residents in the area, were an ideal labour source 
and, perhaps, Knight had them in mind when he claimed that acquiring 
sufficient workforce would present no difficulties.16 One fact is clear, there 
was no other identifiable body of potential labour in such close proximity 
to the factory. Where else could one hope to find hundreds of workers 
available at a moment’s notice? When the opportunity was available and 
the conditions suitable, many Bloods left the reserve each fall to labour in 
the Raymond beet fields.

In anticipation of a smooth startup for the 1903 processing season, 
Knight began arranging for field hands and the first place he apparently 
turned to was the Blood Reserve. In November 1902, well before the first 
beet planting, company representative H.S. Allen wrote Blood Indian 
Agent James Wilson of the company’s need for “A great number of hands 
… to weed and thin beets.” Allen hoped Blood labourers could be hired 
for this work. In an effort to get good value for the company’s dollar, Allen 
attempted to give Wilson a lesson in Native work habits, pointing out that, 
in his opinion, women and children would do work as good as or better 
than the “bucks” and, should they prove willing, “large numbers” would 
be employed.17

In January 1903, company manager E.P. Ellison approached Wilson 
once again to arrange for the Bloods’ assistance with the fall harvest. Al-
though Wilson promised Ellison help in any way possible, he refused to 
guarantee any specific number of Bloods for the work because he feared 
that they might not be able to perform this new and specialized labour.18 
By March, however, Wilson again promised, keeping Allen’s reservations 
about male labour in mind, to encourage the employment of women and 
children in the beet fields. By late October, however, any labour shortage 
had been resolved and Agent Wilson was unable to find haulage teams 
to deliver hay to Lethbridge owing to the fact that “all the Indians have 
gone to the Beet [sic] cutting and hauling at Raymond.”19 This arrange-
ment with the Bloods was so rewarding that the company expressed a 
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desire to contract Blood labourers, by the acre or on a daily basis, to thin, 
hoe, dig, and top six hundred acres of beets from May to October of the 
following year. However, still lacking confidence in the Bloods’ abilities, 
Wilson advised that they be restricted to thinning activities and that 
Whites be employed for the other tasks.20 The company, however, was so 
impressed with the Bloods’ work that it hoped to use Blood labourers to 
also put up hay.21

Initially the use of Blood labour was beneficial for all concerned, 
and in the opinion of the new Blood Agent, R.N. Wilson, the business 
relationship of the Blood reserve with Knight Sugar and the Raymond 
citizenry was worth encouraging. The new agent was also more aggressive 
on the part of the Bloods, and more confident of their suitability for beet 
work. Responding to a Department of Indian Affairs inquiry about Indian 
labour in the beet fields Wilson wrote:

… there is nothing in connection with the growing of beets 
that may not be learned by our Indians, and as the work ap-
pears to be profitable enough I am of the opinion that we should 
encourage some of them to go to Raymond when required by 
the Sugar Company. Other points in favor of the scheme are 
the fact that women and children can materially assist in the 
occupation.

Wilson also noted that the nature and timing of the work in the beet 
fields did not interfere with the Bloods’ yearly round of activities on the 
reserve.22 In the one case where they conflicted with the issuance of treaty 
annuities, the DIA was willing to consider an adjustment of the payment 
schedule, so as not to interfere with the beet harvest or with the Bloods’ 
opportunity to earn extra income. This was an important consideration in 
the Department’s desire to turn Natives into self-supporting independent 
workers on the theoretical White model.23

Increased sugar beet acreage planted by Knight Sugar resulted in 
greater demand for Blood labour at various critical times during the 
growing season. A query from the Home-Seekers Association, Cardston 
District, wondered whether the organization was at liberty to hire Blood 
labour “as we wish.”24 The DIA officials, however, were not about to let the 
Bloods be hired on an individual basis, perhaps to ensure that fair hiring 
practices were followed and that pay equity prevailed. Indian Affairs of-
ficial Frank Pedley stipulated that Native labour be paid at the same rate as 
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Figure 4.1.  
“Robert Nathaniel Wilson, [ca. 1895].” Glenbow Archives, ND-34-17. Robert Wilson, 
as Blood Indian agent, often defended the tribe’s interests against both government 
regulations and local business concerns.

Whites, in cash, and that accommodation be provided to workers if they 
were not expected to provide their own. Both Pedley and (earlier) Wilson 
expressed a preference that the Bloods be hired for certain tasks only, and 
these generally were outside activities: a reflection of the Darwinist belief 
that Natives needed the outdoor freedom. As for wages, “It is stated that 
from $1.00 to $1.75 per day can be made.”25 In the end, however, the 1904 
season likely brought less opportunity for labour wages in the sugar beet 
fields when drought saw both grain and sugar beet harvests reduced.26

By the 1905 growing season, it was evident that Knight Sugar had 
come to rely on the Bloods as the main labour source for their beet produc-
tion. That fall manager Ellison once again asked for Bloods at Raymond 
and reminded the agent that they would be paid “what it is worth.”27 Blood 
workers, in turn, began to count on the employment at Raymond as an im-
portant source of yearly income. Depending on the numbers employed, the 

image not available
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sugar beet work was profitable. The Department reported that “Some of the 
Blood Indians … earned over $2,000 in topping and hauling beets.”28 In 
fact this work became so profitable that the Bloods avoided less remunera-
tive work. For example, the delivery of twenty-five tons of hay requested 
by George Skelding of Macleod was delayed because most of the Bloods 
and their teams were in the Raymond beet fields. In fact the exodus from 
the reserve was so complete that, on October 23, the agent was not even 
able to arrange delivery of a load of sawdust because of a lack of freighters 
and equipment.29

In 1906, the Calgary Herald recognized both the Bloods’ capacity for 
work and the skill acquired after three years of experience with all aspects 
of sugar beet cultivation. The writer noted: “One likes best to watch the 
Indians at work; they make their long, rapid strokes with inimitable grace 
and the utmost nonchalance. When the whites are listlessly and labori-
ously getting in the last hours of a long, hot day, [the Indians] seem quite 
as unexhausted as in early dewy morning.” This opinion does not support 
the contention that one of the main dissatisfactions with Indian labour was 
that they damaged beets during the thinning stage.30 The acquired skill 
and dedicated labour did indeed bring its rewards. The company estimated 
that about $12,000 was paid to Natives in wages in 1905. Although the 
company had to estimate what was paid by local farmers and did not know 
if all the labourers were Bloods, it is fairly certain the vast majority of 
workers were indeed Bloods from the reserve.31

In the fall of 1906, with a fourth harvest imminent, the importance 
of the Bloods’ contribution to the Raymond sugar beet industry was bla-
tantly obvious. One local farmer using Blood labour wrote Agent Wilson 
in the hope that the coming annuity payments could be delayed so as not 
to interfere with the harvest. To impress upon Wilson the urgency of his 
request, he added: “If you can arrange this for them it will be a great favor 
to the Knight Sugar Co. and us as we are depending on them to harvest 
the crop.”32

On October 24, E.P. Ellison made the case for Knight Sugar with the 
same urgency. He pointed out that Blood workers had employment until 
December 1 and requested a deferment of annuities for thirty days.33 The 
request was accommodated but this was later found to be a mistake as the 
poor weather cut the harvest short. Wilson wrote, with some irritation 
and concern, that the delay in treaty payments had left many of the Bloods 
short of funds to purchase necessary winter clothing. But when weather 
or culture did not dictate otherwise, the Bloods were dedicated workers. 
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Agent Wilson’s report for 1908 observed that during the previous spring 
“several hundreds” of the Bloods secured a month’s employment thinning 
beets “and in the month of October practically the whole population of the 
reservation was busy harvesting beets in the same fields.”34

An apparent exception to the general rule of Indians being designated 
field labourers occurred when a Blood by the name of Prairie Chicken 
grew beets for Knight Sugar on contract. The factory leased him ten acres, 
ploughed it for twenty dollars, disked and levelled it for ten, furnished seed 
and planted it for eighteen, supplied needed water for six, and charged him 
thirty-five dollars for rent, for a total investment of eighty-nine dollars. 
The company agreed to purchase his beets at five dollars a ton delivered to 
the factory (a distance of one and a half miles) and speculated that “with 
good care he should get from 8 to 10 tons per acre from the land.” The 
ever-cautious Agent Wilson sanctioned this contract on the understand-
ing that the payments were to be deducted from the sale of the beet crop 
and that the Department would in no way be responsible should the joint 
venture fail.35 Prairie Chicken experienced some initial success as he was 
reported thinning his ten acres of beets in July.36 The final results of his 
efforts remain a mystery.37 Were he successful, however, Prairie Chicken, 
even with the minimum estimated harvest, stood to net $311.00 on the 
sale of his beets.

En masse or individually, the Bloods’ contribution to the sugar beet 
industry was significant. Royal North West Mounted Police Commis-
sioner A.B. Perry believed the Bloods’ participation critical due to the 
large numbers involved and because of the scarcity of non-Native labour. 
Officer J.O. Wilson, Lethbridge, felt it was impossible to carry on the beet 
industry except for the Indians.38 This ‘stoop labor’ was so difficult that 
it was considered “too tedious for the white man, the yellow labor was 
tried, but without success. The work was then given to the Indians, who, 
with their stolid natures, have proved to be the most successful.”39 Given 
prevailing attitudes about the nature of the work, and the belief that it was 
unsuited to Whites, Natives were especially desired for both the thinning 
and harvesting phases of the operation. Unappreciated in the above assess-
ment was the willingness and determination of the Bloods to earn a living 
even at the cost of physically demanding labour in what generally would be 
considered the most uncomfortable of circumstances.

Sporadic attempts to import labour for the beet fields had no perma-
nent impact on the industry, and in the fall of 1911 Knight Sugar once 
again anticipated the Bloods entering into their employ. Clearly, Blood 
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labourers were needed, and Raymond Knight implored Agent Julius Hyde, 
“we would like if possible for you to let all the Indians come that you can 
spare, thinking that it will both benefit ourselves and the Indians also.”40 
Almost a month later, Knight Sugar urgently requested a deferral of treaty 
payments so as not to hinder harvesting and immediately stated the crux 
of the company’s problem. The Bloods’ presence at Raymond was essential 
“as we are very short of help, and will likely lose a lot of our beets unless 
the Indians remain to help us.”41 By this time, company dependence on the 
Bloods’ labour throughout the various phases of growing and harvesting 
sugar beets was all but complete. Missing, however, was the realization of 
this reality and so the Knight Sugar Company failed to appreciate precari-
ous reduced margins for success, which were directly related to the treat-
ment of the people in their labour pool.

INDUSTRY PROBLEMS

Although the Bloods were critical to the industry, an important fact not 
fully grasped by the company was that the Bloods did not view sugar beet 
harvest labour as essential to their own survival. Sometimes they had an 
aversion to the taxing work and found other income opportunities more 
appealing. On other occasions they were indifferent to the benefits of the 
income earned. These changing attitudes proved a source of great frustra-
tion to Knight Sugar. According to Agent James Wilson, in October 1903, 
approximately 150 Bloods were engaged in filling hay contracts and were 
thus not available for sugar beet labour. He sensibly enough concluded that 
the trip to Raymond was too difficult for the elderly who were available. 
It was only several weeks later, with their other work completed, that the 
harvest at Raymond received the attention of the larger work force.42

Many Bloods were willing to work in the beet fields, but only if the 
times they were required meshed with their own needs, in other words, 
when obligations and preference did not dictate their presence elsewhere. 
They considered themselves free and independent and unwilling to become 
part of a captive labour pool where others largely determined the value of 
their labour.

That the Bloods were unwilling to entirely adapt their routines to ac-
commodate Knight Company’s seasonal demands was a realization not 
easily grasped by the whole community. J.W. Woolf, a company manager, 
wrote Agent Wilson in apparent frustration, in September 1903, that the 
sugar factory was prepared to hire up to four hundred Bloods at the White 
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labour rate of eight dollars per acre for topping and throwing the beets 
into collection wagons. There was a warning, however, that, should Wilson 
fail to convince the Bloods to appear at Raymond, he, Woolf, would be 
“compelled to bring in foreign labour.”43 Hartley reports that the company 
hired seventy-five Chinese labourers the previous spring but is silent on 
the success of this venture.44 Here, perhaps, is an indication of the White 
attitude to the labour-intensive work. Woolf ’s promise to now pay at the 
White labour rate suggests that initially the Bloods had been paid less and 
this may well explain the source of his current frustration as well as his 
appeal.

In 1904 Knight Sugar wanted about fifty Bloods to work its fields 
but, in light of experience and expectation, stipulated that they needed a 
guarantee that their contracts would be fulfilled. This proviso grew out 
of an unhappy experience in the fall of 1903 when “a large number” of 
Blood workers, not unexpectedly, abandoned the beet harvest to receive 
their treaty payment. Aware of the problem, the Department expressed the 
desire that arrangements be made so that, in future, the one activity might 
not interfere with the other.45

That said, however, Agent Wilson was unwilling to offer the guaran-
tees that Knight Sugar wanted: that the Bloods perform stated amounts 
of work. His argument was that the beet work was “new to them and they 
must acquire considerably more familiarity with it than they now possess 
before being in a position to sign contracts.” Wilson added for good mea-
sure: “Our Indians are not Chinamen to be farmed out by bosess [sic].”46

Wilson also took the opportunity to comment on what he perceived as 
the double standard applied by the Company in the employment of Indian 
labour: “When harvesting beets in the fall the hauling in, one of the most 
profitable jobs, is done by White men, Mormons, and as our Indians have 
lots of wagons and horses we should insist upon the Indians being permit-
ted to haul in all the roots ‘lifted’ by themselves.”47 Wilson’s observation 
may in part explain the Bloods’ willingness to abandon the backbreaking 
labour in the fields at treaty payment time. Treaty money, free for the tak-
ing, certainly had more allure, especially when one recognized, as Blood 
beet workers surely did, that the least physically demanding and best pay-
ing work was reserved for Whites.

It is also possible that the avoidance of work in the beet fields by some 
Bloods was an effort on their part to break the agent’s control over their 
economic decisions. The agency’s attempt, in 1904, to have Knight Sugar 
garnishee the wages of Bloods in debt to the Department succeeded in 
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finding only one of those on the list working for the company. Manager 
E.P. Ellison speculated that the remainder worked for local farmers and 
at any rate he doubted if the agent’s request would be granted.48 He likely 
recognized that to accede to the Agent’s wishes would compromise his 
future appeals to the Bloods for their labour.

The 1906 growing season strained relations between the Blood labour-
ers and individual contractors at Raymond, the result of an apparent bid by 
contractors to force down the costs of Blood field labour. But the Bloods 
were having none of it and by late November the sugar beet crop remained 
unharvested. This situation brought an urgent request from one contrac-
tor, J.T. Smellie, to Agent Wilson for some two hundred Bloods to work 
his seventy acres, and three hundred acres belonging to Knight Sugar as 
soon as the weather proved favourable. Agent Wilson’s response, however, 
contradicted Smellie’s view that only inclement weather was responsible 
for the delay. Although the weather was, at the time, too cold and wet to 
allow for outside work, Wilson stated:

Should such a thing occur as a warm spell I will be glad to 
send over any Indians who can be found that are willing to go 
but I have serious doubts of your being able to get any further 
material assistance from here this year. Those to whom I have 
mentioned the matter ridicule the idea of returning and blame 
the beet farmers for the present situation. They say that they 
were at Raymond quite long enough to lift the whole crop had 
they not been delayed by attempts to force down the price and 
other vexations. If a period of mild weather does come such as 
to encourage an attempt to dig beets you had better come over 
and see what you can do yourself with the Indians.49

It appears that Knight Sugar had adopted what Pentland terms a free mar-
ket and commodification view of beet labour, intending to “hire labour 
freely for as short or long a time as it was wanted, at the lowest wages 
necessary to obtain it.” The company, however, seems to have missed that 
it was not expedient for it to force the issue with the Bloods as there was 
no surplus pool of labour to manipulate and so the cost of labour would 
not default to its own low market price, determined by competition.50 Es-
sentially it was a seller’s and not a buyer’s market.

The Bloods’ abandonment of the harvest was frustrating for the indus-
try and there was likely some temptation to criticize their work habits. But 
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there were none more interested than the Department and Agent Wilson 
in having the Bloods perform productive labour for which they received 
cold hard cash. Wilson’s comments and concern leaves no doubt that, on 
this occasion, the beet harvest, with its exposure to the elements, was be-
yond sensible human endurance. Suitable and comfortable housing was 
needed for shelter and warmth and warm clothing were required against 
the chill of the fall damp and snow. It is difficult to blame the Bloods 
for abandoning the beet work when plain common sense dictated such a 
course of action.

The Bloods also brought with them to the beet fields particular habits 
that frustrated their employers. When J.T. Smellie was approached by two 
Bloods for work in February of 1907, he indicated a willingness to employ 
one, provided he “would consent to stay steady during the season … but 
they [Indians] must make up their minds to stay with it and only go to 
town Saturday afternoons.” For this they would be paid twenty cents an 
acre with the expectation of making three or four dollars a day if they 
were dedicated. Similarly Ellison wrote the reserve agent hoping to recruit 
fifteen teamsters willing to work, not for days, but for months, at forty dol-
lars a month without board. Clearly the Bloods did not subscribe to non-
Native contract labour expectation and work habits and so Ellison queried 
Wilson on “how we can best handle the Indian labor in the Beet fields.”51 
The Bloods’ own preferences and needs, the labour-intensive nature of the 
work, employee and employer relations, and the weather all contributed to 
produce a less than ideal experience for the Bloods. Few of them showed 
up in the fields for the thinning operations in June 1907 because Fourth 
of July celebrations in Montana proved more of an attraction than thin-
ning beets at Raymond.52 Regarding the Bloods’ attitude towards the beet 
harvest, the agent observed: “the Indians will drop it and come home as 
soon as the weather gets too cold for such work no matter what quantity 
happens to be still in the ground.”53 This must have been particularly gall-
ing to the company that was, during 1906–7, experiencing its “high point 
in productivity.”54

Some problems encountered with Blood labourers, however, were 
rooted in the nature of the industry and were more the making of the 
employer than the shortcomings of the employees. The Bloods were often 
affected by the restrictive and demanding agreements between contrac-
tors and Knight Sugar. A contract between Knight Sugar Company and 
Thomas Bennett, for example, indicates that Bennett tied himself to spe-
cific obligations that included the requirement that his beets test at 12 per 
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cent saccharine and 80 per cent purity. Bennett also had to rent and keep 
in good repair the company boarding house. The contract further stipu-
lated that Bennett produce a specified tonnage of beets, accept the expense 
for both the preparation and rental of the land at $1.00 per acre, and other 
per acre costs as follows: ploughing at $2.00, smoothing at $0.85, seed at 
a rate of $1.35, planting at $0.40, cultivating twice at $0.80, ploughing up 
the beets at $1.25, and haulage of the beets to the factory at $2.35.55 Little 
wonder that contractors such as Bennett felt themselves squeezed between 
Knight Sugar and their hired labour. They had to agree initially to costs 
and wages based on a sugar beet whose quality and quantity they could not 
guarantee or predict.

The 1907 season brought the first public admission that the industry 
was not achieving its expected potential and that the whole venture was 
in trouble. The Raymond Chronicle reported in May that beet seeding had 
begun late and that beet acreage was down from the previous year because 
of fewer contracts. The paper attributed this shortfall to ‘labour scarcity’ 
and stated “although Indian labor will be available as far as it can be made 
to go, the drawback being that there is not enough of it” was likely an 
indication that contractors were not competitively remunerating labour in 
a market with expanding and competitive opportunities.56 Adleman says 
that a period of increasing harvest wages began in 1907 and that “Wages 
rose by almost 60 percent between 1907 and 1912.”57

The accuracy of the Chronicle’s assumption about the shortage of labour 
is difficult to gauge. Farmers have always planted their crop without as-
surance of harvest labour and fluctuations in availability are common to 
the history of agriculture in the West.58 One never knew how this situa-
tion would change from one season to the next. Perhaps in this period of 
increasing harvest costs contractors unwilling to accept the risks as being 
worth the effort turned their fields to crops that were less labour-intensive 
and therefore cheaper to harvest.59

There is no doubt, however, that Knight Sugar believed labour to be 
the main problem as later in the month the Chronicle reported that Man-
ager Ellison had returned from a business trip east in which he had made 
arrangements to ensure adequate workers for the approaching season. Ac-
cording to the Chronicle “Labors [sic] agencies and emigration bureaus were 
brought into requisition and we are assured labor will be shot in here in 
such quantities that a scarcity will not again occur.”60 This new source of 
labour was likely calculated to arrive for the fall harvest as the Chronicle 
reported an “Indian Influx” completing the June thinning activity. “These 
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Figure 4.2.  
“Field of sugar 
beets, Raymond, 
Alberta, July 1904.” 
Glenbow Archives, 
PD-310-153. A pic-
ture of the expanse 
of sugar beet fields 
where many Bloods 
did backbreaking 
labour.

image not available
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nimble fingered ‘bloods’ are hailed,” the Chronicle said “as the salt of the 
situation who will save the crop.”61 Without the Bloods the beet industry 
would indeed have been in dire straits, its very survival doubtful.62

In 1908 another solution to the labour shortage appeared with the 
report that Knight Sugar had entered into contract to have its lands op-
erated by a Japanese “syndicate.” This new arrangement, along with the 
importation of labourers from British Columbia, was, the Alberta Star said, 
essential to the survival of the beet business at the present time.63 Strangely 
this reported labour shortage is not in keeping with Agent Wilson’s re-
port that practically the whole Blood reservation was engaged in the beet 
fields during the 1907 season. On October 9, the Star reported that the 
Raymond beet harvest was on in earnest with the best crop in some years. 
The respite was brief. Although beet acreage reached its height during the 
1908 season of 5,200 acres, it decreased annually thereafter. No report was 
made of Japanese or Indian labourers at work on the 1908 beet harvest.64

The continual preoccupation with the need to import labour was based 
on the view that the Blood labourers were undependable. What was not 
recognized, however, was that the Bloods refused to become a captive la-
bour pool at the beck and call of Knight Sugar. The rhythms of their own 
lives and the potential offered by other opportunities determined how at-
tractive sugar beet labour would be at any particular time or season. In the 
fall of 1911, for example, there was concern that looming treaty payments, 
an occasion for which the Indians were not willing to be absent from the 
reserve, would leave the beet fields short of essential labour. On October 
12, Agent Hyde warned Raymond Knight to expect an exodus of Bloods 
from the area for treaty payment. Hyde agreed, however, even in the face 
of the Bloods’ objections, to arrange treaty payments at an earlier date so 
as not to compromise the company’s harvest interests.65 Anticipating that 
the beet harvest would be finished by the end of October, Hyde set treaty 
days for November 7 and 8. A fall storm curtailed the harvest and left the 
company facing the prospect of having to leave half its beet crop in the 
ground as the planned dates loomed. Hyde was then asked to postpone the 
new treaty payment date to November 20.66 Despite urgent appeals, Hyde’s 
hands were tied and only a few Bloods worked the company’s fields in the 
fall harvest of 1911. To make matters even more difficult for the company, 
there was a rumour that the agent wanted the Indians to demand “$8.00 
per acre for pulling and topping beets” or else they should quit. If true, this 
would present a serious problem as the industry claimed that this work was 
only worth $5.00 an acre.67 That there were problems with Knight Sugar 
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operations is illustrated by the fact that the company acquired twenty-
three men from Utah to help with sugar manufacturing in October.68

Labour shortages were again a problem in the fall of 1912 when the 
company requested “about fifty Indians … at once” for beet field labour.69 
The difficulty with recruitment this time, however, was due to the fact that 
the Bloods had found more profitable employment elsewhere and thus the 
company faced stiff competition for hands. Although some of the Bloods 
agreed to go, Hyde advised that because of the demand for “Indian labor” 
many of the Bloods had already departed the reserve for Lethbridge and 
so Knight Sugar was directed there in its search for more field hands.70 The 
company had earlier done a recruitment campaign for field labour in Eu-
rope and succeeded in acquiring fifty-eight labourers from Belgium – not 
enough, apparently, to satisfy its labour demands.71

Another aspect of the company’s difficulty recruiting sufficient Blood 
labour may have been of its own doing: its willingness to surrender an 
individual’s wages to the agent at his request. Thus in 1913 the company 
garnisheed the wages of one Hind Bull, sending Agent Hyde $14.55 for 
the ten and one half days worked.72 The unfortunate Hind Bull had earned 
only $15.55 in total of which one dollar went for horse feed.73 The end 
result was that Hind Bull pocketed nothing for his efforts. This behaviour 
was not likely to endear the company to him or to encourage his working 
in company fields if employment was available elsewhere.

RETROSPECTIVE AND CONCLUSIONS

Critics then, and scholars since, have attempted to explain the failure of the 
Knight Sugar Company in 1915. On April 26, 1917, in a retrospective, the 
Cardston Globe presented its version of this “most unfortunate chapter of 
Raymond’s history,” and correctly observed that acrimony between Knight 
Sugar and local farmers was the problem. “The latter could not under-
stand the attitude of the company,” the Globe observed, “while they in turn 
seemingly would not cater to the wishes of the man on the land. The result 
was ill feeling, non-cooperation and finally – no beets.” The troubles, the 
Globe believed, began with minor grievances, the farmers wanting conces-
sions – the nature of which the paper did not explain – which the company 
did not give, so farmers abandoned beet cultivation. The company then 
undertook beet growing on its own account, and “A certain class of outside 
labor was imported but it was not a success. Then another race [Japanese?] 
was brought in but they were unable to grow sufficient beets to make the 
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running of the factory profitable.” The Globe stated that the fault was not 
with the country, which was well suited to the growing of sugar beets, and 
“not in the ability of the farmers to grow beets but in his ability to overlook 
the shortcomings of the Sugar company.”74 Thus the failure of the industry 
was put to the failings of man, not the land.

John F. Sweeting, Industrial Commissioner for the C.P.R., had, in 
1914, investigated the industry at Raymond. In a presentation before the 
Western Canada Irrigation Congress, which met in Kamloops, British 
Columbia, in July 1916, Sweeting argued that the history of sugar beet 
cultivation made its ‘unlimited’ potential self-evident, but it “remains a 
question of capital and labour to extend production up to market require-
ments.”75 Sweeting did not give details about the labour but his contention 
was supported by another beet grower who stressed, “I cannot produce 
sugar beets at Agassiz [B.C.] and pay twenty cents an hour for ordinary 
labour and twenty-five cents an hour for a team, and pay interest on $150 
an acre on land. That would be the quickest way for me to starve to death.” 
He concluded that the biggest obstacle to success in the business was ‘la-
bour.’76 An observer from the Lethbridge Experimental Farm presented 
the argument that the collapse of the Knight Sugar Co. operations was 
due to the failure of management to “bring in the proper labour” creating 
dependence “on local labour and Indian labour. There were other reasons, 
too, but that was the principal reason.… If the manager does not see to 
that question of labour; that is, thinning and topping, the factory cannot 
be operated successfully.” Another observer unequivocally stated, “the la-
bour has to be imported.”77 Raymond Knight also believed the latter to be 
true and reportedly said “the sugar industry failed because the proper labor 
was not available at the proper time.”78

Unfortunately, because the critics did not elaborate on the problems 
with local or Indian labour, it is difficult to evaluate these criticisms. The 
company had imported labour and that too had failed. Despite evidence 
to the contrary, both critics and supporters of the sugar beet industry re-
garded labour as the weakest link in the chain of factors that hampered 
the successful development of Knight Sugar. Considering the period in 
which this industry had its rise and fall, one should not find this conclu-
sion surprising. This was a difficult time for labour/management relations 
in Canada as workers strove to share in the booming Canadian economy 
during the pre–World War I period. This was followed by depression and 
unemployment in 1913 and 1914.79 Much of this unrest occurred in Al-
berta and British Columbia, and it is inconceivable that this atmosphere of 
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conflict, along with the employer’s own attitudes, did not contaminate the 
view of labour’s place in the failure of Knight Sugar.

Labour problems undoubtedly played a role in the operational difficul-
ties experienced by Knight Sugar, but how significant a part is question-
able. A major labour problem beyond anyone’s control was demand and the 
resulting market-driven wage levels. It is hard to escape the conclusion 
that sugar beet culture was simply unprofitable in inflated wage circum-
stances and that the industry could not afford to meet market demands for 
labour.

There were other factors that compounded this industry’s problems. 
According to sociologist C.A. Dawson, it was the combination of weather, 
supply, and labour that ultimately brought about the failure of Knight 
Sugar. The problems for the industry were rooted in the initial miscalcula-
tions about the Southern Alberta environment. The Mormons had settled 
in that part of Alberta during a cycle of ‘wet years,’ and so erroneously con-
cluded the area suitable for sugar beet agriculture. The arrival of Chinooks 
that resulted in the thawing of beets, after they had been initially frozen, 
were, if not common, certainly more than rare occurrences. Consequently, 
according to Dawson, the company failed to secure sufficient beets, never 
more than 22,000 tons, sometimes as low as 8,000.80 According to one 
estimate, once production began, the Raymond plant required 400 tons of 
beets for a twenty-four-hour run, and the season lasted for approximately 
two months.81 Both Raymond Knight and J.E. Ellison had criticized the 
lack of support from local farmers as one of the problems.82 In part this was 
explained by the farmers’ preference for growing grain or raising livestock, 
likely because such activities were more traditional, familiar, and predict-
able.83

Industry boosters promoted beet cultivation, and indeed mixed farm-
ing in general, on the basis of a false economy. Far from being economi-
cally profitable, beets, requiring approximately 115 hours of hand labour 
to the acre, were “more than ten times the labour required for an acre of 
grain.”84 It was the cost of labour, not the supply that could alter this real-
ity. Had the Bloods been willing to work for Knight Sugar for less than 
they could command for their labour elsewhere, they would have alleviated 
the pressure on the company thus allowing it to stagger on into oblivion. 
However, to expect the Bloods to subsidize the company with their labour 
was totally unrealistic.

The concerted efforts of the company in the latter phase of its existence 
to arrange for a more extensive beet cultivation supports the contention 
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that it was a shortage of sugar beets, not labour, that was the main reason 
for the difficulties experienced by Knight Sugar. Production for 1907 fell 
below that of 1906 because contract growers were abandoning the enter-
prise or reducing their cultivated acreages.85 Labour shortages were a fron-
tier reality, but the sugar beet industry should have been no more affected 
by labour problems than other sectors of agriculture, perhaps less so.86 
Beet harvesting occurred in October and November, after the harvesting 
of wheat and other grains had generally finished, and when, therefore, 
one could anticipate a surplus of harvesters, or at least little competition 
from other sectors of the agricultural economy and when labour costs 
might conceivably be driven down. The fact that the plant closed when the 
government’s twelve-year tax exemption ended is a good indication that 
sugar beet cultivation was not a profitable enterprise.87

Although more extensive investigation is required to confirm the part 
they played, other market factors were likely significant in the demise of 
Knight Sugar. One contract grower complained of being left with a “Hinky 
Dinky narrow track” when the rail line between Cardston and Raymond 
was upgraded to standard gauge and so he contemplated leaving his beets 
in the ground.88

There are also indications that Knight Sugar lacked a certain market-
ing savvy. The company cancelled a sales agreement it had with Nicholson 
& Bain, Calgary, apparently because of a lack of sales of its product. Nich-
olson & Bain protested that the problem was not of its making but could 
instead be attributed to Knight Sugar’s failure to meet consumer demand 
for product in twenty-pound sacks. Furthermore, an Edmonton retailer 
complained that one of its competitors was receiving Knight Sugar at “ job-
bers” prices and threatened to “cut out Raymond sugar” unless this mat-
ter were rectified.89 Indeed, only 20 per cent of the 46,229 bags of sugar 
produced in 1906 were sold.90 Quality control (the company complained to 
one group of contractors about beets falling to the ground and not being 
properly cleaned before they were loaded), the importance of government 
subsidies, transportation costs, competition from non-regional producers, 
and government regulation are other factors worthy of detailed study.91

As indicated above, others agree with Dawson’s assessment of the 
failure of the initial enterprise, and, although these various factors, com-
pounded by labour difficulties, may explain the ultimate failure of the 
Knight Sugar Company, they do not explain its survival for more than a 
decade. Clearly Blood labourers were pivotal to sustaining the business. 
True, the relationship between the Bloods, on the one hand, and Knight 
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Sugar and its contractors, for whom the Bloods worked, on the other, was 
not without its irritants. And it may well be that the company and local 
farmers, acting on the expectation or perception of undependable Natives, 
wanted an alternate source of labour. But the simple fact was that no other 
was available locally, and importing labour proved to be no solution; in-
deed, it was as problematic as it was helpful. Cecilia Danysk has observed 
that ‘hired hands’ were notoriously unreliable since “Agricultural labour-
ers operated within the framework of capitalism but they pursued their 
own aims, which were often antithetical to those of capital.”92 The Bloods, 
however, were locally situated, unlike migratory harvesters. Year after year 
they provided honest, and for the most part dependable, labour in the beet 
fields. Both Knight Sugar and the contractors readily admitted the Bloods 
were essential to all aspects of beet cultivation but particularly valuable at 
harvest.

Unfortunately for the industry, the Bloods, like the hired hands they 
were, refused to subvert their own interests for the sake of the sugar beet, 
even though the agent occasionally altered the tribal calendar for the benefit 
of the company. Blood workers were also aware of the value of their labour 
and, as any sensible group in a competitive market, sold it to the highest 
bidder. Had Knight Sugar and its contractors been less determined to drive 
a hard bargain, they would likely have gained a better appreciation for the 
Bloods’ abilities in the sugar beet fields. When wage offers for sugar beet 
labour were too low, however, they simply withheld their services from the 
market or sold to a higher bidder.

But the Bloods, as producers of labour and consumers of goods in the 
capitalist economy of which they were clearly a part, were willing to work 
more often than not, and as a consequence Knight Sugar survived as long 
as it did. The industry had not by 1915–16 reached such a state of mecha-
nization that it could do without significant amounts of manual labour. An 
opportunity to break the fetters of the agent’s control and to gain additional 
income and economic independence lured the Bloods into the Raymond 
beet fields. No amount of chicanery or cajoling short of accommodating 
the Bloods’ cultural and economic agenda, and their desire for adequate 
pay, could keep them there. Knight Sugar and local farmer contractors 
never mastered the art of dealing with a homogeneous and local labour 
pool such as the Bloods who generally responded in concert with their own 
cultural imperatives. Thus there were few strategies of divide and conquer 
that could be employed against them in efforts to tie some or all to the 
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seasonal demands and ever-changing whims of the sugar beet industry and 
local contractors.

The closing of the Knight Sugar Company factory at Raymond ended 
the initial phase of the sugar beet industry in southern Alberta. The second 
phase began with the reopening of a factory, in 1925, by the Canadian 
Sugar Factory, Ltd., a subsidiary of the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company.93 
It appears that the Bloods played only a minor and sporadic role in the 
newly reconstituted industry, and why this is so is not entirely clear. A 
possible explanation remains the relative prosperity experienced on the 
reserve and the Bloods’ pre-occupation with their own affairs. In the first 
year of production and harvest, 1925, the company imported Hungarians 
from British Columbia to do the contract labour of thinning and hoeing 
for eight dollars a day. With the crop ready to harvest, however, the local 
press again trumpeted the shortage of labour, a problem that also plagued 
the 1926 harvest season.94 On this occasion, the labour problem was ex-
pected to be solved by settling immigrant families “right on the farms of 
the growers,” thus ending the need to use “transient labour.”95

The industry was by this time in transition. Hill Spring students were 
given a two-week leave from school to assist in the 1927 harvest, which was 
expected to produce 45,000 to 50,000 tons of beets.96 There was also a new 
invention in the beet field, an automatic beet loader developed by Frank 
Leavitt of Glenwood, which could “easily load 400 or 500 lbs. of beets at 
a single operation.” Drawn behind a beet wagon, it speeded up collection. 
The News predicted that this invention would change the nature of beet 
harvesting, giving “promise of eliminating one of the most backbreaking 
and disagreeable phases of beet-growing, for the loading of beets into the 
wagon has always been the bug-bear of the be[e]t field.”97

When the sugar factory began its production run in October 1928, 
the nature of the work had changed such as to permit the employment of 
young high school girls for the lighter work but the identity of the remain-
der of the 200 employees is not clear.98 At the close of the beet harvest 
in November, it was noted that “A number of foreign laborers left Hill 
Spring” while others found employment with the local farmers.99 It was 
now obvious that the sugar beet industry had ceased to depend on local 
sources for the bulk of its labour needs.

The references to the Bloods’ participation in the sugar beet industry 
during the 1930s and subsequently are sporadic. It is interesting to note, 
however, that, in a collection of reminiscence put together by Zaharia and 
Fox, no fewer than six Kainai elders born in the second and third decades 
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of the twentieth century recall working the sugar beet fields. Elder Marga-
ret Fox (born 1917) noted “In late spring and in the fall many people went 
to work on the sugar beet farms.”100 Esther Goldfrank makes reference 
to Blood sugar beet labour during the 1930s but offers no indication of 
the extent of this work. There is evidence to suggest that, although they 
may have participated on an individual family basis during the 1930s and 
1940s, other groups, such as Hungarian immigrants and Japanese Cana-
dians, dominated labour in the beet fields.101 During the war, in particular, 
there was a captive labour pool of interned Japanese-Canadians, German 
prisoners of war, and Canadian conscientious objectors pressed into the 
service of the beet industry. Curiously, Ronald Laliberté noted that an 
attempt by the sugar beet industry to recruit Blood reserve labour in 1953 
was unsuccessful but he does not explain why.102

What is uncertain at this point is whether the Bloods abandoned the 
sugar beet fields because they could not command fair remuneration for 
their labour or simply because more lucrative opportunities existed on the 
reserve or elsewhere. If the latter was the reason for the Bloods’ behaviour, 
then clearly the Bloods suffered no marginalization by their failure to par-
ticipate. Indeed, if anything, it was the industry that was marginalized and 
forced, with Government of Canada complicity, to import under coercion 
cheaper northern Alberta and Saskatchewan Native labour in efforts to 
sustain viability.103

Not much has emerged about the Bloods’ integrative economic pursuits 
in the decade of the twenties and thirties, but there is no reason to suppose 
that their energies waned or that their desire to participate in local eco-
nomic activities subsided. Kainai elder Harold Chief Moon (born 1918), 
for example, laboured on a variety of projects at Fort Macleod, Claresholm, 
Hill Spring, and Glenwood.104 The changing economic fortunes of the 
twenties and the economic collapse of the thirties brought more pressing 
problems for the Bloods and their neighbours. This period saw the collapse 
of commodity prices in the post–World War I period and the devastation 
of the Blood cattle herd during the winter of 1919–20. Those individuals 
engaged in agriculture experienced some success during the 1920s, but 
their enterprise alone could not wholly sustain the tribe. Such conditions 
made the search for additional income even more pressing.105
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5: ‘A prospective citizen of no mean 
importance’: The Bloods and the 
Business Community

INTRODUCTION

Credit arrangements and cash expenditures were but other aspects of the 
commercial interactions between the Bloods and the local Anglo-Euro-
pean entrepreneurial community. This business relationship in the post-
buffalo period was largely determined by Treaty 7, which established an 
economic partnership between Native and non-Native in southern Al-
berta. That Natives saw a ‘shared’ partnership or reciprocal relationship as 
opposed to a surrender of their territory is little argued.1 Sharon Venne, a 
Cree scholar, acknowledged the complexity regarding understanding the 
treaties and their intent. According to Venne, any applied interpretation 
of treaties that leans to a First Nations surrender of territory and sover-
eignty to the state on a ‘once and for all basis’ is in denial of the reality 
of treaty negotiation circumstances and First Nations’ intent. Interpreta-
tions, Venne argues, must take into account Native epistemological views 
of ‘Creation.’2 Similarly, Patricia Seed has added another dimension to the 
debate by questioning language usage and meaning of words such as treaty 
and differences in written and oral accounts of treaties.3

Less accepted is the view that any sustained and beneficial result came 
from the formal treaty contract. Ovide Mercredi, former National Chief, 
Assembly of First Nations, raised this issue in 1996 when arguing for as-
sistance to improve economic conditions on Native reserves; “We were 
willing to share – but instead they took and took and took, and they took 
so much that we did not have enough resources left to meet our own basic 
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needs.… Had the treaties been honoured, had our people been treated as 
partners, we would be able to provide for our own needs.”4

Why the continuation of such a partnership in the history of relations 
has not figured prominently in the subsequent relations between Natives 
and non-Natives is unclear. The Indian Act, however, established the 
Bloods as wards of the Crown and thus ensured that economic ties would 
not be free and unencumbered.5 In the words of one DIA official, the 
Indian’s “position seems like that of a child for whom the state stands in 
loco parentis,” a view held by the late Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau 

and reflected in the 1969 White Paper.6 Making the Native population 
wards of the state brought the Canadian government responsibility to en-
sure that their basic needs were met and fundamental rights protected. 
Cultural isolation on reserves was an ideal, but economically separating 
Natives from the remainder of the community was neither practical nor 
possible. How else could the cash and goods promised in the treaty be 
redeemed or otherwise provided except through participation in the local 
economic infrastructure?7

When the Bloods selected their reserve and a sedentary existence, they 
were forced into the local market economy. They became participants in a 
macro-economic arrangement externally driven and over which they had, 
depending on the nature of the commercial activity, limited control. Ini-
tially, lacking the means to effectively sustain themselves, not unlike their 
non-Native neighbours, they played out their consumer role on the promise 
of tomorrow and a cycle of credit and debt. The next ‘harvest’ or ‘sale’ held 
the key to future prosperity and independence while today’s needs required 
satisfaction. The Bloods’ participation in the market place as consumers 
will therefore be discussed for the period from the 1880s to the 1930s. In 
the process, an analysis of business views of the importance of the Bloods 
as consumers will be given. The positions of the Indian agents and DIA, 
as intermediaries between the Bloods and local businesses, will also be 
revealed. The discussion will shed light on the varying economic fortunes 
of the Blood reserve and the region.

THE MERCHANT ENVIRONMENT

Entrepreneurs quickly followed ‘official’ Anglo-Canadian presence in 
southern Alberta. Merchants appeared in Fort Macleod and Cardston 
soon after the towns were established. Fort Macleod, for example, could 
boast twenty-six retail businesses by 1887.8 Local merchants eventually 
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faced competition from itinerant salesmen, who wandered at will and plied 
their wares, as well as catalogue shopping organized by the likes of T. Ea-
ton Company.9 The initial intent of businesses was to cater to the needs of 
the North West Mounted Police and settlers, but the value of the Bloods 
was soon appreciated. The trails, roads, and especially railroads tied the 
towns to the national economy and brought needed merchandise to the 
local area.10 Travel for individuals was still sufficiently difficult, however, to 
force customers to patronize local businesses for many of their immediate 
needs. Those businesses that survived adapted their sales practices to suit 
local circumstances and served Native and non-Native customers alike. 
Such adaptation included enticing or welcoming customers with a combi-
nation of barter, money purchases, and credit all under one roof.11 Henry 
Klassen points out that some of Alberta’s general merchants had diverse 
interests extending much beyond the general retail trade and indeed might 
cater to a variety of commercial and financial services to ensure a steady 
and diversified clientele.12

Credit, to sustain market activity, is a commercial finance policy of 
long standing directed at Natives and as a ploy to encourage consumerism 
and enhance profits, especially in rural economies. Morantz, for example, 
views credit arrangements in the James Bay area of Quebec, in the 1600s, 
as a sensible business arrangement “given that the harvests of fur bear-
ing animals, like those of agricultural crops, were subject to fluctuations 
beyond the control of the harvester.”13 Recognition of this fact caused the 
Hudson’s Bay Company to extend credit to Natives, a practice, which 
Ray notes, was carried into the twentieth-century fur trade.14 Clark has 
illustrated that in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Massachusetts the 
economy was based on a complex combination of cash and credit where the 
motives and desires of both borrower and lender affected one another.15 In 
southern Alberta during the first decade of the twentieth century, Voisey 
observes, the High River Times sold its newspapers on credit, recognizing 
local farmers’ argument “that they only received income at highly irregular 
intervals.” During the Great Depression of the 1930s, the paper resorted 
to barter, accepting wheat and other foodstuffs in payment for subscrip-
tions.16

Into this mix of entrepreneurial adaptation was thrown DIA policy, 
which set the rules of Native engagement with capitalism. Accordingly, 
Natives could purchase locally, with the Indian agent’s consent, goods that 
were ‘needed’ or which provided basic requirements of daily existence or 
for individual economic functions. A listing signed by Agent J.T. Faunt, 
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Figure 5.1.  
“Trading Post, Stand Off, Alberta [ca. 1886].” Glenbow Archives, NA-2928-50. An early 
trading post at Stand Off on the Blood Reserve.
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circa 1921, shows orders for hardware implements, blacksmith services, 
harness, lumber and building supplies, horses, and ‘machinery.’ More per-
sonal purchases were groceries, especially beef and flour, clothing, medi-
cal services, and undertaker services.17 Such approved purchases became 
‘legitimate’ debt for the Natives and ‘legitimate’ sales for the merchants, a 
significant distinction with regard to eventual collections on the debt.

Similarly, the sale of reserve produce by individual Bloods required, 
to be legal, the agent’s consent through a ‘permit.’ In this case, however, 
enforcement likely proved difficult, as illustrated by the activities of Blood 
reserve resident Tom Three Persons, who surreptitiously engaged in dis-
posing of grain, livestock, and meat.18 The extent of these black market 
activities, however, is exceedingly difficult to gauge.

Inevitably, with common usage, credit transactions with the Bloods 
were constantly appraised. One resident of the Blood Reserve praised the 
fairness of Cardston business practices with the Bloods. He especially 
noted the one price policy for non-Native and Indian alike and the 10 per 
cent discount for cash purchases. As a result, the Bloods did much busi-
ness there.19 Cardston entrepreneur Charles Ora Card stressed his fairness 
with the Natives, treating them “with the same consideration as white 
people.”20

By 1899 the variety and location of businesses the Bloods patronized 
suggests they were discriminating shoppers who purchased goods and 
services where they could get the best bargain. Agent Wilson’s records of 
the Bloods’ accounts for August show they were indebted to businesses 
in both Cardston and Fort Macleod. There was a decided preference in 
the number of transactions in favour of Fort Macleod, probably because 
at this time most Bloods occupied the reserve area closest to that com-
munity.21

In keeping with its policy of isolating the Natives from the negative 
consequences of direct association with Euro-Canadian society, especially 
while on shopping ‘sprees,’ the DIA granted the Hudson’s Bay Company 
permission to establish trading facilities on selected reserves.22 This move 
was eventually judged unsatisfactory as, in the Department’s opinion, the 
Indians all too quickly parted with their money. Consequently the Depart-
ment decided that where reserves were situated close to towns, such as the 
Bloods were with Macleod, Cardston, and Lethbridge, it was just as well 
to let them visit and trade in town or with the numerous independent trad-
ers near the reserve as necessary. The Bloods became such heavy purchas-
ers that in 1897 the DIA briefly experimented with providing businesses 
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intent on collecting Native debts access to the reserve at treaty payment 
time. This was conditional on the Indians not being unduly influenced or 
coerced by the merchants and provided DIA officials rendered the mer-
chants no assistance.23

Some merchants took advantage of market conditions to inflate the 
price of goods sold to Native customers pleading the added risk of non-
payment. In one instance, the agent, as a suitable response to any such 
unfairness, suggested purchasing at wholesale rates for cash.24 Indeed, this 
approach to doing business may have been very much a universal practice 
in colonial-driven economies and Colin Bundy has noted similar merchant 
behaviour in South Africa. Bundy observed that; “The Native, particu-
larly in the rural areas, has to pay more for the same article than would a 
European, while for the same class of goods of the same quality he would 
receive less than a European.”25 There were other ways to discriminate and 
favour non-Native customers. Elder Joe Crop Eared Wolf (born 1920) 
recalled: “Clothing like men’s overalls were hard to buy. Storekeepers hid 
their supplies for their favourite customers who were often non-Natives. 
Some of our wives solved the problem by buying denim by the yard and 
sewing their husband’s and children’s pants.”26

During the early years of western Canadian development, non-Natives 
too were subjected to this business tactic. Barry Broadfoot has noted that 
there was a difference in country stores between “the price marked … and 
the price the customer had in her head, and the real price might be some-
where in between. That’s called haggling. You’d haggle.”27

The Department’s view was that credit purchasing was not conducive 
to the development of wholesome attitudes among its Native wards, a 
view much in keeping with public perceptions at this time. The Macleod 
Gazette, for example, proposed that credit-based business, encouraged by 
merchants and offered to Indian and homesteader alike, was unacceptable. 
However, ending such a solidly entrenched practice, the paper admitted, 
was likely difficult if not impossible. Nevertheless, the Gazette proposed 
that credit be gradually limited until business on a cash basis only was 
established. The ending of credit, the paper speculated, would “solve the 
dead-beat problem,” that is, the incurring of debt, and end an “evil” sys-
tem. The origin of the Gazette’s view of the evils of credit is unclear, but 
it may have been related to the collapse of the speculative land market in 
Manitoba and an estimated failure rate of 30 per cent among Canadian 
banks between 1880 and 1910.28
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Figure 5.2.  
“Blood People on 
the Street, Cardston, 
Alberta, [ca. 1917].” 
Glenbow Archives, 
NA-4611-37. The 
town of Cardston, 
sharing a border 
with the Blood Re-
serve, provided the 
Bloods with access 
to services provided 
in an urbanized 
environment.

image not available
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To oppose credit purchases, however, was to deny the efficacy of the 
basic economic practice that sustained much of prairie development.29 
Harry Buckwold, the owner of a general store at Admiral, Saskatchewan, 
indicated that credit was important to all customers to carry them from 
one harvest or sale to the next. Patrons used this option to run up bills at 
several stores at once or to play one business against the other. In response, 
merchants kept and shared customer lists of amounts due and habits of 
payment and accepted payment in cash or goods.30

It is not surprising, then, that in 1907 Cardston’s Alberta Star con-
sidered the credit system bad for both the merchant and the customer as 
administrative costs and risk necessitated an estimated 20 per cent price 
increase.31 The Star reflected the local variation of a region-wide movement 
to eliminate the credit aspect of business operations. The May 24 edi-
tion of the Star listed eleven Cardston merchant houses wishing to reduce 
both costs and risks and declaring that as of June 1, goods would be sold 
on a “cash or produce” basis only. The promised benefit to the consumer 
was cheaper goods. Among the companies participating in the new policy 
were H.S. Allen and Co. Ltd., and the Cardston Implement Co. Ltd., 
both of which did business with the Blood reserve.32 Interestingly, during 
this brief campaign, no criticism was directed specifically at Blood cus-
tomers. Ultimately merchants facing competitive pressure could not resist 
the established practices and continued to advance credit to their patrons. 
Competition, therefore, made credit advances with the attendant default 
and capital flow restrictions an essential risk of doing business in local 
entrepreneurial environments.33

As national mail order houses made significant inroads into the prairie 
communities’ purchasing habits, they caused a backlash by local interests. 
The southern Alberta press began to advocate, and practically demand, 
loyalty to home-grown businesses.34 The merchant community faced the 
formidable challenge of curbing the demand for credit and at the same time 
enhancing shopper loyalty. True, mail order houses, such as Eaton’s, did 
not extend credit, but the convenience they offered along with competitive 
pricing based on volume purchasing was attractive.35 The presence of mail 
order businesses invited criticism from local boosters well into the decade 
of the 1920s. For example, in its effort to boost community enterprise, the 
Cardston Globe refused to sell advertising space to mail order houses that, 
in the paper’s view, posed a significant threat to local enterprise. The Globe 
admonished businesses to effectively increase their commerce by resorting 
to the more competitive practices of discounting, smaller markup, and sale 
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on a cash basis only. By eliminating the expense incurred from direct loss 
and the management of credit accounts, local merchants could, said the 
Globe, drive mail order houses out of business.36

Suspicion with regard to the efficacy of credit financing juxtaposed with 
the promotion of the more financially sound cash transactions surfaced 
from time to time. In response to the heavy financing of farm expansion, 
the Cardston News, February 3, 1927, carried the views of one critic who 
argued that “unrestricted credit,” combined with a flawed banking system 
along with dependence on “next year’s crop” were responsible for the cur-
rent credit crisis. The writer pointed out that short-term personal credit had 
developed to assist businessmen for periods of thirty to ninety days. Such 
a system was obviously not suited to agriculture where the time needed 
to grow and market a crop took from six to ten months and depended on 
the vagaries of both weather and markets. Historian David Jones has also 
pointed out the inconsistency in the time element of a short-term loan of 
three to four months when farm operations take twice that long.37 The 
inevitable consequence of rampant credit was the crisis of 1920–21, which 
left the farmer owing “land vendors, mortgage companies, banks, machine 
companies, stores, garages, arrear taxes, seed and feed distributing centres, 
neighbours, friends and enemies.”38 Little wonder the Star branded farm-
ers as the most ungrateful beneficiaries of the credit system.39 Voisey notes 
that the High River Times extended credit because “farmers insisted on 
it.”40

Businesses, no doubt, accepted the wisdom of a credit-free economy. 
This, however, was a highly unlikely solution to both their cash-flow prob-
lems and credit risks and could prove eminently unprofitable in a local 
economy largely based on seasonal and sporadic employment. Credit was, 
therefore, available to the Bloods and to settler/farmers because the market 
value of their produce, be it goods or labour, was significant enough to 
invite such risks.

The initial view that local merchants held of Blood purchasing power 
is unclear. It is evident, however, that the Bloods so successfully promoted 
their limited means that businesses eagerly sought out Blood patronage 
when they had money and liberally extended credit when they did not. The 
annuities promised in treaty were very important in enabling the Bloods to 
provide themselves with daily necessities. Local merchants were certainly 
aware of the August 1881, annuity payments of some $26,000.00 received 
by 2,892 Bloods. By October, 3,640 of the tribe were reported settled on 
the reserve with the promise of more lucrative business to come.41
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Statements of reserve expenditures for May 1885, show that $14,656.44 
was spent for a variety of purposes such as stage fare, salary, wages, and 
travel allowance. By far the biggest cash outlay, $13,279.51, was to the 
I.G. Baker Company for beef, $8,639.95 of it spent on the Bloods. The 
expenditure for June approached $12,700.00 with the Bloods receiving 
the lion’s share at $11,289.67. A.B. McCullough has estimated that the 
value of government beef purchases in the Treaty 7 area between 1886 and 
1900 amounted to $2,097,793.50.42 Similarly $6,933.65 had been spent on 
hardware for the reserve and most of this was likely purchased locally.43 
Clearly the spending of so much money raised the profile of the Bloods 
with the cash-hungry business community.

The Bloods were too significant an economic force to be ignored or 
alienated. Agent James Wilson noted that, after receipt of their treaty an-
nuity in the fall of 1893, the Bloods went on their usual spending spree 
in Fort Macleod and Lethbridge.44 In his report for March 1895, Wilson 
noted that their earnings for the previous nine months were $5,989.00, 
the largest to date.45 Total earnings for 1896 saw yet another increase at 
$7,510.11.46 Even at this early stage of reserve development, the Bloods 
were a growing economic force. Merchants, no doubt, wished to assure 
themselves a portion of the Bloods’ annual treaty payments, individually 
earned incomes and government expenditures on their behalf.

The Blood Agency report for 1904 gives three major divisions of the 
Blood population of 1,202. There were twenty-five self-supporting men 
with seventy-five dependents for a total of 100, or slightly more than 8 per 
cent of the reserve population. Add to these the 166 men considered par-
tially self-supporting, with their 362 dependents; then slightly under 44 per 
cent of the reserve had some or significant purchasing power. There were 
574 persons classed as destitute or infirm, a significant group for which the 
DIA assumed responsibility. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1904, the 
‘working’ group earned $36,154.78 from wages, the sale of beef, hay and 
ponies, freighting coal and supplies, and coal mining and other occupa-
tions and income for the reserve was in excess of $40,000.00.47 Moreover, 
at a time when the Department was cutting spending the business transac-
tions of Bloods of independent means became even more important to lo-
cal merchants.48 The income reported above is, of course, ‘official’ or agent 
approved and monitored income only. This does not account for income 
earned by Natives through individual contract agreement and which was 
thus beyond the agent’s purview. The money earned, from such sources as 
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cutting hay, freighting coal, and working the Raymond sugar beet fields 
must be considered substantial.

Despite a decade of fluctuating economic growth on the prairies, 
the Bloods experienced substantially increased prosperity beginning in 
1911. Total income for that year was $56,750.00 and by 1920 reached 
$254,332.00, over a four-fold increase.49 A synopsis of the Department’s 
1913 report for the Blood reserve contained some revealing facts about 
Blood income and resources. The population was now 1,140, down sixty-
two from the 1904 figure. Of this population fifty-one Bloods were grain 
growers and 305 were engaged in stock raising. Clearly the great majority 
of working males were officially ranchers or farmers and as such were likely 
absent from the reserve for brief occasions only. The reserve was 354,000 
acres valued at $5,306,990.00. Total income was given at $61,600.00, an 
increase of approximately $20,000.00 over the 1904 figure. The total of 
real and personal property owned by the band was $5,674,000.00 or about 
$5,000.00 per capita.50 According to Agent W.J. Dilworth, 124 of the 
Bloods had incurred an authorized debt of $9,053.60 as of December 1913 
for a per capita debt of $73.00 for those listed or an average debt of $7.94 
per person for the entire tribe.51 It is little wonder that businesses failed to 
single out the Bloods as a problem when discussing their discontent with 
the credit system. The failure to point their fingers at the Bloods suggests 
that the delinquency rate on debt was not so great as to alienate the Bloods 
or the agency.

POLICY AND BUSINESS

Treaty 7 promised both sustenance and assistance that could only be pro-
vided through the non-Native market economy. With the need to replace 
the buffalo economy, the Bloods were driven to the business community 
as consumers in need of credit and were thus tied to mercantile interests 
through contracted debt. How familiar they were with the workings and 
trappings of a frontier capitalist economy is an important point as the 
Bloods had little trouble satisfying their basic needs. The result was that the 
Bloods, a people presumed to have so little in the way of personal wealth, 
were readily granted uninsured credit. The general acceptance of Native 
credit trade was, by 1891, so extensive, and so contrary to the government’s 
ideal of a self-supporting Native population, that the DIA issued a circular 
“forbidding” orders on credit.52
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The treaties had saddled the federal government with responsibility for 
the Indians’ economic well-being. Initially this was largely done through 
the government acting as a welfare agency and doling out sufficient goods 
to meet their minimal needs. The government was aware, however, of the 
long-term costs of such maintenance. One of the principles of the manage-
ment of Indian affairs in Canada was, therefore, to direct Indian develop-
ment towards eventual economic independence or at least, as Beal argues, 
‘self support’ sufficient to reduce government expenditures “to an absolute 
minimum.”53 The key was to teach Natives a healthy appreciation for the 
value of amassing wealth through individually owned property and forsak-
ing their cultural commitment to community well-being. They had to be 
taught to live within their means today to achieve financial independence 
tomorrow. The DIA and Indian agents, therefore, initially went to great 
lengths to keep the Indians from buying on credit.

The Department’s policy on credit purchasing was straightforward:
to be legitimate, all Indian purchases had to be ‘authorized’ through the 
agency office. Once approved, the Native took the official permission to 
purchase specified goods directly to a merchant who was often predeter-
mined by the agent. The cost for ‘needed’ purchases was subsequently col-
lected from that person’s individual earnings by the agent and forwarded 
to the merchant.54 Since the agent managed Indian income earned on the 
reserve, the DIA’s policies were thus fulfilled.

This system of controlling purchases, however, had limitations. Not 
all individual earnings resulted from reserve employment or sales, and 
the agent had little or no control over money earned off the reserve. The 
appropriateness of purchases was then left to individual discretion. With 
their own money, and not needing a ‘guarantee’ from the agent, the Na-
tives could exercise more freedom of choice in their purchase of goods and 
services. For example, Natives visited pool halls when in towns such as 
Fort Macleod, Cardston, or Raymond.55 The behaviour of Blood rancher 
Tom Three Persons is a good illustration of the limitations of the DIA 
to control individuals. He kept a personal bank account, sold goods and 
produce without permission, and spent his own money at his pleasure.56 
In the 1930s one agent complained that the Bloods spent money on cars 
that unfortunately required costly maintenance.57 Such behaviour served 
to reinforce, among government officials, the belief that Natives were not 
yet ready for free choice and that without supervision would quickly spend 
themselves deeper into debt.58
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Another significant limitation of the DIA policy was the independence 
of the merchant. They could voluntarily undermine the Department’s goals 
by extending ‘unauthorized’ credit to Natives.59 Defying the Department’s 
wishes, however, was not without its attendant risks. In 1904, for example, 
Blood Indian Agent James Wilson advised one Magrath business that, in-
stead of calling on him, it should look to the collection of its accounts when 
the Indians returned to work in that community the following year.60 Thus 
this creditor was forced to carry the accounts on his books for a full year, 
risking the possibility that the individuals concerned were either deeper in 
debt, had not returned to work, or had died.

The collection of debt from Natives was likewise difficult in cases 
where the debtor was unwilling or unable to pay. The problem was rooted 
in the Indian Act, which established the wardship status of the Indians, 
and in the communal nature of their property holding. Land, their most 
valuable commodity, could be alienated or sold only in right of the Crown. 
It has been argued that this fact alone severely restricts the Indians’ ac-
cess to credit in the market place: “Because of the legal restrictions on the 
alienation of reserves, Indians are usually unable to obtain long-term or 
mortgage loans by pledging land or buildings.”61 Natives were also pro-
tected from liens and mortgages against their property, except by another 
Indian and only against taxable property.62 It is unclear how well local 
entrepreneurs understood the legal position of the Natives when they so 
readily extended credit. The agent, however, was frequently asked to assist 
with debt collection or to render an account of delinquent creditors. Most 
merchants believed the DIA responsible for legitimate claims against Na-
tives defaulting on accounts.

THE BUSINESS OF DEBT

It is clear that although incurring debt was against DIA policy, the Bloods 
did not meekly accept the intended restrictions. The Bloods were offered 
the convenience of credit by local merchants unwilling to lose this impor-
tant source of revenue. Thus the agent reported in November 1904, that 
the Bloods owed $4,750.40 for materials purchased from thirteen dealers 
in Macleod, Cardston, and Lethbridge on orders issued under authority of 
the agency. The merchants in all three communities granted credit, Agent 
James Wilson said, with the knowledge that payment would occur when 
the agent could collect. To remove some of the uncertainty of repayment, 
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Wilson suggested that the debt be paid by “vouchers against the tribal 
fund.”63

In a letter to H.S. Allen & Co., Cardston, Wilson clarified his posi-
tion with regard to collection of funds due creditors, “I only undertake to 
pay you (and others) upon the Indians paying me – that is I simply act as 
your collecting agent using due diligence in effecting collection as quickly 
as the Indians earn or otherwise acquire money over which my official po-
sition gives me control.”64 The collection of debt from the Bloods, though 
based on the agent’s good will, was hampered by the restrictions of his 
powers. Only if the debtor co-operated could moneys be collected with the 
agent’s assistance. In one case in 1915 an attempt to collect on a debt was 
turned aside by Agent W.J. Dilworth. Because the account had not been 
officially authorized, Dilworth said, he could only “advise” the debtor to 
pay. Indeed Dilworth’s advice to creditors in like circumstance was “that 
the Department will not recognize such orders and will not be responsible 
for their payment.”65

Interestingly, an account submitted by Massey-Harris, September 
1914, listed seventy-two different orders for a total of $3,022.12. The 
amount for individual accounts was $2,950.81 and for the Agency $71.31. 
Clearly individuals were transacting a preponderance of the business. Of 
these, thirteen had no order number, suggesting that they were unauthor-
ized. Two were for the agency and eleven for individuals. Of the eleven 
listed to individual Bloods, only five were entered in Dilworth’s register 
of debtors, again suggesting that the remaining were unauthorized ac-
counts. With regard to these five, Massey-Harris’s statements do not agree 
with Dilworth’s, Dilworth showing more than the company billed in three 
cases. Though Dilworth’s statement is not dated, differing dates in issue 
and the possibility that individuals had made payments to reduce their 
debts may account for this discrepancy. In the case of A.D. Cairncross 
[Company], Cardston, only two of the eight accounts submitted are en-
tered in Dilworth’s ledger, and in the case of George Tanner only one 
of the seventeen account purchases made from him are registered with 
Dilworth.66

Credit was essential for a Native or farmer/homesteader to establish 
operations and to continue them in the face of poor crops, poor prices, or 
both. Farm yields for southern Alberta, for example, plummeted from an 
average thirty-five bushels of wheat to the acre in 1915, to 10.7 in 1917, 4.9 
in 1918, and 1.4 in 1919.67 The Fort Macleod area had a lower average of 
thirty-one bushels to the acre in 1915, followed by twenty-four, thirteen, 
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four, and nil, respectively. The 1920 and 1921 season showed only mar-
ginal recovery with four and two bushels of wheat to the acre. Although 
the total bushels marketed from Fort Macleod in 1918–19, some 707,000 
bushels, was greater than that from some other regions, it was a substantial 
reduction from the amounts marketed in 1915–16, 1916–17, and 1917–18 
at 4,244,000, 3,1197,000 and 2,318,000 bushels, respectively, and is a 
good indication of the generally declining fortunes of the area.68 Begin-
ning in 1918, however, wheat prices declined and never again reached the 
1918 levels during the subsequent two decades. Prices collapsed to as low 
as thirty cents per bushel for 1931–32.69

Comments by Indian Commissioner W.M. Graham in 1927 suggest 
why, even in the most distressing circumstances, merchants were willing 
to advance credit to the Bloods. Graham noted “Considering that there 
are over 200 farmers on the Blood Reserve and the indebtedness to the 
merchants is only $5,000.00 from the two previous years, the amount, 
when divided amongst the many farmers, is very small.” Graham believed 
that this was not even one-tenth of the total value of business done.70

It is difficult to gauge the accuracy of Graham’s statement, but it was 
his opinion that the Agency was a responsible customer, more prompt in 
the repayment of credit than most. Graham believed that the merchants 
were well aware of the Department’s methods of business and they will-
ingly assumed the risks of the uncertainty of prompt repayment. His con-
clusion was that, generally speaking, the Cardston merchants “were highly 
pleased with the treatment that they had received.”71

Despite Graham’s disclaimers, however, merchants often held the local 
agent personally responsible for the difficulty experienced with both autho-
rized and unauthorized debt collection. By 1915, for example, Agent W.J. 
Dilworth’s popularity was at a low ebb in Fort Macleod with complaints 
made that he was directing the agency’s business, and thereby the Bloods’ 
patronage, to Cardston.72 Similarly, in 1924, the Bloods accused Agent 
T.J. Faunt of directing reserve business to Cardston through his purchas-
ing orders. The result, it was charged, was that the Bloods sometimes paid 
more for the same article purchased in Cardston than if obtained in Fort 
Macleod.73

Although Dilworth made reasonable efforts to retire agency-sanc-
tioned debts, he was less helpful with unauthorized debts. He advised the 
Riverside Lumber Co., Cardston, that their unauthorized credit to Bloods 
had been advanced at their own risk, and he informed them that in one 
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case the individual concerned had little property, though some income. 
The income, however, Dilworth said, was beyond his control.74

Granting the Bloods credit without proof of agency approval, however, 
appears to have been a common practice. Dilworth found himself mostly 
in agreement with M.A. Coombs, Cardston, regarding his statement of 
account showing twenty-six individual Blood accounts totalling $1,031.54, 
but he protested he had no record of accounts for three others and insisted 
that the accounts were not authorized through his office. Although he 
might wish to collect the debt, the varying fortunes of the individuals in-
terfered with Dilworth’s ability to do so. Peter Heavy Shield, for example, 
suffered from tuberculosis and could not work his farm. Joe Bullshields, 
though “a good boy and a good worker,” had suffered a crop failure.75

Consequently, the demands made of Dilworth to facilitate the swift 
repayment of debts were futile, and he angrily vented his frustration to the 
Department. He stipulated that he had only one rule with regard to debt 
collection, “Collect every time an Indian owing has funds to his credit in 
this office and pay in the order of seniority.”76 Such a promise, however, did 
little to satisfy the merchants’ need for repayment in order that they might 
keep their own creditors at bay.

BUSINESSES CRY FOUL

Though desiring both individual Blood and agency patronage, unpaid ac-
counts were a matter of great distress for businesses. Merchants employed 
a variety of tactics to encourage the local agent or the DIA to assume 
responsibility for all unpaid Indian and agency credit. For example, the 
Western Lumber Company Ltd., Lethbridge, stipulated that business 
done with the Bloods had to be on the “ordinary terms of credit”; that is, 
paid in full within ninety days. Accounts in arrears were unacceptable and 
payment with interest was demanded.77 J.M. Callie of the Pioneer Furni-
ture Store, Fort Macleod, appealed directly to the DIA for redress. Callie’s 
plea of pressing need for the funds prompted DIA Secretary McLean to 
urge Agent Faunt to get the funds and pay the bill if possible.78

Hard times, such as during the general crop failure of 1927, increased 
the merchants’ debt load. Stress and anxiety led to increased though often 
unrewarded pleas to the Blood reserve and the DIA for a settlement of 
credit accounts. Cardston’s Smith and Pitcher Limited’s requested squar-
ing of the reserves $14,000.00 account to allay pressure from its own 
creditors was met with a muted and unpromising response. The company 
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was informed, “the account would be reduced as collections [from Indians] 
were made.” For a larger company, perhaps, this assurance would have 
sufficed, or at least been tolerated, but in this case it spelled hardship and 
brought an appeal for redress directly to the Minister of the Interior:

The above seems rather hard blow to us, as we have been 
forced to pay the Harvester Company every cent cash outlay, 
depending on the mentioned account being paid. This has been 
almost more than a small concern as we are to carry, because 
we presume you are aware of the fact, crops here were almost 
a failure, collections very poor, naturally the need of money for 
our present needs being necessary, we therefore appeal to you, is 
there anyway [sic] that this account can be realized? or arrange-
ments be made with the bank giving collateral that we could use 
in order that we can carry on.79

As with all such submissions to the Minister, Scott was non-committal 
but required a full report from Agent Pugh on the likelihood of the debt 
being retired.80

For local businesses, getting ‘their money’ was something of a difficult 
proposition.81 The solicitors for one company argued that the system of 
doing business with the Indians was restrictive, “the situation really is that 
the goods were furnished as much to the Department as to the Indian him-
self, the situation being that our clients were practically prohibited from 
dealing direct with the Indian.” This was in essence a summation of the 
wardship legally conferred by the Indian Act. Some creditors, therefore, 
refused to see the position of the DIA as anything but the rightful debtor. 
The Department, however, accepted neither moral nor legal obligation.82

Such DIA reluctance led to attempts by some businesses to muddy 
distinctions between the Bloods and the DIA. Although the Massey- 
Harris Company had made credit sales to Blood individuals on the basis of 
crop returns, when subsequent harvests were insufficient to settle accounts, 
the company argued that its sales were to the DIA and not to individual 
Bloods. In the company’s view, as the agent had the DIA’s approval to 
make the purchases, the Department was therefore responsible for ensur-
ing payment. The company suggested that it had given the DIA a bargain 
in quoting “a very special price,” on the understanding that the Department 
would pay.83 The Cardston Implement Co., with regard to its $6,000.00 of 
credit issued to the Bloods or the agency, denied any understanding that 
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the repayment of debt was dependent on crop returns.84 It is clear that 
even though merchants differed in their understanding or acceptance of 
the Department’s responsibility for Native incurred debt, practically all of 
them tried for departmental guarantees.

R.N. Wilson of the Standoff Trading Co., Standoff, Alberta, however, 
best expressed the general view that business took in their dealings with the 
reserve. The account with his firm was for $792.38. As a former long-time 
agent of the Blood reserve, he knew the system and so directly wrote D.C. 
Scott and indicated that he did not wish to wait another year or two for 
payment. He pointed out the business pressure he was under, with whole-
salers demanding monthly payment of their accounts. He clearly stated 
his understanding of doing business with the Bloods – that the govern-
ment was responsible for the repayment of the debt. Debts that remained 
unpaid for years were, said Wilson, “a misfortune to the merchant and a 
disgrace to the Government of Canada.” Getting at the crux of the matter, 
he pointed out to Scott, “You will readily perceive that if departmental 
assistance to Indians in seeding and harvesting their crops was considered 
necessary for the proper administration of the reserve, it was the busi-
ness of the Department to finance it when the expected revenue failed or 
when it became other wise inconvenient to collect in due course.” Scott, as 
always, was unmoved.85

Despite the Department’s attitude, hesitations and views, and at a time 
when fundamental monetary policy questioned the extension of personal 
credit, the Bloods appeared to be incurring some of their heaviest debt. As 
farming income collapsed (Table 5.1), debt rose from $17,056.12 in 1926 to 
36,173.22 in 1927 and $75,423.11 in 1928.86 If business practices prevail-
ing in other areas of the prairies are representative, Native and non-Native 
were treated very much alike. One dry land area farmer reported the ease 
with which creditors lent money during the good years and the subsequent 
ferocity with which they harassed farmers to pay up. This farmer admitted 
that the habit of “buying on time” spelled trouble for farmers.87 Merchants 
and credit institutions, without distinction, harassed Indian and non-In-
dian alike to make good on their credit purchases. “In the long chain of 
creditors,” writes David Jones, “local merchants were at the last link.”88 
With bank liens against poor crops, there was often pitifully little left to 
be applied against the merchants’ credit advances. Jones observes that in 
1921: “Hotels were filled with collectors tracing across the countryside 
seeking to pry loose dollars from penniless farmers.”89 Because of the 
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Indian Act and their wardship status, this was, perhaps, a more difficult 
and less rewarding venture with regard to the Bloods.

Unlike the banks which were often ‘visiting institutions,’ merchants 
were more often members of the local community dealing with neighbours 
and friends who would be returning yet again to be provisioned against 
the next year’s crop. Businesswoman Mrs. F.A. Moir, Milk River Alberta, 
wrote:

As a business woman running the largest general store in this 
district and knowing how my customers were situated I simply 
held back this fall [1921] on collections, only to see the banker, 
lumberman or implement man grab it all by threatening suits 
or court action. There is no use my holding off only to let some 
other heartless creditor clean the debtor up.90

The tendency for local businesses to show mercy was somewhat curbed by 
their own operating constraints, which demanded that their own credit 
purchases from their suppliers be paid in thirty days while their “customers 
just paid when they could.”91

Local businesses, however, generously extended credit to the Bloods 
despite the knowledge born of long experience that Department policy and 

Table 5.1. Blood income from the sale of wheat and oats for 1920–27.

YEAR WHEAT/
BUSHELS VALUE OATS/

BUSHELS VALUE TOTAL 
VALUE

1920  32,598 65,196.00 16,260 6,504.00 71,700.00

1921  27,985 27,985.00  7,206 2,522.10 30,507.10

1922  60,537 54,483.30 12,899 4,514.65 58,997.95

1923 212,319 191,087.10 27,249 9,537.15 200,624.25

1924 197,642 187,859.90 29,598 8,879.40 196,739.30

1925  89,580 116,454.00  3,497 1,049.10 117,503.10

1926 120,825 97,000.00  5,191 1,557,30 98,557.30

1927  69,995 41,997.00  2,482 992.80 42,989.80

TOTAL 817,618.80

Figures taken from LAC, RG 10, vol. 7595, file 10103, pt. 5; M. Christianson to W.M. Graham, May 
18, 1928.
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the application of the Indian Act made such business transactions risky. 
It is an important consideration whether, in the long run, most of these 
accounts were paid, and so reduced the overall view of credit extension 
as more a short-term nuisance than a long-term risk. Perhaps businesses 
reduced their risk by employing the double pricing system, as discussed 
above. Since there were, by law, no liens against the Indians’ property, all 
creditors were on a level playing field and each stood a chance to reap some 
benefit. Being the local supplier and having some knowledge about the ebb 
and flow of crops and currency, community businesses might possibly have 
had an edge. Regardless, many merchants probably looked upon the risks 
as the cost of doing business.

THE DEPARTMENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS: EXPLANATION AND 
REACTION

Fortunately, because of the DIA preoccupation with debt and debt reduc-
tion, we can reconstruct the situation for the Bloods. Agent Faunt, in 1921, 
calculated Blood indebtedness at $4,590.18, down from approximately 
$37,000.00 five years earlier, certainly a notable achievement. Faunt’s 
statement of debt listed twenty-nine businesses and the reasons for the 
debt but unfortunately not the location of the companies. Most were likely 
in Fort Macleod and Cardston, although some debt was with companies 
as far east as Winnipeg.92 This was also ‘guaranteed indebtedness,’ that is, 
debt incurred through and with the approval of the agent’s office since the 
objective of the DIA scrutiny was to prevent individuals assuming a debt 
load which, in the view of the DIA, they could not handle.

Subsequent attempts to raise the Bloods and the agency to debt-free 
status were frustrated in their entirety. The policy followed on the Blood 
reserve had been to issue purchasing orders and pay after harvesting. The 
DIA and the agent were banking on good harvests, as it were. Whether 
the incurred debt was as a consequence of unsound fiscal management or 
poor local purchasing policies is unclear, but of poor harvests there is little 
doubt. By the fall of 1926 the accumulated debt was so pressing that some 
creditors were not paid as the Bloods soon ran out of funds. Agent Pugh 
now asked the Department to pay about $5,000.00 in outstanding debt. 
With a seemingly minor financial crisis on its hands, the DIA cruelly in-
structed Pugh to curtail expenses by cutting the food bill from $3,500.00 
to $2,500.00 monthly. The results were predictable, “the Indians became 
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Figure 5.3.  
“John Pugh, Stand Off, Alberta [ca. 1930].” Glenbow Archives, PA-54-11. Indian Agent 
John Pugh managed Blood Reserve affairs during the difficult Great Depression years.

image not available
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very ugly, and last week one Indian attempted to assault me, for which I 
laid a charge.”93 And matters were about to deteriorate quickly.

By 1927 with repeated crop failures and insufficient funds to meet 
their obligations, the ‘guaranteed’ debt accumulation was seriously in ar-
rears for $21,017.00.94 Predictably, merchants’ collections from their Blood 
creditors now became practically impossible. The Bloods, like all of their 
neighbours in the vicinity, were also without a crop and Pugh was in-
structed to advise merchants that accounts could not be paid. Importantly, 
in a contradiction of the DIA’s previously stated position, Pugh stated his 
belief that merchants operated under the assumption that in the event of 
crop failure the DIA would make good on Blood accounts.95

Faced with the reality of the Bloods’ needs, available resources, the 
accumulated debt and the merchants expectations, the DIA now turned 
its attention to debt reduction, the ordering system, and the extent of the 
Department’s responsibility in meeting credit-order-incurred debt. Sec-
retary McLean feared that paying any such accounts would bring a flood 
of demands from creditors, an eventuality that was a concern given that 
neither departmental appropriation nor band funds were available to settle 
individual Blood accounts.96 The alternatives were not to engage in the 
ordering system or to allow the Bloods or other Natives to incur debt.

It was Commissioner William Graham’s opinion that the current debt 
crisis originated when credit borrowed against the 1925 crop was not re-
paid. Subsequently, the following year the Bloods were short of funds and 
had to be financed again, with the result that two years’ operations had 
to be financed against the 1926 crop. Although the 1926 harvest looked 
promising, bad weather reduced the anticipated harvest from the 175,000 
bushels expected to only 120,000 bushels. Much of this was graded as 
‘feed,’ bringing only sixty-four cents a bushel for a net return of approxi-
mately $97,000.00. The bill for the threshing operations was estimated at 
$18,000.00 and, in Graham’s words, “the Bloods had to have some money 
out of the proceeds of the crop to buy clothing for themselves and their 
families, as well as something to live on.”97 Consequently, little funds were 
left to finance the debt burden.

Although Graham believed that Natives could not responsibly handle 
their own financial affairs, he did recognize that farming Natives were no 
different than any farmers – both needed “a little financing” from both 
banks and merchants. Merchants in particular, Graham noted, wanted 
assurance of payment, which, in the name of the Department, he was will-
ing to give. But perhaps to reduce his own culpability for the difficulty 
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and tenuous position in which the Department now found itself mired, 
Graham also stated that merchants were well aware that orders were is-
sued on the promise of crops. In an attempt at partial alleviation, Pugh 
was instructed to withhold funds from those Indians who could afford a 
contribution towards their debt.98 Importantly, however, it was recognized 
that debt, even for Natives, was considered an essential part of surviving 
in prairie agriculture.99

The crop returns for 1927 were far worse than anticipated. Through 
a combination of frost, rain, and snow, an expected harvest worth an es-
timated $300,000.00 was reduced to $30,000.00.100 Graham now found 
himself forced to resort to the same tactical retreat from responsibility 
for increased debt that he was quick to condemn in the agents. He held 
out the hope of a possible reduction of $15,000.00 in a $40,000.00 debt, 
“and the balance will possibly have to be carried by the merchants.” The 
crop failure was so extreme that many Natives would have to be supported 
by the Department if severe hardship was to be avoided.101 Yet Graham 
declared that, despite “crop failures or other contingent circumstances,” 
the numbers of destitute should not increase “except by the addition of 
the aged and incapacitated.” The DIA was well aware that some members 
of the reserve had fallen on hard times. The number of Bloods said to be 
destitute in 1928–29 was 110, down from the 250 reported for 1927–28. 
This was a substantial reduction and, given the economic decline, calls into 
question the criteria used to determine eligibility for relief and suggests 
that real hardship and destitution had increased.102

It is clear that it was not intended to now provision able-bodied Bloods 
without resources. To his credit, however, Pugh, felt that such an action 
was parsimoniousness taken to unacceptable levels. Economic opportuni-
ties were limited, and, unlike Graham, Pugh saw a connection between 
available work and the potential for individual destitution. With little 
alternative, however, he reluctantly responded that he would cut costs de-
spite any hardship caused.103

Conceivably, Graham’s narrow views were the result of his intimate 
knowledge of the financial circumstances of the Blood reserve and the 
appearance they should have been well off. According to Inspector of Re-
serves M. Christianson’s calculations, the Bloods had realized from farm-
ing, stock-raising, and leasing more than a million dollars in the decade 
previous to 1928, certainly sufficient capital to now meet their immedi-
ate needs.104 The reports of repeated crop failure on the reserve, however, 
make it clear that income was sporadic and not uniformly spread over the 
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decade (Table 5.1). The danger was to see all the Bloods as beneficiaries 
of this apparent prosperity and to attribute a general well-being that was 
best credited to those individuals engaged in relatively prosperous farming 
and cattle-raising. Local merchants must have indeed been buoyed by the 
infusion of much of this money into the local economy encouraging the 
interdependence of debtor and creditor alike.

In January 1929, Pugh listed fifteen companies to which the Bloods 
owed a total of $19,676.19, the result of several years accumulation.105 As 
in previous years, the 1928 crop was struck with frost, threshing costs 
were high, and, after twine, hail insurance, and repairs, insufficient funds 
remained to meet creditor demands and Blood needs. Pugh accepted re-
sponsibility for the apparent sorry state of the reserve’s financial affairs, 
blaming his failure to terminate the “order on credit system.” Commis-
sioner Graham’s solution was still to wait for “one good crop,” an action 
that, he failed to see, was the original source of the accumulated indebted-
ness.106

The response to this crisis from local businesses was predictable, but 
their threats to cut credit to the reserve and dire warnings of their own 
imminent collapse or to appeal to higher authority left both Scott and 
Graham unmoved.107 Scott eventually concluded that nothing could be 
done about these debts; they were an unfortunate, involuntary, but neces-
sary circumstance. Credit, concluded Scott, was “one of the vices of our 
system.”108 Generally, however, accounts would have to await the realiza-
tion of a bountiful harvest, as always, expected in the next fall.109 In its 
expectation for credit financing for Indians, the DIA’s attitude was no 
different than that of the farmer/settler. When it came time to pay the 
bills, the DIA, like the farmer/settler in ‘next-year country,’ looked to the 
elusive bumper crop.

DEPRESSION

By comparison with the two previous years, 1929 brought a bountiful har-
vest with 130,250 bushels of wheat average No. 2 grade. The sale of 110,000 
bushels at an advance of eighty cents per bushel brought in $88,000.00. 
Approximately $42,200.00 of this amount was used to pay off old credi-
tors. Fifteen thousand dollars were placed at the disposal of individuals for 
purchases such as wagons, furniture, or living expenses, and the balance of 
$20,000.00 was deposited in individual Blood bank accounts. The Bloods 
still owed some $11,533.84 on individual personal credit accounts. How 
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much of this would ultimately be discharged was uncertain until the final 
payments from the sale of the grain. Even with further payments, Graham 
estimated that a debt of about $8,000.00 would remain on the books. In-
spector Christianson, with a view to once and for all being rid of the debt, 
now advised that the merchants be paid in full out of collections for beef 
and seed grain. This would place the Bloods in debt to the Department 
rather than to the local merchants.110

Any possibility of such debt relief was subsequently dashed when the 
Bloods, like many others, were victimized by the fall in commodity prices 
during the Great Depression. The Bloods’ tenuous position was further 
aggravated by the market speculations of Agent Pugh. Pugh believed he 
could get a better price for the Bloods’ harvest and held the grain off the 
market as the price rose, eventually expecting to get $1.40 a bushel. When 
the markets subsequently collapsed and the grain was finally sold, the 
tribe received less than 77.5 cents per bushel or about $88,000.00. Pugh 
accepted responsibility for the disaster insofar as the decision not to sell 
had been his. But that was only the beginning. The onset of winter shut 
down ploughing and haying earlier than usual, even cutting short work in 
the sugar beet fields. This series of calamities severely limited the income 
of many Blood families and led to disillusionment on the part of reserve 
farmers and many quit. By 1932 acres under cultivation decreased by 50 
per cent, while income from farming dropped from $100,000.00 in 1930 
to $24,000.00 in 1932.111 From a decade of prosperity for some and limited 
financial success for others, the reserve and surrounding communities had 
suddenly descended into economic chaos and depression.

In these circumstances, survival, not debt-restructuring, became the 
most urgent concern of the Blood reserve’s residents. Yet the DIA’s senior 
personnel remained singularly inflexible and insensitive to the Bloods’ situ-
ation and refused to return to the order system as a means of temporarily 
alleviating the collective distress. Christianson still expected that future 
successive crops would square the Bloods’ accounts. Unbelievably, given 
the circumstances, Graham wanted any moneys collected applied against 
accounts with creditors “and we would at least be square with the public at 
large.” to which Scott gave approval.112 This was a change but only in that 
some of the senior bureaucrats recognized Departmental responsibility for 
legitimately authorized Indian indebtedness.

However, the 1932 crop was so poor that only about $1,000.00 could 
be spared to pay on all debts. In 1933 the total indebtedness of the agency 
stood at approximately $10,000.00, excluding monies owed the DIA, an 
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amount that Christianson felt would be very difficult to clear. Christianson 
believed that “The good farmers on the reserve have all paid their accounts 
in full.” The deceased, farmers who had quit, or poor farmers owed the 
balance.113

The Bloods’ debt, and agency debt incurred on their behalf, was a 
long-standing problem for merchants and concern for the Department 
and was without an apparent satisfactory solution. In 1934 Agent Pugh 
did a major inventory of the Blood accounts owing to the Department, 
agency, and to outside creditors. Pugh divided his study into four classes: 
Class A – Deceased Indians, Class B – Old and Destitute Indians, Class 
C – Able Bodied Indians Farming or Cattle Raising (F/C), Class D – Able 
Bodied Indians Not Farming or Cattle Raising (Table 5.2). According to 
his calculations, the Bloods were in debt to all creditors, including the 
Department, in April 1934, for a total of $122,521.31. He recommended 
that the balance owed by all classes to the Department be written off, 
plus what Class A and Class B owed to the agency, for a total write-off of 
$92,445.53 or 75.45 per cent of the total debt. He further recommended 
that what classes C and D owed the agency ($12,351.53) and what all 
classes owed outside creditors ($17,724.25) be collected. Pugh offered no 
suggestion about how to collect for Class A and from B for outside credi-
tors.114 Clearly, collecting debt from the deceased and the old and destitute 
presented a practically insoluble problem.

Table 5.2. Blood Tribe Debt as of April 1934.

CLASS DIA OUTSIDE 
CREDITORS BLOOD AGENCY TOTAL

A – Deceased  3,079.92 512.00 826.21 4,418.13

B – Old/Destitute 15,442.96 2,742.39 3111.58 21,296.93

C – Able Bodied 
(F/C) 49,226.09 8,617.34 6,749.40 64,592.83

D – Able Bodied 20,758.77 5,852.52 5,602.13 32,213.42

TOTALS 88,507.74 1,7724.25 1,6289.32 122,521.31

% OF TOTAL 73.3 14.5 13.3

LAC, RG 10, vol. 7899, file 40103-1, J.E. Pugh to Secretary, April 18, 1934, and attached details.
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The $17,724.25 owed to outside creditors was 14.5 per cent of total debt. 
If Pugh’s recommendation that the debt owed the Department and also 
what classes A and B owed the agency be forgiven, outside creditors, per-
haps, stood a much better chance of having their debt repaid. In theory, 
this move would have placed less strain on the incomes of the individual 
indebted Bloods. Unfortunately, because of the Depression incomes were 
reduced as a result of both depressed prices and reduced harvests. Outside 
creditors now had to compete with the agency, which wanted to collect 
the portion of debt owed by Classes C and D. These creditors also stood 
to lose, or at least face great difficulty in collection, of the portion of the 
debt owed by Classes A and B, which amounted to $3,254.39 or 18.4 per 
cent of the total $17,724.25 debt owed.115 (For a breakdown and summary 
of the debt by class/community see Tables 5.3 and 5.4.) Fortunately, the 
Department permitted Pugh to collect the debt owed the agency and use 
these funds to pay outside creditors.116

Pugh noted the unfairness of this approach, given that those owing the 
most, Classes A, B, and D (total of $9,106.91 or 51.4 per cent of the total of 
$17,724.25 owing Outside creditors), he would be able to collect the least 
from. He felt that the Class C would be more than compensated by being 
so penalized because they stood to gain the most if the debts owed to the 
Department were written off. Their saving would be $49,226.09 or 54.8 
per cent of the total of $89,773.74). It is difficult to determine the fairness 
of this approach since how much each individual owed to the outside credi-
tors or to the Department is unknown. Individuals with the least debt in 
both cases would not be receiving equitable savings from the cancellation 
of the debt to the Department and therefore would be subsidizing those 
more heavily in debt in both cases. To do what Pugh advocated meant 
that the agency was in fact foregoing collection of its debt, since the funds 
received were to be used to pay outside creditors, and therefore that portion 
of the debt was, in reality, also being cancelled.117
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Table 5.3. Blood Tribe Debt on the Basis of Community Owed.

NO. OF COMPANIES OR 
INDIVIDUALS OWED

COMMUNITY TOTAL % OF TOTAL

14 Cardston 14,316.99 80.8

04 Macleod 458.85 2.6

04 Lethbridge 910.00 5.1

03 Calgary 1,012.33 5.7

01 Winnipeg 1,026.08 5.8

TOTAL 17,724.25 100.0

LAC, RG 10, vol. 7899, file 40103-1, J.E. Pugh to Secretary, April 18, 1934, and attached details.

Table 5.4. Summary of Blood Tribe Debt by Class.

YEAR CLASS A CLASS B CLASS C CLASS D TOTAL

1922 232.65 22.00 1,056.17 1,032.48 2343.30

1923 370.00 370.00

1924 59.05 152.92 127.00 338.97

1925 648.46 2,915.18 6,677.46 4,800.01 15041.11

1926 782.23 3,115.34 8,455.15 6,584.23 18936.95

1927 847.99 3,204.67 6,548.44 5,631.36 16232.46

1928 820.30 2,816.46 7,369.79 3,888.27 14894.82

1929 295.00 2,138.74 5,435.39 2,252.30 10121.43

1930 569.63 3,971.47 17,104.61 3,628.17 25273.88

1931 76.24 798.65 2,828.81 741.21 4444.91

1932 57.60 1,121.40 4,909.81 1,393.13 7481.94

1933 28.98 1,022.62 4,160.26 1,765.08 6976.94

TOTALS 4,418.13 21,279.45 64,545.89 32,213.24

* 21,296.43 64,592.83 32,213.42

LAC, RG 10, vol. 7899, file 40103-1, J.E. Pugh to Secretary, April 18, 1934, and attached details.
* The official figures, which do no agree with my own calculations contained in the line above.

The winter of 1934–35 was a difficult one for the Bloods, with a chronic 
shortage of income only partly alleviated from the sale of horses. Sadly, the 
difficulty for some Bloods was compounded by their recent successes. Pugh 
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went on to explain that some of those individuals currently experiencing 
difficulties were good workers with good incomes who had built up estates 
now requiring maintenance. Some of the Bloods did have personal means, 
and Pugh reported that, for the period of December 31, 1934, to Decem-
ber 31, 1935, the Bloods had transacted some $5,177.01 worth of private 
business, mostly for groceries and car repairs, through the agency.118

With frugality and caution watchwords for the Bloods, despite a poor 
harvest in 1936 the amount owing to the agency and outside creditors did 
not increase.119 Pugh was encouraged in his tight-fisted approach because 
of the experience of the past decades and the Department’s monitoring 
the Bloods’ fiscal affairs. The Bloods, however, insisted on exercising any 
financial independence possible and for the period of January 1 to Decem-
ber 31, 1936, transacted $6,708.55 of private business. In 1936, 179 Bloods 
had active accounts and enjoyed a per capita income of $104.00, while the 
per capita income for the tribe was $15.00.120

After several years of disaster, the projected 1937 crop held the prom-
ise of a general recovery for the reserve and its environs with the Cardston 
News predicting more than $18 million in earnings for Cardston and its 
local commercial hinterland. Local merchants were challenged to turn 
their energies towards thwarting the attempts of Lethbridge and other 
areas to siphon off a share of this anticipated bounty. The paper speculated: 
“Unless Cardston merchants become active in the realization that this year 
presents an opportunity unparalleled for many years past much of this cash 
trade will glide over the graveled roads to distant points.”121 Coming at 
the end of several years of economic depression and bad crops, it is under-
standable that the News was reticent to have any portion of this projected 
local bonanza absorbed by Cardston’s competitors.

The Bloods, like those around them, were reaping a share of the im-
proving economy. Individually financed business transactions amounted to 
$24,978.43 for the period January 1 to December 31, 1937, of which local 
businesses undoubtedly reaped the largest portion.122 Overall indebtedness 
for the period 1934 to 1942 experienced only minor fluctuations and the 
amount officially owing to outside creditors was reduced from just under 
one thousand dollars to just under one hundred dollars of total debt (Table 
5.5.). It is not clear whether the Bloods were spending and financing less 
or whether there was simply less being done officially through the agency 
office. The Bloods’ position was likely improved, however, by the more 
than $80,000.00 of debt forgiven by the DIA.123
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Figure 5.4.  
“Dwelling of Heavy Head, Blood, 1925.” Glenbow Archives, NA-2908-11. An indication, 
perhaps, of success in acquiring property.

image not available
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Individual fortunes seem to have improved late in the Depression and 
spending for those who could afford it was significant. In 1938 the Bloods 
spent $37,392.48 from individual accounts with the two largest expendi-
tures being groceries at $10,882.57 and car repairs, etc., at $5,303.61.124 
Expenditure for 1939 was down at $33,312.45 but still significant. Again 
groceries, car repairs, gas, and oil accounted for most of this expenditure at 
$15,571.21 and $6,411.98, respectively.125 The total sum spent did not dip 
below $31,000 during the following few years. There was, however, very 
little change in the amount of debt incurred or retired during eight years 
of records between 1934 and 1942 (Table 5.5.).

CONCLUSION

Though stated DIA policy on permitting Natives to purchase on credit and 
incur debt was clear, its application of that policy was less so. A number of 
factors intervened to cause variations in policy implementation. The feel-
ings of the agent and DIA field personnel, political exigencies and the view 
from Ottawa, the personal wealth of the individual concerned, the amount 
of money on hand, economic circumstances in general, and the percep-
tion of urgency all played a part in decision making regarding debt-policy 
implementation. The fact that the Department was very restrictive in both 

Table 5.5. Blood Tribe Debt, 1934–42.

YEAR
COLLECTABLE 

INDEBTEDNESS
COLLECTIONS 

ON DEBT
INCURRED 

DEBT
CURRENT 

DEBT

OWING 
OUTSIDE 

CREDITORS

1934 14,538.59 – – – –

1935 14,538.59 960.64 671.85 14,249.80 989.79

1936 14,249.80 – 426.48 14,676.28 989.79

1937 14,676.28 1,325.20 1,056.18 14,407.26 989.79

1938 14,407.26 2,088.52 999.36 13,235.34 097.00

1939 13,235.34 – – 13,187.59 097.00

1940 13,187.59 – 1,685.84 14,873.43 097.00

1941 14,873.43 – – 14,873.43 097.00

1942 14,873.43 – – 14,873.43 097.00

LAC, RG 10, vol. 7899, file 40103-1. Table compiled from statement of J.E. Pugh.
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releasing funds and in sanctioning purchases, for example, encouraged the 
Bloods to incur unauthorized debt. The one immutable fact is the general 
acceptance that the Bloods needed financing in order to make their reserve 
activities economically viable, especially with regard to farming.

From the beginning, the Bloods were planned into the economic strat-
egies of the merchant community. Their patronage was both encouraged 
and appreciated. Attempts by the Department to limit or curtail this form 
of economic integration with the non-Native community had only limited 
success. Had the Bloods been simply a debtor society, their commercial in-
volvement with local businesses might have been more easily and formally 
regulated – the DIA purchasing on their behalf and for their needs as it 
saw fit. Because the Bloods displayed both personal initiative and some 
commercial independence, however, they were in a position to maximize 
their efforts to use credit, a benefit that, like many of their neighbours, 
they insisted on having.

The difficulties that attended all settlers’ attempts to succeed in ‘next-
year country’ also attended the Bloods. Success could not be attained in-
dependent of national economic structures, such as banking institutions, 
or patterns of commercial exchange, such as credit. Depression-induced 
crop failures and environmental upheaval in the southern Alberta region 
and on the Blood reserve made the DIA realize that Natives were very 
much in the same position as others. The Bloods’ attachment to their re-
serve could not mitigate this fact and in all likelihood compounded it. The 
boundaries of the reserve and departmental policy and supervision were 
no antidote to the changing economic fortunes of the region or the nation, 
or to the Bloods’ own efforts. The result was that eventually Department 
bureaucrats at Ottawa came to the same realization as Blood reserve agents 
– policies had to bend with circumstances if the Bloods were not to be 
totally reduced to a commercially impotent and beggar society. The Bloods 
could neither be driven nor restrained without reference to the extended 
environmental and commercial community in which they lived.

Clearly the Bloods’ personal spending habits, and Indian Affairs 
expenditures on their behalf, resulted in a significant cash transfer to 
merchants in Cardston, Fort Macleod, and the small businesses situated 
close to the reserve. In December 1928, the Cardston News recognized the 
special commercial relationship that existed between the Blood reserve 
and Cardston. The paper opined: “The Indian is a prospective citizen of no 
mean importance.”126 In March 1929, the News elaborated on this com-
mercial bond, describing business relations with the Bloods as
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… most cordial. It is true that the system sometimes causes 
annoyance to those who must give credit but generally speak-
ing, the Indians’ business is fully as well paid and as properly 
conducted as that of any similar group or community of white 
men. In fact some of our own business methods might well be 
remodeled to measure up to the standards of business ethics set 
by many of our Indian friends.127

This was the paper’s perception, but it contained, no doubt, a least a kernel 
of truth to permit such a favourable comparison.

As the Depression ended, increased spending by the Bloods, as a 
whole, likely ended most of the complaints about the non-payment of debts 
by individual Bloods. The Bloods were but one portion of the consuming 
public, of necessity tolerated and, as any other group seasonally harassed or 
wooed by business as alternating economic fortunes dictated.

Local businesses eagerly sought both Department-sponsored and indi-
vidually arranged expenditures, even though collecting on credit so freely 
extended often proved exceedingly frustrating, sometimes even impossible. 
Undoubtedly, the impact on some commercial establishments was consid-
erable, but for most the benefits outweighed the risk. This was especially 
true where establishments were not totally dependent on the local area for 
their sales. Though, like others, individually the Bloods’ fortunes varied, 
collectively they represented a financial opportunity too great to ignore.
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6: Conclusion: Change Over Time

This study is a survey of one small area of southern Alberta containing an 
immigrant population encountering a host Native culture. It highlights 
inherent dangers in assumptions of Native isolation and exclusion from 
market processes. The intent was to ascertain how both Natives and new-
comers fit together at the economically significant points of encounter, 
land and products from the land, labour and monetary exchange. This 
southern Alberta location fits historian W.L. Morton’s definition of a 
‘site,’ that is, an area having both significance of geographic position and 
economic function. Though the significance of a ‘site’ “varies with the na-
ture of the environment and the state of technology,” the region has been 
deemed more or less significant over time by its various inhabitants and for 
a variety of reasons.1 Canada, driven by a dream of continental expansion, 
regarded the region and the surrounding expanse of prairie and parkland 
as necessary for its geographic and imperial ambitions. Settlers regarded 
the area as a homeland to sustain anticipated prosperity. The Bloods clearly 
indicated the significance of this region to themselves when they selected 
their reserve.

The significance of this site was rarely, if ever, questioned by the nation 
that viewed the West as a fount of wealth, a hinterland appendage to be 
exploited.2 Those settlers who lived there came to question its suitability 
for their purposes only after the heady visions of progress and prosper-
ity had been tempered by the bitter experience of failure. This in turn 
brought about a reassessment of the viability of this ‘next-year country’ 
to sustain their dreams. However, the fluctuating fortunes and altering 
circumstances threatening survival gave added critical significance to the 
area of the Blood reserve and its possessors. It seemed to be endowed with 
rescue potential, offering the possibility of the neighbouring individuals 
and communities to repair the frustrated hopes shattered by nature and the 
limitations imposed by the 160-acre homestead.3 These hopes, however, 
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were at times contingent on the Bloods being conscripted into a co-opera-
tive and reciprocal partnership with their neighbours.

The dynamic at work in this area both encapsulated the hopes  
and reflected the policies of Canada’s expanding national influence: Fort 
Macleod founded by the NWMP represented the extension of authority, 
Lethbridge the grasp of expanded eastern enterprise, and communities 
such as Cardston and Raymond the reality of transplanted society and 
economy, the tramp of ‘civilization’ across the frontier.4 The formation of 
the Blood reserve, and Native reserves in general, illustrated for the new-
comers the dispossession of the Natives and foreshadowed their imminent 
assimilation or even extinction. Irene Spry, however, argued that, after 
the influx of immigrants into the Red River area, Natives collaborated 
with the new economy and gained an appreciation for “a cash calculation 
of well-being.”5 Similarly, in southern Alberta, the new economy created 
demands for land, materials, money and labour, all of which the Bloods 
possessed in varying degrees at various times. Thus the fortunes and his-
tory of the Natives and the Whites were of necessity intertwined. The 
needs of both the Bloods and their neighbours, though seen by some as 
competitive, rationally encouraged co-operation and integration of the 
‘white’ neighbourhood with the reserve.

During the period of this study, the Bloods experienced continual 
change and adaptation as they had for millennia. The influx of non-Na-
tives into the Bloods’ Plains homeland occasioned reappraisal and re-
alignment of commercial and cultural relationships. During this period, 
Euro-American presence overwhelmed Native populations just as their 
capitalist economies overwhelmed precapitalist Native behaviours. Crisis, 
however, was mitigated by the Bloods’ adaptive capacity. Skills, ingenuity, 
and physical prowess were summoned to successfully meet various emer-
gent circumstances. The Bloods looked to inclusion in commodity markets 
and embraced competition rather than resist it. The changed economic 
circumstances became their own version of an exterior imposed regimen. 
The Bloods were able to function this way because they saw adaptation and 
reciprocity as natural economic and cultural processes. The reserve land 
base with its cultural uniformity sustained their integrity and their limited 
self-determination.

Rolf Knight argues that the limited economic return from agriculture 
on the prairies stimulated an outward and diversified approach to earning 
income.6 The Bloods took a much more diversified approach to work and 
income than is often credited. For example, as early as 1896, the DIA 
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recognized that the area in which the Bloods resided was not particu-
larly suited to crop agriculture and as a result the Department encouraged 
them to take up mixed farming or stock-raising.7 Within two years, the 
Bloods had added freighting to their economic activities.8 By 1903 the 
agent downplayed the significance of farming, noting that cattle, hay, and 
freighting, both for “the reserve and the neighbouring ranchers,” returned 
more revenue.9

By 1904 the Bloods had diversified once again and added labour in the 
Raymond sugar beet fields to their income-earning opportunities. Crop 
agriculture may have been, as Hana Samek argues, unsuccessful, but its 
modest nature initially should not be construed to represent overall Blood 
economic achievement.10 Even officially measured economic returns from 
these activities may not indicate the true measure of successful Blood eco-
nomic endeavours as they responded to off-reserve demand for their labour 
and resources.

It may be more revealing, therefore, to compare the Bloods, not with 
prairie farmers who pursued cereal grain monoculture, but rather with 
Whites who practised subsistence farming and were required to follow 
a variety of seasonal occupations and with other Native groups such as 
the Cree. This included working for others and temporarily migrating, for 
some permanently, to other areas in order to eke out an existence. Thus 
a variety of occupations were followed in the completion of a work year. 
Geographer Larry McCann has pointed to the need for such an adaptive 
strategy among Atlantic Canadians responding to the failure of industrial-
ism to bring full and permanent employment.11 This chasing of a variety 
of occupations has similarly been noted by Beal for the Cree of Saskatch-
ewan.12

Although the Canadian government recognized Aboriginal right or 
title to the lands they occupied, others did not.13 Expansion to the west-
ward, for the man on the street or behind the plough, simply meant the 
acquisition of free and available land. This view was totally at odds with 
Native perceptions that they owned the land and continued to have un-
impeded rights confirmed by treaty. Once established, however, ranchers 
and settlers alike accepted reserves as inviolable Indian lands only as long 
as their borders could not be breached or the non-Native community did 
not need them. Efforts to breach Blood resilience specifically and Native 
resilience generally were supported by government policy. The attitudes 
and actions of both settlers and government placed intense pressure on 
the Indians to alienate large segments of their reserves in the interests of 
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the incoming settler population.14 The Bloods, however, stubbornly and 
generally successfully resisted such persuasion and pressure.

The influx of settlers after the turn of the century and the enthusiasm 
of town booster ideology resulted in a more integrated region. Towns vied 
for supremacy in the surrounding hinterland and insisted that communica-
tion and commerce required efficient transportation routes. The pressure 
on the Bloods to open their reserve’s borders to provide access was strong 
and persistent. Cardston insistently regarded the reserve roadways as thor-
oughfares to more effectively extend its reach and became a troublesome 
neighbour to the Bloods. When in 1899, for example, the DIA granted a 
road allowance through the Blood Reserve from Cardston to the St. Mary 
River, Agent James Wilson wanted to close the old road allowance that he 
felt was now redundant. Wilson was perturbed to learn, however, that the 
new one was simply to be an addition to the two already existing, and that 
the White settlers considered all three roadways necessary. Wilson rightly 
concluded that since the Bloods had no use for such a road, and since it 
interfered with the reserve boundary, it was obviously intended solely for 
the benefit of the citizens of Cardston.15

As towns and villages such as Hillspring, Glenwood, Mountain View, 
Magrath, and Raymond extended their reach towards both the east and 
the west, the reserve was absorbed into the local transportation system 
by travellers and entrepreneurs who sought the most efficient and short-
est means of communication and movement. Thus the reserve was drawn 
into a burgeoning complex of social and economic networks. The Bloods, 
however, were aware of their needs and were determined to set their own 
agenda. In 1899 the Bloods fenced the road connecting Cardston and 
Mountain View where it crossed the reserve, much to the chagrin of local 
residents who complained that it inconvenienced the travelling public and 
hindered mail delivery. Despite the fact there was clear trespass on the 
reserve, the DIA recommended that the fence be removed to grant unim-
peded movement across the reserve. However, the DIA determined that 
the Government of the Territories could not secure road access without the 
consent or surrender of the Bloods.16

The demands for roads across the reserve, and reserve surrender to 
facilitate their construction, continued through the 1920s. Added pressure 
was exerted on the Bloods in the 1920s and 1930s by the province of Al-
berta as it sought to update and better integrate its transportation systems to 
accommodate rural and urban growth.17 Ultimately these roadways proved 
beneficial to the Bloods as people and commerce used the right of ways. 
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Any attempt to socially and economically isolate the Bloods was frustrated 
by the demands and needs of the non-Native community and the govern-
ments that worked on their behalf. As late as 1926 DIA secretary J.D. 
McLean, on the occasion of turning down the most recent request for yet 
another road right of way across the Blood reserve, reassured the Province 
of Alberta that “the Department is willing to expedite the development of 
the country by allowing roads to be established anywhere necessary”18 but 
would not necessarily accede to every request.

The Bloods clearly did not remain economically or physically isolated, 
despite attitudes relegating Natives to a menial social position or the ex-
istence of their reserve as a social and political entity.19 They were almost 
immediately drawn into the newly emerging complex of economic patterns 
established by the rancher, farmer, town, and village regimes. The needs of 
the new settlers, both real and imagined, readily opened doors to mutual 
co-operation and exchange with the Bloods. Economics proved more po-
tent than social attitudes and prejudice and ultimately more of a unifying 
force than a divisive one.

Penrose believes that the loss of the buffalo left Plains Natives “with 
very few options” except farming and ranching. Surely this is overstated. 
The assumption that Natives “were duly confined to small reserves … [and] 
out of the way” as an all-inclusive assertion simply cannot be sustained.20 
More than anything, perhaps, we have to rethink the effectiveness of con-
finement with regard to Natives and their reserves and challenge the ten-
dency to regard confinement as approaching the absolute. It thus becomes 
easy to internalize an ideology of “out of site, out of mind” with regard to 
Natives, endowing the various reserves with absolute isolationist proper-
ties, however unreal. This has permitted non-Natives to imagine control of 
Natives’ daily patterns and micro-management of the economic agenda.

It is inconceivable that the Blood population, with their more than 
500 square miles of territory, and the variety of resources and people skills 
contained therein, would have had no self-directed impact on, or part to 
play in, a local or regional economy. It is inconceivable, as well, that local 
business enterprises and mercantile interests, in general, would not rec-
ognize the benefits to be gained from tapping the resources of this land 
base and its people and be, therefore, content to let the Bloods remain in 
passive isolation. Though reserves were planned as isolation units in which 
social engineering and economic reorientation could take place, Natives 
and Whites could not be kept apart except through a rigorous application 
of the regulations. To believe they could denies the Bloods’ participation 
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in the economic life of the region. The reality is, however, that the Bloods 
did have a significant impact.

The Bloods entered the late nineteenth and the early twentieth centu-
ries having to deal with a much different incoming society. Unlike early 
explorers and fur traders, the primary desire of the new arrivals was to 
directly integrate the region into the national economy and exchange ag-
ricultural products for the manufactured goods of central Canada. They 
quickly found that the Bloods had much to offer in fulfilling their indi-
vidual or collective dreams for prosperity. With their traditional buffalo 
economy made obsolete, the Bloods themselves needed goods that could 
make their existence more tolerable. Whites needed both Blood land and 
labour and the purchasing power the tribe, and Natives in general, repre-
sented; hence, it was impossible for the Bloods to remain detached from 
the economic forces at play around them. Acts of mutual exchange oc-
curred, not through default, but were deliberately sought out and generally 
welcomed by all parties.

Both the Bloods and the non-Native community recognized the po-
tential each held for the other. Non-Natives were aware of the benefits 
that Blood land promised and recognized that the Blood people could 
supply needed raw materials. For the ranching industry, the increase in 
the number of cattle and the subsequent reduced grazing capacity, limita-
tions imposed by variations in weather and natural disasters, made the 
large area of the Blood reserve important to its well-being. In a calculated 
response, the Bloods systematically and strategically offered their land as 
a market commodity. When direct access to the Bloods’ land and its re-
sources was denied to non-Natives, the Bloods were contracted to supply 
their labour and the desired produce. By all indications, the Bloods were 
not loath to accept such arrangements if they believed they could derive 
financial benefit. The intensity with which the payment of land rents was 
fought, or avoided, sustains the argument that access to the Blood reserve 
was perceived by many Whites as a necessary right with which they were 
reluctant to part. The voluminous correspondence on this issue suggests 
this access was regarded as a genuine need.

Ranchers could co-exist with the reserve as a political entity so long as 
they were not deprived of access to grazing land. Farming, however, was 
more land-use intensive and individual. Land that was separate and legally 
inalienable was simply not available for sustained and planned farming. 
The Bloods dismissed demands to surrender land, and the more insistent 
the demands became the more the Bloods refused to accommodate the 
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needs of the non-Native community, preferring instead to move to large-
scale land rental.

Land, as a commodity, became the focus of development both for the 
Indians and the non-Native interests. Opinions differed between the Gov-
ernment, seeking to realize a specific policy aimed at answering the needs 
of an immigrant population, and the Bloods, hoping to realize benefits 
from their titled possession. And although historians have often judged 
Indian agents as mean-spirited and neglectful of Native interests, agents 
defended the rights of the Bloods both against the Department’s intent 
and against rancher and farmer interlopers.

It is clear that the land base of the Blood reserve played an important 
part in the economic well-being of ranching and subsequently the mixed 
farming enterprises of the region. When the non-Native needs did not 
clash with the Bloods’ own requirements, an accommodation, though 
sometimes strained, could usually be worked out. Problems arose when 
over-exploitation exhausted the land to the detriment of the Bloods, as 
happened during the drought of the 1930s. Difficulties also occurred when 
the government failed to recognize or adequately protect the Bloods from 
the impact of illegal land use and the abuse of lease privileges.

The Bloods, through their agents, pressed the Department to protect 
their reserve from illegal and unwarranted intrusion and exploitation. The 
main problem was that the DIA felt it knew best what the Bloods needed 
and acted accordingly. Thus the reserve’s resources were sometimes alien-
ated despite the protests of both the Indians and the local agent. Though 
this at times occasioned bitterness on the part of the Bloods, neither they 
nor their customers lost sight of the value of each to the other. Clearly, 
the Bloods’ needs, reserve politics, various agents’ ambitions, Department 
policy and natural conditions; all had a part to play in determining the 
disposal of reserve resources. Drought conditions during the 1930s, for 
example, eventually led to a decision to curb outsider access, although it 
was implemented only in part.

Not only did the Bloods integrate their land into the growing economic 
system of their area but they also sold their produce and labour. Thus for a 
short time the Bloods’ coal and hay sales and their contract freighting dis-
placed those who were less competitive or who lacked the Bloods’ connec-
tions. Significantly, despite official policy directed at curbing the Native 
competition with Whites, the Blood agents were forceful and energetic in 
acquiring off-reserve employment for their charges, opportunities that the 
Bloods were quick to seize. This was not seriously challenged by the DIA. 
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Attempts by the public to restrict the Bloods’ market access all failed and 
indeed by the 1920s the DIA had accepted the Bloods’ right to inclusion, if 
only because it now supported the government’s policy of fiscal restraint.

Blood labour in the Raymond sugar beet fields provides perhaps the 
best example of their participation in the local economy through the labour 
market. They were aggressively recruited for this work and were deemed es-
sential by the growers to the functioning of the industry. Despite repeated 
attempts by the industry, no suitable alternative labour could initially be 
found to replace them. The beet industry eventually went into decline, and, 
while critics blamed an inadequate labour supply, it is clear that market 
forces independent of labour supply were important contributing factors 
to the failure. A more detailed examination of the sugar beet industry in 
southern Alberta for this early period is clearly indicated.

Blood income was also important to the local economy. Both the DIA 
and the Bloods themselves could only meet their immediate needs through 
commerce with off-reserve businesses. Whether or not Natives possessed 
personal wealth, they generated wealth by their needs. Most non-Native 
entrepreneurs held the mistaken idea that the government was a bottomless 
purse on which the Bloods had call. Thus merchants in both Cardston and 
Fort Macleod curried Indian favour – in fact competed for it despite the 
obvious risks. Problems with debt collection, however, never resulted in a 
long-term denial of credit to the Bloods, though the Department did at-
tempt to enforce its own restrictions by making such collection difficult.

Clearly, DIA policy was not cohesively dispersed. Its local impact on 
the Bloods was determined in some measure by the character of various 
agents, the Blood chiefs, and the Bloods’ collective will. These factors also 
determined relations with non-Native neighbours, both rural and urban. 
This study offers such insights into practical motivations that also drove 
Blood economic adaptive capacity and desires and which influenced their 
economic relationships. Concerted campaigns and efforts to force Blood 
compliance or induce them to co-operate had limited success at best as 
illustrated by Blood behaviour in the sugar beet fields or with regard to 
leasing their land. Similarly, exclusion tactics as with commodity sales 
ended in non-Natives’ frustrations.

What was striking, however, was that the Bloods, even though they 
became a numerical minority and faced an increasingly complex and more 
competitive market situation, maintained considerable local economic 
influence. Anthropologist Esther Goldfrank, for example, reported an 
annual Blood income of $7,500 in 1895. And where Samek envisioned 
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agricultural failure, Goldfrank saw change, the partial abandonment of 
crop agriculture in favour of cattle-raising and the development of the more 
lucrative contract haying, with the result that by 1906 the annual income 
was $40,000. By 1920 the income was $254,332, more than a six-fold 
increase, and, as significant, less than one half of this was realized from 
agricultural products, including hay.21 The implications of this dramatic 
increase can better be appreciated when one considers that during this pe-
riod the Blood population remained fairly constant, a population of 1,168 
in 1906 and 1,158 in 1924.22 True, the Bloods’ income collapsed with the 
onset of the Depression, declining from $100,000 in 1930 to $24,000 in 
1932.23 This dramatic collapse, however, did not set the Bloods apart; they 
simply suffered, as did all their neighbours, the misery of general national 
economic depression.24

The Bloods participated in the tremendous economic growth expe-
rienced by Canada’s agricultural sector during the 1920s, and it is in this 
decade that agricultural production became a critical factor in the Blood 
reserve economy. Between 1911 and 1920, the percentage of income at-
tributable to farm products, including hay was 52.2 per cent, 39.2 per cent, 
42.6 per cent, 43.3 per cent, or less than 50 per cent, except for the year 
of least income.25 This evidence contradicts the commonly held belief that 
the Bloods had been so continually poverty-stricken that they did not even 
notice the collapse of regional and national economies in the Great De-
pression.26 The decade of 1911 to 1920 had been one of increased economic 
diversification and increasing, if limited, prosperity. It was not until the 
decade of the 1920s that reserve farming finally accounted for more reserve 
income than other revenue sources. Prior to this, therefore, one must not 
give too much weight to crop agriculture, as its importance was discounted 
by agents and that of hay was stressed. By 1924, however, the total value of 
farm products including hay was $209,000 or 74.6 per cent of total income 
of $280,332.27 Consequently, agriculture only became substantially sig-
nificant after the period in which Samek determined Blackfoot reservation 
economies to have failed. By 1920, Samek says, the Bloods “were back on 
rations, with their economy having turned full circle back to the destitution 
of forty years earlier.”28 It is inconceivable that they failed to realize that 
their hundreds of thousands of dollars in income in the 1920s had shrunk 
to mere thousands in the early 1930s. It is more likely that the misery of 
the 1930s was many times compounded because of the relative prosperity 
of the previous decade, a problem common to the entire region.
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There exists the view that both the Bloods and other Natives were 
inconsequential to and isolated from the economic and social processes 
unfolding around them. This is largely a result of viewing the history of 
relations from the standpoint of what was officially desired, demanded, or 
perceived as ideal by government, especially in creating a western economy 
based on farming, and not in viewing particular circumstance of specific 
locations. There is also a tendency to see Natives as exploited rather than 
as competitive or exploitative, a view that does not recognize the reality 
of economic and social relationships with neighbours. The Bloods’ self- 
interested behaviour in the leasing of their land, the sale of their labour and 
produce, the way they spent their money, and incurred debt provides suf-
ficient evidence. Their actions in the Raymond area beet fields are simply 
a further proof. The Blood reserve could not, no more than the surround-
ing countryside, exist in ‘splendid isolation,’ functioning independently 
of national, local, or and individual forces and drives. Both communities 
accommodated each other’s needs, while operating within the framework 
of a regional and national economic system.

During the period of this study, the Bloods overcame the calamitous 
loss of the buffalo, took advantage of market forces, and largely avoided 
becoming totally marginalized. What emerges is a clear indication that 
the Bloods were more or less disadvantaged depending on the general eco-
nomic circumstances to which both Natives and Whites were subjected. 
Some Bloods were likely more economically marginalized than some of 
their White neighbours, and less than others. Whites who were suffer-
ing financially could either leave or seek help from financial institutions 
and banks, options not open to the Bloods because of legal and cultural 
restrictions. The Bloods’ land and patronage, however, often determined 
the well-being of the industries developing around them, and thus they 
became an essential, and not an irrelevant factor, in the local economy. 
As a consequence the Bloods could sometimes pick and choose the means 
with which to define or modify the associations, a situation wholly out of 
keeping with an insignificant status.

The Bloods experienced dramatic though by no means complete change 
in that not all traditional behaviours or mores were abandoned. Some, 
however, were adapted to accommodate the new circumstances and grasp 
the opportunities offered by the new economy. It was in the economic 
sphere that great change occurred, much of it self-directed, reflecting the 
Bloods comprehension of altered circumstance. In Common and Contested 
Ground, Theodore Binnema has illustrated the ebb and flow of the Plains 
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buffalo culture in which the Bloods participated. Clearly it is incorrect to 
think that, because the buffalo existed in large numbers, Plains people 
were provided with a life of ease. The fur trade economy, just as the post- 
buffalo economy, required constant orientation and accommodation.29 
Hugh Dempsey, in his study Firewater, has convincingly illustrated that 
the last days of the buffalo economy were filled with turmoil and destruc-
tion.30 Indeed, the extent of this destruction necessitated economic read-
justment. Treaty 7, and subsequent efforts to participate in new economic 
opportunities, offers evidence that the Bloods were fully cognizant of the 
new reality into which they had been thrust.

Many of the changes that the Bloods experienced and directed were 
transparent, many less so, but in the main the traditional yearly round of 
activities was increasingly altered with the passage of time. An excellent 
illustration of change was that, for the Bloods as for other Plains Natives, 
the “shopping spree” replaced the buffalo hunt and the general store, not 
the buffalo, became the ‘emporium’ for the Bloods’ needs. Beef replaced 
buffalo as the staple meat and the vegetable garden and grains supplement-
ed what could be dug from nature’s garden. Wooden cottages replaced 
teepees as the primary living space, and movement was along well-trodden 
trails and roads to towns rather than with the intent of wide-ranging wan-
derings. Ranching, lease contracts, contract labour, share-cropping, min-
ing, haulage, and credit purchasing were either new methods of economic 
behaviour or more formal and sophisticated adaptations of fur trade and 
buffalo robe trade customs. These were not absolute one-on-one transfers 
but indicate that the life of the Bloods in the post-buffalo era was in some 
ways substantially different from previous experience.

Life changed for the Bloods in the post-buffalo era. However, as far 
as human potential was concerned, skill, energy, foresight, and planning 
to maximize benefits from economic activities were still needed and used. 
True, Whites largely drove the economy. The Bloods, however, successfully 
responded to resource depletion and a new economic and political order. 
Unlike the Dakota, whom Peter Elias concluded suffered from an imposed 
isolation and therefore exclusion from the surrounding labour market, the 
attempt to impose the same on the Bloods did not succeed.31

The mistake has been to assume that all Plains Natives experienced 
the same fate following the loss of the buffalo and to accept the conclu-
sion that somehow today’s stereotypes either reflect a historical reality in 
all cases or represent a continuity of experience through time. To do so 
is to assume that the Bloods were submissive in the face of government 
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repression, failed to appreciate the value of the wealth they possessed in 
their land and labour, had no need for material possessions that could 
improve their standard of living, and deliberately chose to remain outside 
the market economy. It is also to conclude that non-Natives did not rec-
ognize any potential in their Blood neighbours or, if they did so, chose 
to ignore it in favour of some perceived status quo. Neither conclusion is 
sensible or true. Each society had materials and skills the other needed, 
so an accommodation had to be worked out for both to thrive or simply 
function at only a sustainable level in their common environments.

Through diverse economic, environmental, social, and cultural chang-
es, the Blood reserve and its people remained a constant in the fluctuating 
fortunes of the area. The reserve was an oasis, promising some limited 
respite from the shrinking economies of scale for those Whites who could 
access its benefits. The promise of the reserve’s potential forged an eco-
nomic link between the Bloods and their neighbours.

This work has attempted to illustrate an Indian reserve and the sur-
rounding non-Native community as in some ways integrated. However, 
the extent of economic integration was not overwhelming, nor was it con-
sistent for all the factors during this time period. There was a period, for 
example, when there was no coal mine and when sugar beet labour was not 
required or not available. Though limited, the extent of integration has not 
previously been appreciated for its significance. The Bloods were important 
first to the ranching community and then to the farmers and the towns for 
the produce, services, and capital they provided. Much more detailed work 
will have to be done to determine the extent to which this was common 
to other reserves. This work on the Bloods, as well as that of Beal on the 
Saskatchewan Cree, however, certainly suggest that alternative interpreta-
tions must be contemplated and investigated. It should be noted, however, 
that the size and location of the Blood reserve makes it difficult to apply 
conclusions reached here to other Native groups and communities. But 
there is no reason to suppose that the Bloods were exceptional in respond-
ing to the challenges of the post-buffalo period.

The southern Alberta area went through periods of economic highs 
and lows much like the economy of the rest of the country. Those eco-
nomic downturns caused by nature, the national and the world economy 
generally, affected the region as a whole; when the surrounding White 
population suffered so did the Bloods, and vice versa. As the initial settle-
ment phase ended, the Bloods had cast their lot with their neighbours. In 
consequence, Whites, the DIA, and individual tribal members sometimes 
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victimized the Bloods as a collective. But they did not respond as helpless 
victims. Instead, the Bloods enjoyed the benefits of economic co-operation 
and also suffered setbacks while making their contribution to the general 
well-being of the region.

Clearly the Bloods strategically adapted to the new post-buffalo re-
ality and refused to be made ‘strangers’ in their own land.32 It was but 
the recurrence of an old theme in their tradition of experience, and their 
former experience had been one of success. Native reserves had a more 
important part to play in the local or regional history than has previously 
been credited. In this case, the Bloods’ importance to the ranching and 
farming community and to commerce in Cardston, Fort Macleod, and 
Raymond is clear.
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Neighbours and Networks explores the economic relationship that ex-
isted between the Blood Indian reserve and the surrounding region of 
southern Alberta between 1884 and 1939. 

The Blood tribe, though living on a reserve, refused to become eco-
nomically isolated from the larger community, and indeed became sig-
nificant contributors to the economy of the area. Their land base was 
important to the ranching industry. Their products, especially coal and 
hay, were sought after by settlers, and the Bloods were encouraged not 
only to provide them as needed, but also to become expert freighters, 
transporting goods from the reserve for non-Native business people. 
Blood field labour in the Raymond area’s sugar beet fields was at times 
critical to the functioning of that industry. In addition, the Bloods’ ties 
to the merchant community, especially in Cardston and Fort Macleod, 
resulted in a significant infusion of money into the local economy.

Keith Regular’s study fills the gap left by Canadian historiography that 
has largely ignored the economic associations between Natives and 
non-Natives living in a common environment. His microhistory refutes 
the perception that Native reserves have played only a minor role in 
regional development, and provides an excellent example of a cross-
cultural, co-operative economic relationship in the post-treaty period 
on the Canadian plains.

KEITH REGULAR teaches history and social studies at Elkford Second-
ary School, Elkford, British Columbia. He received a PhD in history from 
Memorial University of Newfoundland in 1999.
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